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@ USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 
IN FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS 
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INTRODUCTION 

The objective of early e:\.1Jerimental work with fertilizers was to 
find which ·of the necessary plant-food elements the soil could, and 
which it could not, supply in quantities sufficient for the needs of the 
growing crop. 

It was soon learned that the plant-food elements most commonly 
deficient in the soil are nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. Ae
cordingly, these three elements were widely used in fertilizer tests, 
the aim being to determine the relative degree of deficiency of each in 
specific cases. These tests gave results of sufficient value to permit 
the development of itn extensive fertilizer industry. Other experi
ments have had for their object a comparison of different sources of 
the various plant-food elements. Such e:\.-periments are necessary 
in any system of e:\.1Jerimentation with fertilizers. 

Recognition of the fact that nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash 
are most frequently needed in fertilizers made it obvious that eJ.."peri
ments of two kinds were needed. One kind had for its object the 
determining of the most profitable combination of fertilizer elements, 
that is, the most profitable fertilizer formula, for a given soil and crop; 

I Doctrr Spillman died July 11, 1D31. In the uncompleted manuscript acknowledgment was made of the 
valuable aid rendered by IV!rs. Florence O. 'l'homasln making the computations, and by S. 1V. Mondum. 
Senior Agricultural Economist, in offering suggestions as to arrangement and presentation of the BubJect 
matter of the report. .After bocLor Spillman's death Mr. Mendum completed the manuscript. 
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the other kind. had for its object the determining of the most profitable 
quantity of this most profitable formula. 

One group of experimenters gave particular attention to the prob
lem of best fertilizer formulas, and devised an ingenious and effec
tive sY3tem of e:l!..-perimentation which has given valuable information 
as to best formulas for given ceses. 

Others .instituted seriee of experiments intended to determine the 
most profitable <l.uantities of the various fertilizer elements and the 
various combinations to use in giyen cases. f;, 

The results of these two lines of e:l!..-perimentation nre the basis ax 
present. fertilizer practice in the United States. 

To cover the fUll range of fertilizer formulas and the full range of 
quantities of even a few formulas requires a large number of e:l!..-peri
mental plots. To obtain adequate answers to the problems of best 
formulas and best quantities of fertilizers ttl apply in a given case by 
the methods mentioned therefore entails large e:l!..-penditures of both 
time and funds. 

An equation e:l!..-pressing even .;:tpproximately the relation hetween 
plant growth and quantity of :pl!!.D.t food applied in fertilizers would 
ena,ble thee:l!..-perimenter to carry on investigations of both these 
problems with a relf.,tively small number of e:l!..-perimental plots. 
At the samle time jt would give more accurate answers to the two 
problems than could be otherwise obtained. 

The economic bearing of such an equation is obvious. The ability 
to determine eyen approximately the formula for any quantity of 
fertilizer that will give the most profit, and the quantity of fertilizer 
made according to the best formula for that quantity that would 
result in the greatest profit per acre, should lead to less waste and 
greater profit in the use of fertilizer. 

A large number of experiments have been performed in which the 
quantity of one or more growth factors was varied. When the re
sults of these e:l!..-peliments are graphed, yields being used as ordinates 
and quantities of .a growth factor ai:l abscissas, a larg'e proportion of 
the resulting cU:'ves are strikingly similar in form. (Fig. 1.) In 
fact, the proportion is so large as to suggest that in many cases those 
that do not give such a curve fail to do so because of large experimental 
errors in the work. 

A curve that can be fitted satisfactorily to these experimental re
sults would make it possible to calculate the yield from any quantity 
of the growth factor in question, the only experimental data needed 
being those required for finding accurate values for the constants of 
the equation. 

In recent years it has been shown that either of the equations 

Y=l.{-AR'" (1) 
or 

y=a+bx+cr (A) 

meets these requirements. Within the range of the data used in 
determining the constants in either of these eguations, each gives a 
curve that fits experimental results satisfactorily. Over a consider
able proportion of their range the two curves are closely similar in 
form. 
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USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 

It is shown later, however, that equation (1) has certain important 
advantages £',s compared with equation (A.). It may be used with 
satisfactory :"1sUltS for calculating yields far beyond the limits of the 
experimental results used in determining the constants of the equa
tion. This is not the case with equation (A). 

Ail even more .important advantage of equation (1) is that it may 
be written in a generalized form (p. 22) that permits it to be used, 
when its constants have been determined, for calculating the yield 
to be eJ.l?ected from any combination of fertilizer elements, in any 
quantity 'of fertilizer. Again, the generalized form of the equation 
by differentiation may be converted into a set of equations, one ior 
each variable growth factor, by means of which the most profitable 
quantities of nitrogen and potash to use with any quantity of phos
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FIGURE 1.-E:XPONENTI."'L YIELD 	CURVE F.::lR A SINGLE VARIABLE GROWTH 
FACTOR 

Yo Is the yield when none of the factor is applied in fertilizer, VI the increase in yield due to 1 unit 
of the factor applied in fertilizer, V, the increase for 2 units, and so on. Y is the actual yield for x 
units of the factor, and:'\1 and A are the respective limits approached by Y and 1/ as x increases 
indetlnitely. Lines a, b, c, d, etc., are the increments in yield due to the first, second, third, 
fourth, etc., units applied. These increments tend to form II decreasing geometric series, of 
wbicb R is .tbe rutiD. 

phoric acid, as well as the most profitable qual1tity of this most profit
able combination to use in n. given case, can be determined. 

These facts appear to justify at least the tentative adoption of 
equation (1) as the mathematical expression of the quantitatIve rela
tion between plant growth and the quantity of a growth factor avail
able. Further research may result III a more accurate eJ.llression for 
this relation. But the fact that equation (1) does permit satisfactory 
curve fitting, and thus greatly reduces the amount of cJ.l)erimental 
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work required for at least an approximate solution to bot.h the pro
blemof best formula and the problem of best quantity of fertilizer 
havin~ this formul<L, would seem to justify the tentative use of the 
equatIOn as a basis for planning and interpreting experimental work 
WIth fertilizers. 

The uses to which equ!l.,tion (1) and its generalized form adapted to 
two or more variable growth factors may be applied are set forth in 
the following pages. 

On certain soils very small applications of a fertilizer constituent 
give no increase in yield. As the quantity applied increases, 'd point 
is finally reached beyond which the yield begins to increase, and the 
increase proceeds from that point to follow a well-defined curve of 
normal increase. The small quantity thus having no effect on yield 
has been referred to by soil chemists as "absorbed" nitrogen, phos
phoric acid, or potash, as the case may be. Perhaps the term "oc
clusion" might be preferred for this phenomenon. The reason for 
the failure of the small quantity of the growth factor to produce any 
effect on yield is as yet not definitely known. The fact appears to 
be that it is not available to the growing plant. This bulletin gives 
It method of determining, by means of the yield curve, the quantity 
of a plant-food element thus rendered unavailable. 

This determination has economic value. It sometimes happens 
that a farmer can not obtain as much fertilizer as he knows he needs, 
but must distribute what he can obtain over a considerable acreage. 
It would be a complete waste to apply less than the quantity taken 
up by the soil and held in a condit·ion unavailable to the gro-wing crop. 
With knowledge of the quantity that would be absorbed, or occluded, 
and thus rendered unavailable, and of the increase in yield to be 
expectec, from applications over and a.bove this quantity, the fertilizer 
obtainabl~ can be distributed at the rate that will give the highest net 
return. 

Certain other soils are said to absorb a definite proportion of the 
potash applied to them, irrespective of the quantity applied. In 
these cases the method described herein is not applicable. There is a 
possibility, however, that \\Then further work with the yi3ld curve has 
been done, a method ma.}T be devised for measuring this tvpe of 
absorption by means of the curve, especially if it should be demon
strated that the effect factor (11) 2 of potash is constant for all soils 
not exhibiting these absorption phenomena. 

The fact that the yield eurve offers a means of determining from 
the yield of a relatively small number of e:h.-perimental plots, the quan
tities of available nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the soil, 
makes the curve available for determining (1) the quantity of avail
able nitrogen added to the soil by a green-manure crop; (2) the effect 
of lime or other soil amendments, including tilln.ge practices, on the 
availability of plant-food elements in the soil; (3) the rn.te at which 
each plant-food element is exhausted in any system of crop manage
ment; aud (4) the rate at which plant-food elements accumulate .in 
the soil when fertilizers are applied in excessive quantities, thus 
permitting judicious modifics,tion of fertilizer practice with a view to 
preventing extravu,gant use of fertilizers which may result in 
accumulations that might become injurious to the crop. 

, Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literuture Cited, p. 66. 
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5 USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 

YIELD CURVE FOR A SINGLE VARIABLE GROWTH FACTOR 

The form of yield curve employed in this bulletin is known as the 
exponential yield curve. Its derivation and the reasons for preferring 
it are discussed later (p. 51). The curve assmnes different shapes for 
different numbers of variable growth factors. The form assumed 
when a single growth factor is varied is shown in Figure 1. The 
equation of this form is 

Y=M-ARX, (1) 

b which Y is the yield obtained when x units of the growth factor are 
applied in fertilizers, the unit being any conveni'"Jnt quu:ntity of the 
factor" M is the limit approached by Yas x increases indefinitely, 
or the theoretical maximum yield possible \vith any number of units 
of the growth factor. A is the theoretical maximum increase in yield 
obtainable by increasing x indefinitely. R is the ratio of a decreasing 
geometric series the terms of which are the respective increments in 
yield due to successive unit increments in x. In Figure 1, lines a, b, 
c, d, e.l etc., represent these increments; R is therefore the ratio of the 
series aJ b, c, d, e, etc. TIllS means that if b is a given percentage of 
a, then c tends to be the same percentage of b, d this same percentage 
of c, and so on. 

The value of R in any given case depends on the size of unit in which 
x is measured, on the nature of the variable growth factor, and on 
the conditions of the experiment. 

In Figure 1, Y:z:=o is the yield when none of the growth factor is 
supplied in fertilizers; that is, it is the yield due to the quuntity of the 
growth factor available in the unfertilized soil. M is the limit 
approached by the curve as x increases indefinitely. The line at 
height Mis an asymptote to the curve. The question mark at the 
lower left corner of the figure merely calls attention to whatever 
quantity of the growth factor may be available in the soil. 

DETERMINATION OF THE CONSTANTS OF THE EXPONENTIAL CURVE 

Several methods are available for finding the valne of the constants 
of the yield equation. These vary in the reliability of the values 
found. Some of them are given below. 

To illustrate these methods, and to compare the results they give, 
some results obtained by the Michigan .Agricultural Experiment 
Station in applying varying quantities of potash (K20) to potatoes 
grown on muck soil are used. In addition to potash, each plot 
received phosphoric acid (P20s) at the rate of 300 potmds of 16 per 
cent superphosphate per acre. One hundred pounds of 50 per cent 
muriate of potash (50 pounds of K 20) is taken as the unit of x. 

The yields per acre of four plots thus fertilized were: 
Plot 1 (no potasb)___________________________________________ 91 bushels. 
Plot 2 (1 unit of potash) ______________________________________ 251 bushels. 
Plot 3 (2 units of potash) _____________________________________ 331 bushels. 
Plot 4 (3 units of potash) _____________________________________ 381 bushels. 

GRAPIDC METHOD 

A. crude but simple and often useful method of finding at least a 
rough approximation to the value of the constants of the yield 
equation IS as follows: 

First, graph the ell:pcrimental results, as is done in Figure 2 for the 
data given above. A.fter fucing each point representing a yield, draw 
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through these points as smooth a curve as may be and as nearly as 
possible of the form shown in Figure 1. If the yields correspond 
closely to the theory of the curve, as they appear to do in Figure 2, 
the curve will pass through, or very near to, each point; but if the 
yields are irregular, the experimental errors being large, the curve 
should 'be drawn of the general form of Figure 1, more or less steeply 

according to the loca
YIELD 


CSUSI1I:LS 
 tion of the dots, and 
PtA Ar:RE) 

as nearly as possible 
in such manner as to 
make the squares of 
the deviations a min
imum. The devia

300 tions here referred to 
are the vertical dis
tances of the yield 

/ 
·tr 

I 
points from the curve. 

Equation (1) may 
now be written for 

200 three points on the 

II 
curve of Figure 1, 
these points being 
chosen in the folIow
rng way: 

One of the points 
should have the small

100 	 est and another the 
largest abscissa for 
which the yield is 
known, or can be read 
from the curve; the 
third point should o 

I 2o 	 have an abscissa half 
X. IN UNIT!i OF 50 POUNOS OF K.O 

way between those of
FIGURE 2_-PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF R 

the other two. 
The actual yields are plotted, and n smooth eun-e of the form of Fib'llre For the curve of 

J is drawn as nenrly as muy be through the points_ 
Figure 2, the points 

tbat meet these requirements are those whose abscissas are 0, 1.5, 
and 3. The corresponding values of Yare 91, 295 (read from the 
curve), and 381. . 

Using equation (1) for these three points, the observation equations 
are 

91=1\1-A (A) 
295 = J.vI- ARlo5 (R) 
381=M-AR3 (0) 

To evaluate R, subtract (A.) from (B) and (B) from (0), giving 

2Q4=A-ARl.5=A(I-Rl.5) (D) 
86=ARl.5_AR3=AR1.5(1-Rl.5) (E) 

Dividing (E) by (D), 

Rl.5=280~ =0.42157. 
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Then 
1.5 Log R=log 0.42157=1.624,8697= -0.375,1303 

Log R= -0.250,0869=1.749,9131
whence 

R=0.56223. 
Since 


R1.5=0.42157, it follows that 1-Rl.o=0.57843. 


From (D), it is seen tha.t 


A - 204 -35? 68 
- 0.57843  . OJ. • 

The value of M may now be obtained from anyone of the equations
(A) to (0). From (A) 

}'1 = 91 +A = 91 +352.68 =443.68 

The values of R'" are then found to be: 
For plot 1 (no potash) ____________________________________ .. 1. 00000 
For plot 2 (J. unit of potash) __________________ '______________ .56223 
For plot 3 (2 units of potash)_______________________________ .31610 
For plot 4 (3 units of potash)_______________________________ . 17772 

Using the indicated values of }'1, A, and Rx in equation (1) the 
calculated yields are: Plot 1, 91 bushels; plot 2, 245.39 bushels; 
plot 3,332.2 bushels; and plot 4,381 bushels. The calculated yields 
differ from the observed yields by 5.61 bushels on plot 2 and by 1.2. 
bushels on plot 3. Squaring each and adding, the sum of the squares 
of the differences between calculated and observed yields on the 
four plots (two of which are zero) is 32.9121. Values of }'1, A, and 
R, which give the smallest sum of squared differences or residuals 
are the most probable values. The roughness of the method and 
size of the sum (32.9121) suggest that better values for the constants 

may be found. 


LOGARITHMIC METHOD 

The logarithmic method may be used for determining the values 
of M, A, and R of the e::..-ponential yield curve in cases where the 
successi,e observations result in positive increments as x increases. 
If any observation is a smaller number than the previous observation 
this method can not be used, as a negative number as such has no 
logarithm. 

Letting z represent the increment of Y due to a unit increment of x,
equation (1), Y=.M-AR"', becomes 

(A)
whence by subtraction 

z = .AR'" - AR"+I = ARX(I-R) = A(I-R)Rx
and 

Log z=log [A(I-R)]+x log R (B) 

Equation (B) is solved by the method of least squares, for which 
the form used in Table 1 is convenient. The observations are 
entered in the columns at the left. The values of z are then entered 
opposite the corresponding values of x and the observation equations 
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(0), (D), and (E) are made up by substituting the proper values for 
log z and for ::1:. 

TABLE I.-Example of work for determining R and A by the logarithmic method 

[Log z=log [A(J.-R)]+x log R] (B) 

Cci::s.- .Cacm. Refer.
Plot No. x y Log z orlog clent (x), entoe 

[A(I-RJ] orlog R 

--1----1---------
L ___ . __ . ________________________ . ___ _ o 91 160 2.2041200 0 (0)2 ___________________ : ___• _____________ I 251 80 1. 0030900 1 (D)3__ •_____________________ •___________ • 
4. _____ • __________ •_______ • _________._ 

3 
2 ~~i ..___ ~___ ~~~:~:~~__________. ________=______~~~ 

Sum oC (e), (D), and (E) .';.8061800=3 +3 (F) 
Sum of (D) and 2 times (E) 5.3010300=3 -!-5 (0) 

Subtract. (F) Cram (0) -0.5051500= +2 

Log R=-.2525750= I.74742.10; 

R=0.55\10J7 


l-R=0.440083 


3 Jog [A (1-R)]=5.8061800-3 Jog R (F) 
=5.8061800+0.7·\7·1250 
=6.5639050 

log [A (1-RJ]=2.18iOG83 

But 


log (I-R)=1.6444218 

Hentil 


log A=2.5-I35465 
and 

.'1=349.58 

The normal equation (F) for log [A(l-R)] is obtained by adding the 
three observations as they stand, since the coefficient of this unknown 
is 1 in each observation equation. 

The normal equation (G) for log R is obtained by multiplying each 
observation equation through by the coefficient of log R in that 
equation and adding the resulting equations. 

Equations (F) and (G) are then solved by the usual methods of 
algebra, and the vnlues of A and of R are obtained therefrom, as 
indicated in Table 1. 

The value of "AI is found by writing an observation equation based 
on equation (1) for each value of ::1:, thus 

91=1\I-A 
251 = l11-AR 
331 = 1\1-A.R2 
381 =1\1- .4R3 

Since the coefficient of ],[ is 1 in each of these equations, the normal 
equation for 111 is the sum of the four as they stand, or 

1,054 = 4"A1- A(l +R +R2 +R3) 
whence 

M=i [l,054+A(1+R+R2+R3)] 

But the values of A (349.58) and of R (0.559017) ha.ve been found. 
(Table 1.) 

http:1\1-A.R2
http:74742.10
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The value of the parenthesis is 

1.000000 +0.559017 +0.312.500 +0.174693 =2.046210 

Therefore 

M=~ [1,054 +349.58(2.046210)] =442.33 

Using these values of ~M., A, and R the computed Jields of the four 
plots are 92.75 bushels on plot 1, 246.91 bushels on plot 2, 333.09 
bushels on plot 3, and 381.2Q bushels on plot 4. The corresponding 
residuals from the observed yields were respectively 1.75, -4.09, 
2.09, and 0.26. The sum of the squares of these residuals is 24.2263 
as compared with the 32.9121 obtamed by the graphic method. The 
logarithmic method thus gives better results than does the graphic 
method. 

The value of an unlmown determined by the method of least 
squares, called its most probable value, is the arithmetical mean of its 
value in each of the observation equations. Now the arithmetical 

mean of n quantities is .! of their sum. n 
The value of an unlmown determined from the most probable 

value of its logarithm is therefore the geometric, not the arithmetical, 
mean of the measurp.ments, direct or indirect, made on the unknown; 
for when the logarithms of n quantities are added, the sum is the 
logarithm of their product; when the sum is divided by n the quotient 
is the lo~arithm of the nth root of their product, which nth root is the 
geometnc mean of the n quantities. The only condition under which 
the arithmetical and geometric means of a series of numbers are equal 
is that all numbers in the series be equal. This condition arises in 
statistical work only when there are no errors of observation, a condi
tion that practically never occurs. Hence the value of a quantity 
obtained from the most probable value of its logarithm is not the 
most probable value of the quantity. 

There is thus an error in the logarithmic method here ou tlined. 
The greater the errors of observation in the data employed, the 
greater is the magnitude of this error. With fairly good observed 
values the error is not large. To illustrate: 

Antlmletical mean: 

i (49+52 +45+ 54) =50 

Geometric mean: 

""49.52.45.54=49.88 


'When the errors of observation fire such fiS to render some of the 
values of z negative, the logarithmic met.hod is not applicable at all. 
for a negntive quantity, as such, has no logarithm. 

NEW METHOD 

The author's new method applies the principle of least squares 
directly to observation equations bused on the equation (1), Y = 
:M- ARz. Development of the necessu.ry normal equations in geneml 
t;erms is explained. Solution of the normal equations-finding the 

http:necessu.ry
http:49.52.45.54=49.88
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mOSli probable values of M, A, and R-has been reduced to plain 
arithmetic. Finding the value of R, however, can only be done by 
successive approximations, so that the work involved is formidable 
and should not be undertaken without adequate equipment for mak
ing the computations. 

Using a, b, c, d ____ to represent observed values of x, and Y a, Y b , 

Ye, Y d ____ to represent corresponding values of Y, the several obser
vation equations may be written: 

~::~=~:l
Yc=M-ARe (A) 
Yd=M-ARd 

and so on. 
Normal equations for lvI, A, and R are worked out applying the 

general rule, of which the example used under the logarithmic method 
is a special case. This general rule for finding the normal equation 
for any variable in a set of observation equations is: Multiply each 
equation through by the derivative of that equation with respect to 
the variable in question and add t.he resulting equations. The 
derivatives of equation (1) with respect to ~1, A, and Rare: 

For ~1 the derivative is l. 
For A the derivative is Rz. 
For R the derivative is AxRz-l. 

The normal equation for M is therefore the sum of the observation 
equations (A) as they stand; this gives 

~Y=nM-A~Rx, 

from which, transposing and dividing through by n 

jyI=1. [~Y+A~Rxl (2)n 
In these expressions ~Y is the sum of the quantities represented 

by Y a, Y b, Ye, Y d ____ , n is the number of observation equations, and 
A~Rx is the sum of the several values Ra, Rb, Re, Rd ____ multiplied 
byA. 

The normal equation for A is obtained by multiplying the first 
observation equation through by Ra (the value of RX, the derivative 
of A in (A) above,) the second by Rb, and so on, and adding the 
resulting equations. The resulting normal equation may be reduced 
to the form 

(3) 

The normal equation for R, is obtained by multiplyi!1g the first 
observation equation through by AaRa-t, (the derivative for R in 
(A) above), the second by AbRb-l, and so on, and adding the resulting 
equations. The normal equation so written may be reduced for con
venience of subsequent quantitative computation to the form 

A' _n~YxRz-~Y~xRr 
(4)- ~Rr};,xRx-n~xR2z 

The A' of equation (4) and the A of equation (3) are identical in 
value; the prime mark is used in equation (4) as a convenient means 
of distinguishing between the two formulas. 
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SOLUTION OF THE NORMAL EQUATIONS 

The problem of finding the most probable values of 111, A, and R 
in equation (1) now resolves itself into that, of finding that value of 
R that will make A' equal to A. This can be done only by the method 
of trial and error. The solution is demonstrated with the data con
sidered under the graphic and logarithmic methods. -

The procedure found to be most convenient for solving the equa
tions is here given, using Table 2 in the demonstration. The quanti
ties for which values are wanted as steps in the computation are 
entered on the blank form, and the values are entered as they are 
arrived at. Si.x sections were used in this problem and will usually 
be enough for finding the value of R. The actual working sheets 
should provide for as many lines as there are observation equations; 
for economy of printing only the four needed in this 4-plot problem 
are shmvn in Table 2. The symbols not previously used will be ex
plained later; they are all used in other phases of the general problem 
and are provided for in the table. 

The table of values of R", prepared by Y. Kutsunai of the Ha,vaiian 
Sugar E).--periment Station (Table 18), reduces the labor of computa
tion materially. 

LOCATING THE VALUE OF R 

The most probable values of 111, A, and R are those that render the 
sum of the squares of the residuals a minimum. The l'esiduals 1;.1'e the 
remainders obtained by subtracting the observed values from the 
calculated values of Y. For the problem now in hand the sum ob
tained by the graphic method ,vas 32.9121; that obtained by the 
lognrithmic method was 24.2263. Hence the values of 111, A, and R 
obtained by the logarithmic method approach more nearly the values 
sought than those obtained by the graphic method. 

The values of R found by these two methods were-
By the graphic method, R=O.56223. 
By the logarithmic method, R=O.559017. 

Since the second value of R is smaller than the first and the sum of 
the squared residuals is smaller than for the other, it is probable that 
the most probable value of R is smaller than 0.559017. Computation 
by the author's method may then start with R = 0.55. (The alterna
tive to use of either of tp.e. above methods or both for appro).imating 
the value of R as a prelimmary to computation by the author's new 
method is more trials by the more onerous method.) 

In the upper left section of Table 2 trial is made with R=0.55. 
Opposite the given values of x are placed the observed values of Y, 
then the corresponding values of RX, the values of R3 and higher powers 
of R being obtained from Table 18. The figUl'es in the column headed 
xRx are the indicated products of the figures in the first and third 
columns. The figures in the column headed R2 x are the squares of 
those in the column headed Rx. By addition the values of 2:Y, 'I.R"', 
1;xRx, and 1;R2x are obtained. 

The next step is to find the value of A and of A', equations (3) and 
(4). The numerator of equation (3), N, consisting of a positive term, 
n1;YR"', and a negative term, - 2:Y'I.RX, is worked. Then the de
nominator, D, is worked out, the division performed, and the value of 
A (=346.161475) set down. The value of A' is found in the sar~e way. 

http:2:Y'I.RX
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TABLE 2.-Arrangemenl ' oj work JOT computing R, l1f, and A by the new method. 
Same data as in graphic and logarithmic methods 

N 
A=]) 

N'
M=.! (l:Y-Al:Rz) N'=n~YxR%-2::Y2;xR%A'= D'n 

n=number of observations=·l E=A-A' q=(1og .M-log A)/Iog R 


Item x Y Rr xRz R'r Rz xRz Rb 

1 _____________________ 0 91 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.02_____________________ 1 251 .55 .55 .3025 .54 .54 .29163_____________________ 2 331 .3025 .6050 .091506 .2916 .5832 .0850314.____________________ 3 381 .166375 .49912.1 • 027681 .157464 .472392 .024795 

" ~- --- ---------------- _.. -- 1,051 2.018875 1. 65<1125 1. 421687 1.989064 1. 595502 1.401426 
I 

N __ _________________ _ 
I, .170. 2655 -2, 127.8\14250= -557. 628750 1,532.213536-2,096.473·156= -.164.259920 D _____________ •_____ _ 4.075856- 5.686748=- 1.610892 3.956376- 5.005764 = - 1.640328N' __________..______ _ 2,113.8865 -1,743.447750= 370.438750 2,034.242208-1, 681. 753969= 352.488240

D' ________ .. ____ 4 3.339472- 2.274220= 1.065252 3.173735- 2.144188= 1. 029547A ___________________ _ 3,16.161475 342.115043 
..It/ _____ .. _________~ __ _ 347.747528 342.372170 

-1. 586053 -.2.17127
B ___________________ _ 

Item x Y Rz x[lz R2z Rz xRz R'z 

1. ____________________ 91 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
251 .5a8 .538 .2894-14 .539 .539 .290521

2___________________ ._ 
3. ____________ ..______ 331 .28\1444 .578888 .083778 .290521 .581042 .0844024.____________________ 381 .155721 .467163 .024249 .156591 .469773 .024521 

---- 1,054 1. 983165 1.584051 1.397471 1. 986112 1. 589815 1.399444~------------ --------

N __________ _________ _ 
D ___________________ _ 1,524.694660-2, Q'JO. 255910= -565. .161250 1,528.450488-2,096. 4i3·156= -.164.259920 

3.932943- 5.580884= 1. 656941 3.9-14641- 5.597776=- 1. 653135N' __________________ _ 2,018.556124-1,669.589754= 384.966370 2,026.389660-1,675.665010= 350.724650D' __________________ _ 3. 141345- 2.118988= 1. 022447 3. 157.151- 2. 131552= 1.025999A _______________ ..__ _ 341. 328539 341. 721372
.It'__________________ .. 3-11.305095 341. 837224E ___________________ . .023444 -.115852 

Item Y Rz xRz R2z Rz xRz R'z 

I _____________________ 
0 91 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
1 251 .5381 .5381 .289552 .5382 .5382 .289659

2_ •___________________ 
3__________ .._..______ 

2 331 .289552 .579104 .083840 .289659 .579318 .083902 
3 381 .155808 .467424 .024276 .155895 .467685 .024303

4. ____________________ 

2;; ____________ .. _______ ---- 1,054 1.983160 1.584628 1. 397668 1.983754 1.585203 1.307864 

N ..___..___ ... __ ...._ 1,525.070640-2,090.5668·10=-.165.496200 1,525.445296-2,090.876716= -.165.431420 D ....____..________ __ 3.934114- 5.590672=- 1. 6.16558 3.035280- 5.591456= - 1.656176N'_________....____.. 2,019.340272-1,670.197912= 349.142360 2,020.121772-1,670.803962= 349.317810D'___________ ..____.. 3.143046- 2.120240= 1.022806 3.144653- 2.121488= 1. 023165A ______ .._....______ _ :141. 368186 341. 407899.t1'___________ .. ______ _ 341. 35i364 341. 409069E __ _____ .. ___ •______ _ .010822 -.001260 

Y(cnl- Y(ob·x Rz ..-lRz 1If e' LogarithmscuJated) served) R 0.538188 -(). 2690660--- ------ rI 341. 401 2.5332635 
0 1.0 432.81 91.41 91 0.41 0.1681341. 40 }.[ 432.81 2.6362973 
1 .•138188 183.74 432.81 249.07 251 -1.93 3.7249 Unit ofx 50 poundaof K20.
2 .289646 98.89 432.81 333.92 331 2.92 8.5264 q=0.3829 unlts=19.145 

.155884 53.22 432.81 379.59 381 -1.41 1.9881 pounds per acre. 

1.983718 14.4075---------- ---------- ---------- ------ .. - --------
I The autbor's work sheets were mimeograpbed blank forms, with spaees provided for 8 values of x. 

Tho hlank lines have been omitted In printing. See text for development of the work recorded on this form. 
Table 18 and a computing machine arc practical necessities, 
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To obtain the value of the positive term, n"ZYRx, of N, for example, 
set up 91 (=91 times 1.0) in the computillgmachine; add to it 251 
times 0.55; add to that 331 times 0.3025; and then 381 times 0.166375'; 
the sum so accumulated (the ~YRX) is then multiplied by n, in this 
case 4. The result, 1,570.265500 is recorded as the first term of N 
in the line below the columns of Table 2. 

The second (negative) term of Nis ~Y~Rx=l,054 times 2.018875= 

-I f---+-----'I;-----l-,'Of-----~_l 

2,127.894250. The algebraic sum of the two terms of N is 
- 557.628750. 

The reader should 
now be able to follow 
the procedure in ob
taining the values of 
D, N', and D'. 

Note that the nega
tive terms of both N 
and D are larger than 
the positive terms. If 0+------>.,-1 
the positive terms are 
computed first they 
may be subtracted 

(3) 

O.53ftl 

from 
terms 

the negative 
without reset 0 

ting the negative tenns 
in the machine. The 
negati ve terms of N' 
and D' are smaller than 

E 

the positive and may be 
advantageously com
puted first. 

The difference E, 
between A and A' in 
this case, withR=0.55 
is -1.586053. vYhen 
the correct value of R 
is obtained, E will be 0) (2) 

zero. Under the con- -2 0.5. 0.55 -t.~3"'".------,..,-:!... 
ditions of this problem FIGURE3.-STEPS IN THE DETERMINATIONOFAANDR 

a negative value of E In section I, the values of E found in 'rahle 2 are plotted. The line
indicates that the value crosses the zero line at about 0,538. The value for Eat 0,538 Is 

positive (sec. 2), hence too small; so the value at 0.539 was com
of R under test is too puted, the line drawn through these points indicating a value 

between 0.5381 and 0.5382. Plotting the values of E and of A atlarge. (See diSCussl'on 
these values and drawing the lines (sec. 3) gives the true values 

of critical values of R ~c::t&~~/JtO,538188 (E is 0 at this point), and A=341.401 for this 

below for conditions 
indicating the opposite situation.) Accordingly the value of R=O.54 
is tried. (The computations are shown in the upper right section of 
Table 2.) This time E becomes -0.257127, much nearer zero, but 
still negative, indicating that R is somewhat less than 0.54. 

With two values of E available, some work may be saved by graph
ing the values as in Figure 3 (1) before proceeding with further trials. 
A line drawn through the two computed values of E crosses the zero 
line at about 0.538. Hence the next value of R tested is 0.538. It 
should be noted here that the gmph of E is somewhat curved, being 
convex downward,. This curvature of the graph of E is the more 
marked the fewer the decimal places in the value of R under test. 

http:withR=0.55
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Because of this curvature, the straight line used does no.t give the 
exact value of R,as the true .graph of E probably crosses the zero line 
.somewhat to the right of 0.538. 

The vulue of E when R is placed at. 0.538 comes out 0.023444, posi
the, indicating that R is greater than 0.538. The value of E when R 
is placed at 0.539 is -0.115852, negative, indicating a value of Riess 
than 0.539. These last two values of E are graphed on a larger scale 
in Figure 3 (2), the E line crossing the zero line at about 0.53818. 

Ordinarily it would not be necessary to carry the computation of R 
beyond this point., but since a comparison is desired between methods 
1,2, and 3 the values R=0.5381 and R=0.5382 are tested with the 
results given in Table 2. The line drawn through the values of E for 
theS8 values of R crosses the zero line at a point indicating a value of 
0.538188 for R. (Fig. 3 (2).) 

The last two values of A are also graphed in Figure 3 (3). At R= 
0.538188 A is 341.401. These are taken as the most probable values 
of A and of R. These two accepted values are then used to find the 
most probable value of M. The steps in finding Mare: Compute 
the values of R'" using the accepted value of R, entering them on the 
form (at the bottom); multiply each by A and enter them; add this 
column (giving A~R"'). Add to this sum the sum of the observed 
yields (~Y); divide by n. The value of lv{ comes out 432.81. 

The calculated values ofY are obtained subtracting each value il).the 
column headed AR'" from 432.81. The differences between the calcu
latedand the observed yields (column headed "e") are entered, 
squared, and the squares totaled (~e2= 14.4075). The smaller this 
sum is, the more accurate is the fit. The values of 2\([, A, and R found 
by the new method are thus considerably more satisfactory than those 
found by the simpler methods, for the sum of the squared residuals 
is much smaller. 

There are numerous other methods of finding the approximate 
values of At, A, and R, but those given are sufficient for practical 
purposes. 

CRITICAL VALUES OF R 

The work of finding the value of R is complicated in some cases by 
the fact that for certain values of R the value of D' (Table 2) becomes 
.zero, thus making A' infinite. 

When the values of x used include zero, and consist of the consecu
tive numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., D' is always positive, so that the compli
cation mentioned does not occur. In these cases E is positive for all 
values of R less than the true value, and nt::gative for all values greater 
.thanthe true value. 

But if the given values of x do not include zero, and consist of the 
consecutive numbers 1,2, 3, 4, etc., then there is always a value of 
R, here called its critical valw'l, for which D' = O. The critical values 
of R for series of x values commonly occurring in eAlJerimental work 
are as follows: 

Series of'" values Critical value of R
1, ;2,3,4__________________________________________ 0.621173 
1, .2,3,4,5________________________________________ .661689 
1,2,3,4,5, 6 ______________________________________ .694225 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7______________._____________________ .720886 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8_________________________________ .743354 
1, .2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 _________.______________________ .762477 

...: 
"'!' 
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Let Rm represent the most probable value of R, 
Rtthe value under test, and 
Re the critical value. 

Figure 4 and the relations stated in tabular form below will aid in 
determining whether a given positive or nega,tive value ·of E indicates 
that R t is too large or too small. 

In each of the three drawings of Figure 4 the abscissas are values 
of B, while the ordinates are values of A and A'. The most probable 
value of B, symbolized by Rm, is the abscissa .of the point, X, at which 
the graph of A' crosses that of A. At this point A' =A and E=O. 
The critical value of R, symbolized by R e, is the abscissa of the point 
at which D' (not shown in the drawing) becomes zero and A' becomes 
infinite. 

It is readily seen in Figure 4 (1), which represents cases having no 
critical value for R, that is, in which D' does not become zero for any 
value of R, that a positive E shows R t to be too small, while a negative 
E shows R t to be too large. 

, 

A' A' 

A' A' 

........ ::;!.. ~. ./
x.....~ )I~I'X ~ A ~ ~ 
_1\ :/: -
, 

, 
' 

.,, , , '1:, ,l\ ' , , 

l' , 

, 

' 

, 

! 
-'~ .., - ,- -, · · ,, ;- , A' : ::;;:

: ' , · ,, I 

o .2 1+ .6.em 1.00 .2 "H... He .8 1.0 0 .2 .... He H... 1.0 
(I) (2) {3\ 

FIGURE 4.-GRAPHS OF THE VALUES OF A AND A' 

A and A' are equal at some value of R, cnIled its most prohahle value (Rm). In n.~perimental series 
which do not include a value for x=O there is always a critieal value of R (R,) which renders A' 
nfinite. Section 2 illustrates cases in whiel. Rm is smaller than B,; section 3, cases when Bm Is 

larger than R,. Section 1 covers those cases in which the values of x are consecutive numbers 
beginning wi th O. 

In Figure 4 (2) and Figure 4 (3) the relations between R t and Rm 
may be stated as follows: 

When preliminary tests (by the graphic or the logarithmic method 
indicate that Rm is less than Re (fig. 4 (2)), then a negative Eindicates 
that R t is too small and a positive E indicates that B t is too large. 

When Rm is greater than Re (fig. 4 (3)), then a negative E indicates 
that R t is too large and a positive E indicates that R t is too small. 

Occasionally Rm lies so near to Re that the value of Rm determined 
by preliminary tests may lie on the wrong side of Re. Suppose, for 
instance, that the preliminary value of Rm is slightly greater than 
Re, (fig. 4 (3)), while the true value of Rm is slightly less than Re (fig. 
4 (2)). In such a case a few trials of R values greater than Re will 
show that as R t decreases, A' rapidly increases, which shows that 
Figure 4 (2) .and not Figure 4 (3) applies. 

If for values of R t slightly less than Be the value of A' increases 
rapidly for slight increases in R t , then Rm is greater than Re. 

For irregular series of x values it is necessary to work out the values 
of D' for a series of R values to determine the critical value of R, 
if any such value e.:s..ists. 
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AVAILABLE PLANT FOOD IN THE SOIL 

The quantity of a plant-food element available in the soil without 
any fertilizer application, designated as '1, may be computed at this 
stage. The value of q is the value of x in equation (1) when Y is 
zero; that is, '1 equals x in the equation 0 = M - AR", which reduces to 

x_log .M-log A (5) 
- log R fJ. 

Tills value of x is the point at which the yield curve crosses the 
x axis. This point lies to the left of the origin; hence '1 comes out 
negative. The negative sign is to be disregarded, for the origin was 
arbitrarily placed. 

The data of tIllS example show that '1 is 19.145 pounds of potash 
(K20) per acre. (Table 2.) 

DEMONSTRATION USING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THREE 
VARIABLE FACTORS 

The preceding discussion relates to a case in which a sin&,~e plant
food element (potassium as K 20) was varied. In what fOllOWS the 
same principles are applied to a case in which varying quantities of 
nitrogen, phosphOlic acid, and potash were applied to the same crop, 
the elements being varied one at a time; that is, plots receiving dif
ferent quantities of Illtrogen alll'eceived the same quantity of phos
phoric acid and the same quantity of potash, those recei\ing different 
quantities of phosphoric acid received the same quantity of nitrogen 
and the same quantity of potash, and so on. 

The data used below are from a series of e)..-periments with fertilizers 
for tobacco, conducted at Tifton, Ga., by YV. W. Garner and his 
associates, of the Bmeau of Plant Industry, in cooperation with the 
State College of Agliculture and thn Coastal Plain E)..-periment 
Station of that State. These data ·were kindly supplied by Doctor 
Garner. 

The essential facts are given in Table 3. 
TABLE 3.-Fertilizers ap1)lied and yields obtlL1:ned in the tobacco experiments at 

Tifton, Ga. 
[Rate of fertilizer applicatil)n, 1,000 pounds per acre] 

Analysis of fert ilizer ap· Yields of tobacco per ncre inplied
Plot No. 

NIT. r'06 K,O 1924 1925 1026 102i 1028 1929 

Per cent Per CC71t Per cent Pound\'f P01Lnd. POItlid. Pou11/1., Pounds Pou1ld.
L __ .••_______ ••. 5 8 5 1,235 1,571 1,219 1,329 1,182 1,4522__ •. __ ••_________ 4 8 5 1,281 1,5i2 1,224, 1,201 1,051 1,262 

3 R 5 1,260 J,490 1,157 1,252 975
3____________ • ___ 
4 ____________ ._ •• l,g~

2 8 5 1,0114 1,308 1,092 1,351 930 
5______ ~ ........... 4,. ~ 0 8 5 807 1, 1~'11 OJ.! 1,427 G93 96G 
6 1• __ ••--- .••• -. 0 0 0 519 700 484 593 401 501
i ____.. __ .. ___........ ~ 
 3 ]2 5 1,115 I, OS! 1, 2:~6 1,300 973 1,1:!38__________ • __ ••• 3 10 5 I "14 1,670 1, J50 1,16.'; 1,005 1,134
9__ ._ ..____.... 3 U n I; 2:17 1,550 1,017 1,230 979 1,1113
10__ • ____ ....... _. a 7 5 1,214 1,707 1,173 1,25(j 1,007 1,08611.____.. ____ ••. :I 6 5 J,2'la I,ll2\} 1,001 1,22<1 928 1,2i6
12 ________ •••• _ " 3 4 5 1 285 1,060 1,098 1,260 805 I, HlO 
13 ____ • __ "_"'" :I 0 1:219 1,407 935 5.10 509 445
14'.________ • __•• 0 0 0 785 iiO 72'J 530 405 51815 ____ ..____ ... _. " 

3 8 8 1,203 1.7:13 1,239 1,441 1,132 1,113916 ____ •••_____ 
3 8 6 I, ]5(i I, ias 1,187 1,318 1,010 1,138

17____...__• __ •• _ 3 8 4 I, ](I!} 1, i52 I,OOl 1,211 1,026 930 
18._____......... 3 8 l! J,llC.i 1,518 J,10'2 1,249 943 1,100
19 ______ • ___••••• 3 8 2 J,I84 1,347 1,074 1,106 856 \lOll2(1.. ______ .. __ ... 3 8 0 500 1,018 097 981 576 834 

, Check plot. 
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The yields shown in Table 3 are graphed in Figure 5. The graphs 
in the first column are based on the yields from plots 1 to 5, in which 
ammonia is the variable; those in the second column relate to plots 
7 to 13, in which phosphoric acid is the variable i and those in the last 
column relate to plots 15 to 20, in. which the variable is potash. The 
nUIIibers attached to the lines indicate the year, the first year being 
1924. The yields on all plots were extraordinarily high in the second 
year (1925). Where these yields were used they were reduced by a 

AMMONIA SERIES PHOSPHORIC ACIO SERIES POTASH SERIES 

VIEL.O ,.---,-..,.-.--. 


(POUNOS) f2sJ 1 l =.....,....·j"--)-I'·,.....i-··
1.500 .___..-.~...l.J___J_~ 

I ...1 I .1'
1,000 ...- '326 192¥'

500 

o 4 6 7 9 10 12 

o 4 6 7 9 10 12 

..""'!"""alr.L...,.L sr...~""'~ 
\ I I I I 1\' 

/' 
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I . 

/ 
UCOWDrCA 

ADJtI,s'CD 1ft' 
/HII"I'DIIItIGIW,..3 

o 4 6 7 9 10 12 o 234 6 B 
UNITS OF PI: O. UNITS OF Ka 0 

FIGURE 5.-YIELDS ON TOBACCO EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS AT TIFTON, GA.. 
1924-1929 

These nrc th& yields shown in 'I'able 3 nnd the u\'erages used in the ~,omputntions. The sepamUon
into groups of three yenrs is to avoid ("oufusion of lines. 'rhe reasons for selecting the several 
t1vernges nre given in the t.ext. The rate of uJlIIJication of fertilizer was 1,000 pounds per ncre, 
and the uuit ofx (the b'l"oll"th factor) was 1 per cent, or 10 pounds, of each of the three plunt foods. 

factor which reduced the average of all nitrogen plots in 1925 to the 
average of the first and third years. This was done to avoid exaggera
tion of yields due to a very unusual senson in 1925. The graphs in 
each column are sepnmted into groups of three each to avoid con
fusion from so many overlapping lines and to bring out certain rela
tions that are discussed below. 

The graphs show a number of things of great interest. In the 
nitrogen series, curves 1 and 2 are almost identicnlin form, whereas 
curve 3 departs from this form very slightly. The grnphs for later 

IG5743~--a3----2 
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years show, stlikingly, a cumulative effect of the nitrogen. This effect 
begins to show plainly the fourth year, and is very marked in each year 
following, more so the sL"Xth than the fifth year. 

The hypothesis is suggested that.after the experiment had continued 
for about three years the resulting cumulative effect of the increased 
organic matter, presumably from the decaying roots and stubble of 
the larger crops on the more heavily fertilized lJlOts, began to affect 
the yield on the latter plots. The yields in these later years on the 
plots receiving much nitrogen were influenced not only by the nitrogen 
applied from year to year but also by the increasing reserve of organic 
matter in the soil. 

In the lower part of the first colunm of Figure 5 a curve is shown of 
the average yields the fifth and sixth years. This curve has the form 
of the lower part of a curve representing the effect of varying two or 
more growth factors. (Fig. 11.) In tJ-.J.s cuse the factors concerned are 
presumably nitrogen in fertilizer and plant food made available by the 
decay of remains from previous crops, the latter increasing from year to 
:rear. Had the series included plots receiving more nitrogen, this 
curve (including the part extending beyond the limits shown in the 
drawing) would presulllu,bly have u,pproximately the form of that of 
FigUl'e II. 

If the above interpreta,tion is correct, it is obvious that a formula 
intended to express sn'31y the relation between yield and quantity of 
fertilizer upplied would not apply to the results of an e).-periment 
continued for lllany years, at leust so hr as nitrogen is concerned. 

In the computations that follow, the ammonia results used are the 
average results for the first tInee years of the e).-periment (the second
year results being udjusted us descrihed above), because the yields 
in luter years presumahly do not represent merely the relation between . 
..yield and current upplications of fertilizer. 

The phosphoric ucid plots (graphs in second column of fig. 5) show 
the reverse side of the same picture. The soil on which these plots 
were locn.ted had been heavily fertilized' with phosphoric acid for 
many years. Judging by the first-year results, the soil was supplied 
,vith all the available phosphates the plants could use, so far as effect 
on yield is concerned, for the plot receiving no phosphates that year 
yielded about Its well as the othCl's. 

But as time went on, the situation changed markedly. The yield on 
the plot receiving no phosphoric acid fell off rnpidly as the store of 
nvailable phosphoric acid in the soil was reduced. The yields on this 
plot were very low and almost identical in each of the last three years. 
Apparently the rate of exhaustion of phosphoric acid on the no
phosphate plot (No. 13) was yery rnpid dm:ing the first four years, and 
by that time the phosphoric acid supply had nearly reached the 
minimum that the soil could develop regularly. 

Doctor Garner stu.ted that the effect of phosphates on the quality of 
tobacco is so marked that it pays to use more of this fertilizer con
stituent than is necessa,ry from the standpoint of yield alone. This 
effect appears to be produced by infI uencing the date of maturity of the 
crop. To secure the best qunlity of product the crop must be har
vested while the weather is still quite warm. Heavy applications of 
phosphates hasten maturity, and hence result in n product of higher 
quality. 
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In general, the longer the growing season of a crop the greater the 
yield, other things being equal, though exceptions to this rule occur. 
There is some evidence in the graph at the bottom of the middle section 
of Figure 5 that yields are slightly lower on those plots receiving the 
heaviest applications of phosphoric a!5id. This may be due to the 
increasing earliness of the crop with increasing doses of phosphates.I' 

So far as yields alone are concerned, the results from the phosphate 
plots for the first year of the eA-periment are the only ones that give a 
true picture of the fertilizer relations of the soil at the time the e:\.-peri
ment began. The yields that year indicate that the crop had all the 
phosphoric .acid it could use in making increased yields. The curve 
for the average of the last three years (bottom of middle section of 
fig. 5) indicates, however, that it took about 60 pounds of phosphoric 
acid (P20 S) a year to maintain maximum yields. Quality of product 
may demand more than 60 pounds, pm;sibly at the expense of slightly 
reduced yields due to earlier maturity of the crop. 

In the computations that follow, use is made of average yields on 
plots 11, 12, and 13 of the phosphoric acid series for the last three years, 
for the reason that thest' ~.rields permit an estimute of the reduction in 
yield due to earlier maturity caused by large phosphate applications, 
as will be seen later. 

The potash curves in Figure 5 show neither the cumulative effect 
of heavy applications seen in the ammonia curves nor the exhaustive 
effect of light applicli.tions seen in the phosphoric acid curves. For 
this reason the average r~sults for the si.x yeurs were used in the 
computations, with the seeond-year results adjusted as previously 
stated. 

The computed values fonnd in what follows are not to be l'egarded as 
final, since these expe~...r1lents were planned for a different purpose. 
Particularly the absence of a complete series of check plots affects the 
results from the standpoint of the present purpose. Nevertheless the 
results illustrate very satisfactorily the methods of computation 
required for a series of plots fertilized as suggested later in tIllS paper. 

It will be observed that. the nitrogen data in Table 3 are given in 
units of ammonia. These data could easily be converted into terms of 
nitrogen, since a pound of ammonia contains fOll1'teen-seventeenths of 
a pound of nitrogen. But this would necessitate carrying out exten
sive calculations with fractional values of :1;. The computations are 
therefore carried out on the ammonia basis. In the final results the 
conversion of pounds of ammoniiL into pounds of nitrogen may easily 
be accomplished. 

AMMONIA SERIES 

(Plots 1 to 5) 

The yields used for the ammonia selies were the average yields of 
plots 1 to 5 for the first three years of the experiment, with second
year yields reduced as previously e:q)lained. A preliminary reading 
on the value of R was obtained by the graphic method, and the values 
of M, A, and R in the equation Y=JlvI-ARx were then calculated 
by the author's new method. 
The results were 

R=0.69787 
A=43G.02 

11.{= 1323. 44 

http:A=43G.02
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The unit of x used was 10 pounds of ammonia (NBa) per acre. To 
check the values found, calculatp.d and observed yields were com
pared as follows: 

Plot 
5 

% 
0 

R
1. 0 

AR
436.02 

Y (calculated) 
887.42 

Y (observed) 
890 

. e 
-2.58 

4 
3 
2 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

.18702 

.33988 

.23719 
. 16553 

212.35 
148. 19 
103.42 

72. 17 

1,111.09 
1,175.25 
1,220.02 
1, 251. 27 

1,095 
I, lSI 
1,248 
I, 231 

16.09 
-5.75 

-?o7.98 
20. 27 

The greatest residual is slightly more than 2 per cent of th~ cor
responding observed yiel~, which must be considered fair agreement 
between theory and practIce. 

I'JIOSPHORIC ACID SERIES 

(Plots 7 to 13) 

The effect of phosphates in increasing yields is shown by those 
plots receiving 0, 40, and 60 pounds of phosphoric acid (P20 5). Higher 
applications gave no further increase; indeed, there appears to be a 
slight decrease in yield from them. This is presumably due to the 
effect of heavy applications in hastening the maturityof the crop. 
By using the yields from 0, 40, and 60 pounds of P 20 5 some measure 
of this hastening effect can be obtained. The constants of the yield 
equation are, therefore, calculated from the yields of those plots re
ceiving 0, 40, and 60 pounds of P 20 5• 

The observation equations based on these plots are: 
Plot 13, x=O, 504=M-A (A) 
Plot 12, x=4, 1,067=1\ri-AR4 (B) 
Plot 11, x=6, 1,143=1\ri-AR6 (0) 

There being three equations between the three unknowns, they may 
be solved directly by the methods of algebra. 

Subtracting (A) from (B) and (B) from (C), 
563 =A(l-R4) (D) 
76=AR4(1-R2) (E) 

Dividing (E) by (D), 
R4 

1+R2=0.13499112 

The solution of this equation gives R=0.66412, whence R4=0.19453. 
Substituting this value of R4 in (D), and dividing through by 

(1- R 4 ), 

563 
A = 0.80547 698.97, 

whence, using equation (A) since Yo=504.00, 1\:1=1202.97 3• 

The yields of each of the plots in the phosphoric acid series may 
now be calculated by the equation 

Y=.M-ARx (1) 
as follows 

Plot No. % R- AR- Calculated Y Observed Y e 
13 0 1.00000 698. 97 504.00 504 0 
12 4 .19453 135.07 1,007.00 1,007 0 
11 6 .08580 59.97 1,143.00 1,143 0 
10 7 .05698 39.83 1,163.14 1.133 30.14 
9 Il .02513 17.57 1,185.40 1,12t1 59.40 
8 10 • OlOOO 11.67 1,191.30 1,121 70.30 
7 12 .00736 5.14 1,197.83 1,137 60.83 

'In e'luut.ion (I), ..M.ls the theoret.ical maximum yield (value of Yl, while..t. is tbe theoretlca1muximum 
Increase in yIeld from %=0; hen~'fl, If Yo represent the yIeld at .r=0, .lIJ=A+Y. 

http:1,197.83
http:1,191.30
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The residuals (e) in the ~llst column presumably show the decrease 
in yield due to earlier maturity from the heavier applications of 
phosphat('s. This is doubtless more than compensated by increase 
m quality, and consequently in pri-:e. 

PO'L'ASH SERIES 

(Plots 15 to 20) 

The potash plots (last section of fig. 5) show neither the cumulative 
effect of large doses as the ammonia plots do, nor the gradual deple
tion on the lightly fertilized plots as the phosphoric. acid plots do. 
The yields, hcwever, are relatively irregular, and the values of M, 
A, and R calculated frorn them are less reliable than are those from 
the other series. In tile absence of the trends above referred to, the 
6-year average yield of eneh plot was used in the computations, the 
yields in 1925 being reduced to make the average that year com
parable with the average of the first and third years. 

The constants were evaluated by the author's new method, v;rith 
the following result: 

R=0.64364 
A=492.61 
M=l,224.85 

In these computations 10 pounds of potash (K20) was used as the 
unit of x. 

From the above values the yield of each plot may be calculated 
from the usual yield equation, us follows: 

Plot No. :r; R' ARz Culculuted Y Observed Y e 
20 0 1.00000 402.01 732. 24 i31 1.24 
III 
18 

Z 
;j 

.4H27 

. ZOOM 
204.0i 
131.35 

1.()20. is 
1,003.50 

I, ()21 
1,110 

-.22 
-16.50 

17 
10 
15 

4 
6 
8 

.17162 

.07110 

.02045 

84.5-1 
35.02 
11.51 

1,140.31 
I,I80.8:! 
1,210.34 

1,125 
1,175 
1,225 

15.31 
14.83 

-14. 66 

Having worked out the constants of equation (1) for each of the. 
fertilizer elements sepnmtely, the next step is to apply the results to 
equation (7), in which all three elements fLre variable. TIllS is done 
in the following pages. 

Data nre no'W at hand for computing the quantities of available 
plant-food elements in t.he soil of this eXDerimental field. These data, 
from the three preceding series, nre: . 

Ammonia.series: 1\1=1,323.44, 1l=0.69787, and .11=436.02. 
Phosphoric acid series: M=1,J02.97, R=0.66412, and .11=698.97. 
Potash series: 111=1,224.85, 1,=0.54364, and A=492.61. 

Substituting these values in equation (5), and remembering that the 
unit of each element is 10 pounds, we find that the values of q (the 
quantity available in the soil) for eMh of the series are 

Ammonia series, 30.89 pounds NHa• 
Phosphoric acid series, 13.25 pounds P20 •. 
Potash series 20.66 pounds K 20. 

ALL THIlEE VAIlIABLES TAKEN TOGETHEIl 

The three values of A fOllnd above nrc the limiting values of Y, 
(1), when am omnia alone varies, and phosphoric acid and potash are 
held constant at 80 and 50 pounds per acre, respectivelYi (2), when 

http:A=492.61
http:111=1,224.85
http:11=698.97
http:M=1,J02.97
http:11=436.02
http:1\1=1,323.44
http:M=l,224.85
http:A=492.61
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phosphoric acid varies and ammonia and potash remain constant at 
30 and 50 pounds -per acre, respectiveljT; and so on. 

It is necessary now to find the vulue of A which represents the 
limiting value of Y when all three of the fertilizer constituents vary. 
The computations involve finding the value of (I-RX) for many values 
of x. To save labor, a table of values of (1-RX) for all values of x 
likely to occur in such computations is appended. (Table 19). It is 
used in a manner sL"'Jlilar to that in which a logarithmic table is used.4 

Values of x are given in the first column and the corresponding values 
of 1-RX in the columns to the right. The figare in the second decimal 
place in the value of x is placed itt the head of a column of vDlues of 
1-RX, as in a table of logarithms. The table is calculated for R=O.S. 
Hence it is necessary to convert the units of ammonia, phosphoric 
acid, I1nd potash thus far used into new units that will give each-R the 
value 0.8. 

If R represent the ratio of any series of yielrl increments due to 
successive unit increases in a gi\Ten growth factor, then the number, '/1" 

of such units that must be used as a new unit in order that R shall equal 
0.8 is the 'Tulue of '/1, in the equationRU =0.8. 

Passing to logarithms, u log R=log 0.8, whence 

u=log 0.8 = -0.096!)100 (6) 
log R log R 

The values found for R in the preceding work, with their logar
ithms, are 

Ammonia series; R=0.69787; and log R= -0.1.56225.5. 
Phosphoric acid series: R=0.66412; and log R=-0.1777534. 
Potash series: R=0.64364; and log R= -0.1913570. 

Suhstituting these vnlues of log R in equation (6) a,bove, we obtain 
the following values of u: Ammonia series: 0.6203; phosphoric acid 
series, 0.5452; potash series, 0.5064. Sincp- the old units of each 
growth factor are 10 pounds each, the equivalent new units are respec
tively 

AlJIlIlonia series, 6.203 pOllnds. 
l'llOsphoric acid series, 5.452 pounds. 
Potash series, 5.064 pounds. 

The most geneml form of the yield eqnation, when all three fe:rtilizer 
constituents vary, is 

y = A.(I- R!I+a) (1- RVH) (1- RHc) (7) 

The derivation of this equation is given later. The significance 
of the quantities involved is as follows: 

y = yield per acre. 
A=limit approached by y as (L, b, and G increase. 
R = the ratio of the series of increments in yield for successive 

unit increments in a, b, or c, the size of the unit in each case being 
such as to make R=O.S. 

n, p, and k = the respective quantities, in the above units, of 
nitrogen (anunonia in the case under consideration)) phosphoric acid, 
and potash available in the soil. 

a, b, and c = the respective quantities of these three fertilizer 
elements in the fertilizer applied. 

• The use oC this table is explllined on p. 60. 
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To use equation (7) it is necessary to express n, p, k, a, b, and c in 
terms of the new units mentioned above. To aid in doing this, some 
of the data developed in preceding pages are here brought together. 

For n and a the new unit is 6.203 pounds of Nfla• 
For p and b the new unit is 5.452 pounds of P 20s. 
For Ie and e the new unit is 5.064 pounds of 1(20. 
The value of n, 30.t9 pounds, is 4.98 new units. 
The value of p, 13.25 pounds, is 2.43 new units. 
The value of k, 20.66 pounds, is 4.08 IlflW units. 

Table 4 shows in the first group of three columns the plant-iood 
elements applied in fertilizer to each of Garner's plots, in units of 10 
pOlmds (1 per cent of 1,000 pounds). In the next group the same 
quantities are shown in pounds (per acre, of course). In the third 
group these quantities are cA-pressed in the new lmits, namely, units 
of the magnitude required to make theratio (R) of eachscries equaI0.8. 

TABLE 4.-Plant food available on eaeh lllot in the tobaccl! experiments 

l'lunt food upplied, in terms of
1---------.--------.-------1 'rotal a,'uiIable 1 (in

new units) 
Plot No. Units of 10 pounds Pounds Nc,,' unitsI I 

NU" P,O,., K,o.l Nfl,. P,O" IK,O./l\J'h. P,O" K,O, NlJ" p,O.. K,O,
abc I abc " b c n+a p+b k+c 

-1.-_-..-__-_-__-..-.-__-.
1
--;;---8-1--5-1--;;--;---;; 8.06 14.67 9.87 13.04 17.10 13.9.'; 

L::::::::::::: i 1 ~ ~ ~g ~ ~ ~:~~ U:~~ ~J~ 1~:~~ n:~g g:~~
4___ • _________ •• 2 8 5 20 80 f>O 3.22 14.67 9.87 8.20 17.10 13.95 
5. __•••_________ 0 8 5 0 SO f>O 0 H.67 9.87 4.98 17.10 13.95 
6 t _________ .____ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.98 2.43 4.08 
1.__ •______.,,,_ 3 12 5 :;0 120 f>O 4.84 22.01 9.87 9.82 24.44 13.95 
8______________ _ a 10 5 ao 100 f>O. 4.8'\ 18. :l4 9. 87 9.82 20.77 13.95 
9_____________ ., 3 9 5 30 90 50 4.84 HI.51 9.87 9.B2 18.94 13.95 
10._... ___ ...... :l 7 5~ I ao 70 50 4.84 12.84 9.87 9.82 15.27 13.95 
11_.._____ .. __ ._ 3 qo'l 30 60 f>O 4.84 11.01 9.87 9.82 13.44 13.95 
12_______ . ___ ... a " D I :lO 40 50 4.84 7.34 9.87 9.82 0.77 13.95 

Ui======::::::: gO! Os" ag! gI sg ~.84 g g.B! ~:g~ ~:1g IU~ 
15______.._..... 3 8 30 80 80 4.84 14.67 15.80 9.82 17.10 19.88 
16____________ .. 3 S r, 30 I 80 60 4.84 14.67 11.85 1),82 17.10 15.93 
17.____ ••_______ 3 8 i -I i 30 80 ~.lOO I 4.84114.07 7.90 9.82 17.10 11.98 
18._______ ..._._ 3 8 f 3) 30 80 f 4.84 14.67 5. 92 9.82 17.10 10.00 

~:::::::::::::- ~ ~ ~ ~ 3~ ! ~ ! ~ I !:~! }}3~ g.95 gJ~ lng ~::
1 1 

I Qnnntity available in the soil pIns quantity npplieu in fertilizer. 
, Check plots; no fertilizer applied. 

In the lust group of three columns the numbers urc obtuined by 
adding the yalue of n, which is 4.98 in the new units, to each number 
in the a column of the l)receding group, the yalue of p, or 2.43, to 
each number in the b column, and the vulue of k, or 4.08, to each 
number in the c column. 

The last group of three columns thus shows the total quantity of 
each food element available to the crop on each of the 20 plots. It 
includes both the plant-food elements in fertilizers applied (a., b, c), 
and those available in the soil before the fertilizers wcre applied (11., p, k). 

It is now possible by means of equation (7), Table 4, and Table 19, 
to find a value of the A of equation (7) for each of the 20 plots. In 
the case of plot 1, for instance, equation (7) bccomes 

y = A (1- RI3·04) (1 - R17,10) (1- RI3.9S) (A.) 

http:1-RI3.9S
http:4.84114.07
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the value of R being 0.8. From Table 19 it will be found that 

1-R13.04 = 0.94551 
1-RI7.IO = 0.97798 
1 - R13.o5 = 0.95553 

The calculated yield for this plot (p. 20) is 1,251.27 pounds. Sub
stituting this value and the above values of the three parentheses in 
equation (A) above, transposing both members, and then dividing 
through by the parentheses 

A= 1,251.27/(0.94551) (0.97798) (0.95553) = 1,416.15 pounds 

TABLE 5.-Computation of the value of A for the plots of the tobacco experiments 

Culculated yiold V ]
[ A l'roduct =(I-R'+o» (I-Rp,,) (l-RH,j" Data of Table 4 

Calculat.ed I APlot No. yield,' 11 J-Rn+a 2 I-Up""" 2 l_Rk ot-e 2 I'roduct (pounds)(pounds) 

j ....___________________________ 1,2..11.27 0.94551 0.97798 0.95553 0.8835i 1,416.152______________________ ______ I, 220.02 ~ ~ .02100 .9iiW .95553 .85156 1,416.06
3.••••••••••••••••_._.____••.•. 1,175.2.5 .8882:1 .Oii98 . 955S:1 .8.1004 1,415.90
4. __ • __ ._. ___ ••_. ____•••__ ._. _. 1, 111.09 .83!l\J1 • 9ii98 95553 .78489 1,415.60
5___•••_••••••• __ .•••••_. ••••.. 887.42 .6i085 .97798 .95553 .62690 I, ·115. 57 
6. _.__••_•••___ ._.__ •••••••_... . •••••••_._. .07085 .41855 .59765 .l6iSI 

I------+------~-----~------I-------I------
~.!\vcnlgc________ "___ ." ___ .. ..... ___________________________________ .. __ .. ______ .. _.. ___ .. __ .. 

1,415.86 

7.•• _•.•._._._ •••_._ •.• ___ •. ••• 1,197.83 .88823 .99572 .05553 .8-Ilil0 1,4]7.38
8. ____ •••••_._ ••• ___ .•••_•••. _. 1, 191.:10 .88823 .90020 .95553 .8-10·19 1,417. ;.19
9__._.___ • _______• __ ._. __ ••. ___ I, IS.:;. 40 .88823 .98.539 .9&';53 .8363:1 1,417.38
10..________ ••__________ . ___ ... 1,163.14 .88823 .06687 .9555.3 .82061 1,417.41
ll._____..______________ ._ .. __ . I, 143.00 .8.."823 .1l5017 .9555:1 .80644 1,417.34
12._____________ •• _•• _.... _... 1,067. 00 I .88823 .88697 .95553 .7528ll 1,417.38
13___._•••___ ...__ ......_._.... 504.00 .8.."823 . 41855 . Q5553 .35524 1,418.76
14___••••••••__ ••_••••_••••_... ••.•. ••••••• .67085 .41855 .59765 .16781 

Avernge________ ~ _____ .. _.. ~~~ _______ .. - ____ ,._~_. __ • _________ .. _______________________ _~ 1,417.58 

15......................... _••• 1,210.34 .8.."823 .97708 .98810 .858.19 1,410.01

16._........_...... __ ......... . 1,189.S:1 .88823 .9ii98 .97141 .84384 1,410.02

17_._..._.................__ .. _ 1,140.31 .8882:1 .9iiU8 .93097 .80Sil 1,410.04 

18_•• _........................ . 1,093.50 .88823 .97798 .89263 .77540 1,410.24

19..........__ •._._._....._••. _ 
 1,020. i3 .8.."823 .9ii98 .83:135 .72391 1,410.09
20.._.._......._••••_._._••• _" 732.24 .8882:1 .07798 .59765 .51916 1,410.43 


J.\\"crago________________ .... ____ ___.. ___ .. _________ ~ .. ______ .. _.. _ ~ ___ .... ____________ .. ___ .. _~ ~ 

1,410.14 

Ornnduyernge........ __ -...................................... _.........._......... 1,414.53 


I These yIelds nre those previously calculated. See text for eacb series of plot.s. 
, This is (I-R') for tbo series. See last group ofcolumnsofTnbl04 for thesevernl \'uluesofx to he used in 

entering Table 19. 

In a similar manner the \Taille of A for each of the remaining plots 
was obtained, the results for all except the two check plots being shown 
in Table 5. 

The slight variations in the value of A in the ammonia series, from 
1,415.57 to 1,416.1.5. are due to omission of decimals in the preceding 
computations. A similar :remark applies to the A of the phosphate 
series, plots 7 to 13, and to that in the potash series, plots 15 to 20. 

There are thus three values of A, llamely-
From the ammonia series _______________________ . ___ 1,415.86 
From the phosphate series. __________________________ 1,417.58 
From the potash series.. ____________________________ 1,410. 14 

the extreme difference between which is about 0.5 per cent of their 
magnitude. . 
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In arriving at each of these vulues, three factors ,vere multiplied 
together. In each case, one factor is derived from data wholly in,.. 
dependent of the others. The fact that the three values agree so 
closely indicates a high degree of fitness in the theory of the yield 
equation 

(7) 

from which the values are derived. 

FINAL CALCULATED YIELDS 

Using the average d the three values of .t1 in the ahove equation, 
and multiplying this by each of the" products" in the next to last 
column, Table 5, the final calculated yield of each of the eJo..-perimental 
plots is obtained. In Table 6 these are compared with the observed 
yields. 

TABLE 6.-Final calculated yield of each plot compared with the observed yield 

Plot No. Calcu- Observed lOOe/Y Plot No. Calcu- Observed • 1100 elY
lated Y Y lated Y Y 

----1----------- -----1-----------
L_____________ 1,2.10 1,231 19 ].5 11_____________ 1,141 1,143 -2 -.2 
2______________ 1,219 1,248 -29 -2.3 12_____________ 1,065 1,067 -2 -.2 
3______________ 1,174 1,181 -7 -.6 13_____________ 502 504 -2 -.44______________ 14'_____________________.1,110 1,095 15 1.4 _____.__________________ 
5______________ 887 890 -3 -.3
6 1_____________________________________________ 0_ 

15_________.___
16__• ______.___ 

1,214
1,194 

1,225
1,175 

-11
19 

-.9
1.6 

7__ ••.. _____ .._ 1,195 1,137 .;8 5.117__ •_________ . 1,144 1,12ii 19 1.7 
8______________ 
9___ .__________ 
10 __ • ________ ._ 

1,189 
1,183 
1,161 

1,121 
1,126 
1,133 

68 
57 
28 

0.1 j 18__ •______.___ 
5.1119____.________ 
2.5 20.._______ .___ 

1,097 
1,024 

734 

1,110 
1,021 

731 

-13 
3 
3. 

-1.2 
.3 
.4 

1 Check plot. 

The column headed e.in Table 6 shows the difference between the 
final calculated yields aud the observed yields. In the next column 
these differences are expressed as percentages of the observed yields. 

Plots 7 to 10 of the phosphoric acid series show what is 'l?reSuma
bly the reduction in yield due to the eff3ct of large doses of phosphate, 
a reduction probably much more than compensated for by increase 
in quality of product (tobacco). Thus, on plot 7 the calculated 
yield is 58 pOlmds more than the observed yield_ This is presumably 
the reduction in yield due to the earlier maturity caused by the large 
application of :phosphoric acid. 

'. Of the remaming plots, 13 show residuals of less than 2 per cent, 
8 of them less than 1 per cent. The remaining residual is 2.3 per 
cent. 

This must be regarded as nothing less than remarkably close agree
ment between calculated and observed yields. 

YIELD OF CHECK PLOTS 

Two plots, Nos. 6 and 14, received no fertilizer applications. The 
yield calculated for these plots by the yield formula is only 238 
pounds, whereas the actual average yield for the last three years on 
plot 6 was 503 pounds, and on plot 14, 498 pounds. The reason for 
tlus discrepancy is that the lower part of the phosphate curve repre
sents yield increases due in part to current applications and in part 
to varying rates of phosphate exhaustion. Extrapolations down
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ward by this curve do not give correct results. But these disturbing 
conditions do not eJl.ist for the upper part of this curve, so that extra
polation upwards should give correct results. 

If the soil had not been so fully stocked with available phosphates 
at the beginning of the experiment, and if the first-year results alone 
had been used in the computations, then the yield of the check plots 
could have been calculated by the yield equatIOn. 

A hint as to the rate of phosphate exhaustion on plot 13, which 
received no phoGphates, but did receive ammonia at the rate of 30 
pounds and potash at the rate of 50 pounds per acre, is seen in FigUI'e 
6, where a comparison is ~ven between tlle yields on plot 13, plot 11, 
which received phosphoric I'cid at the rate of 60 pounds per acre, 
along with 30 P0lrW;S of ammonia and 50 pounds of potash, &nd plot 
14, which receIved no fertilizers. 

YIELO 
(POUHDS0 

l 
1.500 .~ 

/-----'~K / 
1.000 "" .... -.......V 

Plo/14 I ...... f.lof'I3 I ..... 
...... ..... 

500 
......_--

.,6

2 4 5 6 
V~AR5 

FIGURE 6.-YIELDS OF TOBACCO ON THREE PLOTS IN THE PHOSPHORIC 
ACID SERIES 

Plot 13 gives a hint as to the rate of ex.. nustion of phosphoric acid. Dad it received roo ammonia or 
potash, its yield in the sL,th year presumably would have been 238 pounds, indkated by the 
arrow. Plot 14 received no fertilizer. Plot 11 received complete fertilizer, 60 pounds phosphoric
acid aloI!g with 30 pounds of ammonia and 50 pounds of potash. 

By the fourth year the yield on plot 13 had fallen about to the level 
of that on plot 14, and remained there dming the remainder of the 
period. Had it received no ammonia or potash the last three years, 
Its yield the last year would presllllably have been 238 pounds, • 
indicated by the arrow. 

The exhaustion of phosphates in the case of plot 13 was presumably 
much greater than in the case of plot 14, for during the early years of 
the experiment the yields on plot 13 were much greater than on plot 
14, neIther plot having received any phosphates. 

While, as stated above, the lower part of' the phosphate curve 
(middle section, fig. 5, at bottom) does not give a true picture because 
of the nature of the data on which it is based, the same can not be 
said of the other curves or of the upper part of this one. The upper 
part of each of the three curves presents what is presumably a true 
picture. This being the case, extrapolation upwards by means of the 
yield formula should give reliable results. The close agreement of 
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the maximum possible yields for the three series tends to confirm 
this statement. 

For a series of experiments planned as suggested later in this bulle-· 
tin, and carried out on a uniform seil, the equation, if the theory on 
which it is based is true, should enable one to extrapolate either 
upward or downward indefinitely. The formula, of course, ceases to 
apply when the fertilizer application becomes so large as to be in
jurious to the crop. The effect of phosphates in hastening maturity 
may also cause departures of calculated from observed yields. The 
curve therefore offers a means of determining the reduction in yield 
due to the earlier maturity. 

OPTIMUM FERTILIZER FORMULAS 

A method of determinillg the most profitable quantity of ammonia 
(NHa) and of potash (K20) to' use 'with any given quantity of phos
phoric acid (P205) follows. 

Certain of the items of cost pel' unit of product are proporti(illal to 
area. These include plowing, preparation of seed bed, planting, 
tillage, and sometimes part of the work of harvesting. Thus, in the 
-case of sugar beets or potatoes, the cost of running the digger is pro
portional to acreage. 

It is true that the amount of work done in preparing seed bed and 
in tillage, spraying, etc., may vary widely, and the amount and 
character of such work does affect the yield; but on most farms there 
aTe fixed standards for such tasks, and the work done is strictly pro
portional to acreage. The formulas developed below apply only to 
cases in which work of this kind is standardized and varies with 
acreage. 

Certain unit costs vary strictly with yield per acre. Thus, grading, 
sacking 01' crating, hauling to storage or to market, and the like 
depend on yield, not on acreage. 

Certain other costs are intermediate in character between the above 
two classes. Thus, in husking corn, for instance, the amount of labor 
required depends part.iy on area and partly on yield per acre. It 
costs slightly more pel' bushel to husk a field of corn yielding 40 bushels 
pel' acre than one yielding 60 01' 80 bushels. 

In consideIwg these int~rmediate items from the standpoint of 
optimum applications of the various fertilizer ingredients it should be 
remembered that, in most cases, only slight variations in yield are 
involved. Thus, it may be a question whether a fertilizer application 
necessary to obtain a yield of 79 bushels or 80 bushels of corn would 
be most profitable. The variation in cost pel' bushel as between these 
yields for the one item of husking is too small to measure. There will 
therefore be no serious error if sllch costs are regarded as varying with 
yield. This point is discussed ln,ter in some detail. 

In the case of some crops there are other factors of cost that vary 
partly with area and partly with yield. A heavy crop of sugs,rcane, 
for instance, requires less tillage and weeding than a light crop (8). 
Even in this case, howevpr, when the question is between a yield of 
19 tons and one of 20 tons, the difference in cost of this item is slight, 
and may be neglected without serious error. 

In what follows the argument proceeds as if all items of cost may 
be regarded as varying wit.h either area or yield per acre. In some 
cases this will involve a small degl'ee of el'l'Ol'J but not sufficient to 
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vitiate the results, as will be seen later. In the case of sugar beets, 
where the harvesting is done by contract, at so much per' acre, which 

·is a common practice, the error does not enter. 

In the subsequent discussion use is made of the following symbols: 
a=units of available ammonia (NH3) in fertilizer applied. 

b=units of available phosphoric acid (P206) in fertilizer. 

c=units of available potash (K20) in fertilizer. 


a'=a+q'.
b'=b+q".
c'=c+q'''.
C=sum of acre costs proportional to area. 
H=costs per unit proportional to yield (the harvesting and marketing costs). 

k=uuits of available potash in an acre of soil. 

m=0.434,2945,-the modulus of the common system of logarithms. 


101= maximum limit of y. 

n=units of available ammonia in an acre of soil. 

p=units of .available phosphoric acid in an acre of soil. 

P=profit per acre. 

q' = units of NHa absorbed per acre. 


q" = units of P20 5 absorbed per acre. 
q"'=units of K 20 absorbed per acre. 


Q=m/v M(-log R). 

r'=cost of a uuit of ammonia (including cost of application). 


r"=cost of a unit of phosphoric acid (including cost of application). 

r'''=cost of a unit of potash. 


R=ratio of series of increments in y due to successive unit increments of 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash, =0.8. 


R'=R%I=Rn+a. 

R"=Rz2=R,,+b.. 


R'" = Rx3=Rk+c. 

s=r'at+r"b' +r"'c'= cost of fertilizer per acre. 


s'=r'R"+r" (1-R"). 

s'" =r'" R"+r"(I-R"). 

S'=1-R'. 

S"=l-R". 


S"'=I-R"'. 

v= V -H=value of a unit of product less unit costs propOltianal to yield

(harvesting and marketing costs). 

V=value at market of a unit of product. 

x'=units of NHa per acre=n+a. 


x" = units of 1'20 6 per acre=p+b. 

x"'=units of K 20 per acre=k+c. 


y=yield per acre. 


Let P=profit per acre. Then 

P= Vy-Hy-r'a'-r"b'-r"'c'-O 
=V1j-r'a' -r"b' -r"'c' - 0 (A) 

Considering first the most profitable application of ammonia, the 
problem is to find the value of a' that will render P a maximum. This 
value is obtained by placing equal to zero the partial derivative of 0-

P with respect to a'. 
Differentiating (A) with respect to a', and noting that, since a' = 


a+q', da' =da, 


dP=vdy -r' =0 (B)da da 

Now y = MS'S"S"', in which M has the same significance as the A 

of formula (7). on page 22. Substituting this value of y in (B) and 
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performing the indicated differentiation, the result may be reduced 
.to the form shown in equation (0) below. 

, 
R'SIt S'" = mr (0)

?)M( -log R) 

in which m=0.4342945, the modulus of the common system of 
logarithms.. . 
Letting Q= m/t,M(-log R), this may be written 

R'S"S'" = Qr' (D) 

The corresponding equations for P205 and K 20, obtained in a 
similar manner, are 

8'R"8'" = Qr" (E) 
and S'S" R'" = Qr'" (F) (8) 

To solve these equations for R' and R'" in terms of R", multiply 
(D) by (8'), (E) by (S"), and (F) by (8"'); and divide (D) by R', 
(E) by R", and (F) by R"'. This gives 

8'8"8'" = Qr'(J')/R' (G) 
8'8"S'" = Qr" (S") /R" (H) 
8'8"8'" = Qr"' (8''')/R'" (1) 

Equating the second members of (G) and (H), 

Qr' (8')/R' = Qr" (S")/R" 


Multiplying through by R'R", and dividing through by Q, 

r'R" (S') =r"R' (S") 


Restoring the values of 8' and S", 

r'R" - r'R'R" = r"R' - rtfR'R" 


Transposing, and changing signs 


r'R'R" +r"R' -1"'R'R" =r'R" 


Factoring, R' (1" RI( +1''' - 1'''R") = 1" R". 


Dividing, 
1" R" 1" R" 

(9)R' r'R"+'r"(I-R") s' 

Equating the second members of (H) and (I), 

Qr" (S")/R" = Qr'" (S"')/R'" 

Proceeding as in the case of R', the value of R'" is found to be 

r'" R" r'" R"R'" = . (10)1''''R" +1''' (1-R") s'" 
Equations (9) and (10) now permit the determination of the most 

profitable quantities of NHa and K 20 to use with any quantity Ot 
P205 within the to:.\.ic limit of these substances. The data required 
are as follows: 

r'=$1.088=6.203 pounds of NHa at $0. 1754=cost of a unit of NHa. 

r"=$0.393=5.452 pounds of PzO~ at $0.0720= cost of a unit of PzOs. 


http:to:.\.ic
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r"'=$0.385:;-;5.064 pounds of K20 at $0.0760=cost of a unit of K 20. 
1£,=a unit ,f NH3=6.203 pounds. 
U2=a unit :f P20s=5.452 pOU!lds. 
1l3=a unit \if K20=5.064 pounds. 
n=4.98; 

p=2.43; 

k=4.08. 


The values are worked out lor scyeral cases in Table 7, the pro
cedure of which is illustrated by the ('olumn headed "For b= 20 
pounds"; that is, if 20 pounds of phosphoric acid, P 205 are to be used, 
what are thc corresponding most profitable quantiti.es of ammonia, 
NH3, and of potash, K 20, to use? 
Convert pounds of P20r; into units: 20+5.452, b_______________ 3.67 
Write p, in units_____________________________ ______________ 2.43 
Add these, giving the x of the yield equations, or x"=p+b______ 6.10 
In Table 19 find (I-R") at 6.10, or l-R"____________________ .74364 

whence, subtracting from 1, R" ____________________________ .25636 
Multiply R" by r', which is 1.088, giving r' R" ________________ .27892 
Multiply (I-U") by r", which is 0.393, giving r" (I-R")_____ . 29225 
Add r'R" to r"(I-R") giving 8'____________________________ . 57117 
Dividing r' R" b~i' Ii' gives R' __ ______________________________ .48833 

wheuce, subtracting from 1, l-W, or S'____________________ .51167 
From Table 19 read the value of l-Il', which is x' orn+a units___ 3.21 

whence, by subtraction (11.=4.98) a, in units_________________ -1. 77 
Converting units to pounds, a in pounds______________________ = -11. 0 

Since a is negative, it does not pay to use any ammonia, NH3, in this 
case when only 20 pounds of phosphoric acid are applied. 

The correct quantity of potash is calculated in the lower section 
of the table. The reader should now be able to follow the procedure 
indicated. When 20 pounds of phosphoric aeid are used, 10.6 pounds 
of potash are indicated as the most profitable application. 

TABLE 7.-Comimtation of most profitablc guantitl:e8 of ammonia and of potash 
to 1t8C with given quantities of IJ/toS1Jhoric acid 

For For For For I For For For For 
Step in computation I b=5 b=10 b=2O b=40 b=oo b=80 b=IOO b=12O 

pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds 

b, iu units______________ 0.92000 1.83 3.67 7.34 11.01 14.67 18.34 22.01b+p (p=2.43) __________ 3.35000 4.26 6.10 0.77 13.44 17.10 20.77 24.441-R"_____________ •____ 
•52tH7 .61349 .74364 .880117 .95011 .97708 .00029 .99572 

1~" __________ ... _.. ________ .4735.1 .38651 .25636 • 11303 .04989 .02202 .00971 .00428r'R" (r'=1.088)________ .li152O .42052 .27892 .122'J8 .05428 .02396 .01056 .00466r" (I-R")____ • ________ .20600 .24110 • 211225 .34858 • 37339 • 38435 .38918 • 39132 
8' }=r' R"+r" (I-R")]_ • i2'210 .fm62 .57117 .47156 .42767 .40831 .39974 .39598R (r' R"!s') ____________ • 71346 . t)3559 .48833 .20079 .12092 .0586& .02642 .0Ui7 
l-R' ---i-:-----'";-------- .28654 .30441 .5UG7 .73821 .87308 .94132 .97358 .98823 
n-ta,=x., In UOlts ______ 1.51 2.03 3.21 6.02 0.2:; 12. 71 16.28 19.91at lIJ unlts_____________ -3.47 -2.9G -t77 1.0·1 4.~'7 7.73 11.30 14.93a, in pounds ____________ -21.5 -18.3 -11.0 G.5 26.5 47.9 70.1 92. 6 
r'" R" __ .. ___.. ___ ........ _... __ .18231 .14881 .09S70 .04:152 .01928 .00848 .00.174 .00165 
s'" J=rll' R"+r"(l-Rf')] .38921 .38Wl .390'J.' .39210 .311200 .39283 .39292 .39297 
B" ~=r'" R"/s"')_..____ · 411841 .38165 .2.5246 .11099 .04893 .02159 .00952 .00420l-R " _______________ .. _ .53159 • 618:l5 .747;;4 .88901 .9.5l07 .9784.1 .99048 .99580 
k+'c,=x~", in units _____ 3.40 4.32 6.1.7 11.86 13.52 17 19 20.86 24.52 c, In umts______________ -.08 .24 2.09 5.78 0.44 13.11 16.78 20.44c, in pounds ____ .______ 1 •-3.4 1.2 10.6 2'J.3 47.8 06.4 85.0 103.5 

I Find in the previous work or in Tnble 19 or compute IlS indicated in text. 

Figure 7 was constructed from data in Table 7 and additional data 
sirnilari1y calculated. The abscissas of the figure are pounds of P 20 5 

per acre. For anyone abscissa, the ordinates of the two curves show 
the quantities, in pounds per acre, of NHa and K 20 to use for greatest 

http:11.=4.98
http:quantiti.es
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profit. Thus, at 70 pounds of P20s the ordinate of the NHa curve is 
37.3; of the K 20 curve, 57. The exact quantities of NITa and K 20 to 
use with any quantity of P 20s are easily calculated by the method of 
Table 7. 

The method of converting quantities of fertilizer constituents per 
acre into fertilizer formulas may be illust·rated from the data in any 
(',olumn of Table 7. In the column headed IlFor b=60 pOlmds" for 
instance, it is shown that the optimum quantities of ammonia and 

NM. 
AND 

1(,0 


(POUNDS) 


90 ~ 
80 y\7 
70 vi/
60 

50 
ilL17

d NH' ~ 40 

/1 ~" 30 

zo v/ )< 
10 71 //
o 0 10 zo 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100. 110 

P. O.(POUNOS) 

FIGURE 7.-QUANTITY OF AMMONIA AND OF POTASH ASSOCIATED WITH 
PHOSPHORIC ACID IN THE OPTIMUM FERTILIZER ANALYSIS FOR TOBACCO 
AT TIFTON. GA. 

The computation showed the optimum fertilizer formula for tohacco in this series of experiments.
"\Vith tnis chart the optimum (IUnntitics of I\mmonia and potllSh to use with any desired npplice
tion of phosphoric acid mll~' be relld directly. Thus, Ilmmonin will noL I1UY if less thall 3:J IJounus 
uf P,O, are used. 

potash to use with 60 pounds of phosphoric add in this case (tobacco 
at Tifton, Ga.) are 

Phosphoric ncid _________________________________ 60 pounds
Ammoni::L______________________________________ 26.5 pOlluds 
Potnsb _________________________________________ 47.8 pounds 

To frnd the quantity .and analysis (formula) of fertilizer ('ontainillg 
these quantities of the three eOllstituents, with, say, 12 per cent of 
phosphol'ie acid, pl'oeeed as follows: 

60 pOlluds of P20s=12.0 pel' ccnt of 500 pounds. 
26.5 pounds of NHa=5.3 per l'ent of 500 pOllllds.
47.8 pounds of 1(20=9.6 per (!CIlt of 500 pounds. 
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Hence in this case 500 pounds of a 5.3-12-9.6 fertilizer will contain 
plant-food elements in the right proportion to make the profit greatest 
from a fertilizer containing 60 pounds of phosphoric acid. 

The foregoing problem has been worked out on the assumption that 
none of the plant food in fertilizers is absorbed, or occluded, by the 
soil. When the phenomenon of absorption is present, it is allowed 
for at this point by adding to the 60 pounds of P 205, 26.5 pounds of 
NH3, and 47.8 pounds of K 20 above, the quantity, in pounds per acre, 
of each of the plant-food elements absorbed. Thus, if 7.2 pounds of 
P 205 is absorbed, use 60+7.2=67.2 pounds of P20 5 instead of 60 
pounds. Similarly for the other elements. This, of course, changes 
the formula of the fertilizer, which would then be as follows: 

67.2 pounds of P 205=12 per cent of 560 pounds. 
26.5 pounds of NHa=4.73 per cent of 560 pounds. 
47.8 pounds of K 20=8.54 per cent of 560 pounds. 


The formula then becomes 4.7-12-8.5 instead of 5.3-'12-9.6. 


OPTIMUM QUANTITY OF FERTILIZER 

In the preceding section a method was given for finding the most 
profitable quantities of ammonia (NH3 ) and potash (K20) to use with 
any quantity of phosphoric acid (P205)' It remains now to find the 
most profitable quantity of fertilizer having the optimum analysis 
(formula) for that quantity to use in any given case. 

Equation (8), page 29, obtained by differentiating P with respect 
to CIS 

(1. - R') (1-R") R'" = Qr'" (8) 

Substituting in Pfluation (8) thp vahIPs of R' and R'" from (9) 
and (10), 

r'll" ] [ r'''R'' ][ 1 1." (l-R·")+r'RfI [I-R"] 1·" (l-R")+r"'R" = Qr"', 

which may be redueed to 

T"Sf! . R"S" Q=O (11)s' . s'" 

This is an equation of the third degree in R", best solved by the 
method of trial and error. The work involved in solving it for a 
specific case is outlined later. 

Being of the third degree, the equation has three roots. One of 
them is imaginary, another is negative, while the third root represents 
a maximum value of P (profit per acre). It is this last value .that is 
sought. 

Let T represent the fraction in equation (ll) i then 

T-Q=O (12) 

The problem now is to solve equation (12). 
The solution of this equation is given in Table 8. Note that 

R"=Rr>+b, in which R=0.8, p=2.43 (units of 5.452 pounds of P 20 S), 

and b is the quantity of P 20 5 applied in fertilizer, ill units of 5.452 

http:K20=8.54
http:NHa=4.73
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pounds. Assigning b a v-alue in pounds, and then reducing this value 
to units, the v-alue of R" is fixed. 

TABLE B.-Computation of T of equation (12) for the tobacco experirnents 1 

,If (J-R") .r'f( (I-R") ynlue of Qis 0.02263 
T=[r'R"+T" (I-R'f)] [T'" R"+T" (I-R")) 

[The ,"alues of the quantities nre those previousl)' used in this demonstration] 

5tep in computat.ion , 'I'hirdFirst trinl Scc'Ond triul 
trial 

~ 
45 
6 

~li~~g:i~::===::=::::::::::::::==:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::
I-R" (Table 19}•••••••••••••••••..•.••.••.•••••••••••••...••.•..R" __________.________________________ ~ ___ •______ .. _...... ~ .... '" ........ ~ '" 
T" (i-R") •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.. / 

101.1 
18.5-1 
20.97 

.119071 
• 00!12!1 
.38935 

101. 2 
18. 56 
20.99 

.90075 

.00fI25 
.389"36 

101.3 
18.58 
21.01 

.(19080 
• 00!12O 
.38938 

g ;:w,~~2~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::.10 r" R" _____________________ .. ~ .,., ___ .. ____ .. ~ ...... __ .. __ .. _... _...... ______ _ 

l~ ~; H:~;;~+~;*~,;__~::===:::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: 
13 Step IlXstep 12................................................ . 
14 T=step 8+step 13•.••.••.•••••••••.•••_••..••••••••••••••••••.• 
15 R'=step 9+step 11............................................. . 

I! :.fi;~~i·fs~~~~~==::::=:::::::==::::::::::=::=:::::::=::::::::::::
19 a. in pouIlds._~................................................ . 
20 R"'=st,ep IO+step 12........................................... 
21 I-R'" ......................................................... 
22 k+c, ill units.................................................... 

• QO<J2O 
.00358 
.01011 
.00358 
.3!1946 
.3!129:1 
.1[>600 
.02281 

• 00fI1O 
.003.57 
.01000 
.00356 
.399-12 
.:1~292 
.15694 
.OZ.rr5 

• 00fI12 
.003ii5 
.01001 
.00354 
.:l{l<J39 
.39292 
.1[>693 
" 02263 
.02506 
.97494 

16.52 
11.54 
i1.6 

.00901 

.99099 
21.105 

~ ~: {~ ~~~t~;lS::::::::::~::::::::~::::: ::=:::::::~: :~--::~:: :~: :::: 17.025 
Btl. 2 

1 The procedure, boweyer, is general in npplication. 
, Find in thc prcyious work or in 'rnble. HI or computc ns indicated. 

Beforee::\."]llainiug the procedure of the table, it may be stated that 
the v-alue of T was calculated for a series of values of b (in pounds) by 
the procedure of the table and Figure 8 was ('onstructed from data 
thus obtained. In that figure the value of T may be read off for any 
value of b (in pOUJ~-ls) from 0 to 120. The solution of equation (12) 
involves finding a value of b for which T= Q, indicated at X in Figure 
8. The value of Qis mj'l.!A( -log R)(p. 28). Since m=0.4342945, and 
for the special case under consideration (tobac(\o at Tifton, Gu.. ) 
v=0.14" A = 1414..53 (p, 24), and -log R=0.0969100; thev-alue of Qis 
0.02263. Figure 8 shows that T= Q at about b= 101. This gives a 
starting point for Table 8, the procedure of whi('h is like thfit of 
Table 7. The first value of b tried in the table was 101; the second 
was 101.1, the ('olumn C'u.lculated on the basis of II = 101 being omitt~d 
to economize spac~. For b= 10l.1, the resulting Yfilue of T is 0.02281~ 
a little too large. The next trial was for b= 101.2, giving T=0.02275. 
The last trial, with b=101.3, gave T=0.02263, which is exactly
the value sought. 

When the value of b that renders T= Q is found, the proper' quanti
ties of ammonia and of potash to use with that quuntity of phosphoric 
acid may be computed fiS indi(,ated in the lowel' part of Table 8, steps 
15 to 24. Thus it appeal's tha.t the 8.pplication per acre giving the 
maximum profit in this ('ase is 

NH3_. _____ -. - ------- _ -- ------ ------.-- --- --_ __ 71.6 pounds.
P 20s__. ____________ --- _---------------. ------_ 101.3 pounds. 
K 20 _______ - - - - - -------.------ _--- --- --- ---_ _ _ 86.2 pounds. 

1!JtiH3°-:13-3 
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Conversion of these quantities of plant foods into terms of a ferti
lizer is accomplished by deciding on some percentage of one of them, 
and computing the associated percentages of the others. Thus, if 
the fertilizer to be used is based on 12 per cent of phosphorie acid, 
844.2 pounds of fertilizer will be needed in this case, for 101.3 -+-0.12 = 
844.2. This quantity of fertilizer must have 8.5 per cent of ammonia 
to furnish 71.6 pounds (71.6-+-8.442), and 10.2 per cent of potash. to 
furnish 86.2 pounds (86.2-+-8.442). Hence 844.2 pounds of 8.5-12
lO.2 fertilizer will give the largest profit per acre in this case. 

If the phenomenon of plant-food absorption is present, it is taken 
care of at this point by adding to the above 71.6 pounds of NH3, 101.3 
pounds of P 20s, and 86.2 pounds of K 20, the quantity in pounds per 
acre, of each element absorbed. This modifies the formula, as well 
as the quantity per acre of fertilizer to apply. The profit per acre is 
reduced by the cost of the plant-food elements absorbed. 

I J 

02 ~ T 

I01 I 

Q (0.0226J1 I "x 

I , -,-
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FIGURE B.-VALUE OF T FOR DIFFERENT ApPLICATIONS OF PHOSPHORIC 
ACID IN THE TOBACCO EXPERIMENTS AT TIFTON. GA• 

•\5 de,"eloped in the text, the point o( intersection, X, at which T equals Q. shows the quantity o(
phosphoric acid per acre to use (or ,.,'reatesl profit per aere (or tobacco nt 'I'i(ton, Ga. This quan·
tity ,"aries (or ditTerent crops and (or different soils. 'l'he quantities o( ammonia and potash to 
he applied with this qlll\ntity o( phosphoric ueid !lre (ound llirc(·tly (rOll Figure 7, or computed
(rom Taule 8. 

If the fertilizer is to ('ontain 10 per cent of P 20s, then 
101.3= 10 per cent of 1,013 pounds. 
71.6= 7.1 per cent of 1,013 pounds. 
86.2=8.5 per cent of 1,013 pounds. 

That is, 1,013 pounds of a 7.1-10-8.5 fertilizer is most. profitable. 
These results do not take into consideration the effect of hea.vy appli
cations of phosphoric acid in hastening maturity of the crop, with 
resulting increase in quality, and presumably decrease in yield. They 
are therefore only approximate in the ease considered. This difficulty 
does not ali.se in cases in which phosphoric acid does not haye the 
effects· mentioned. 

The item oj ha1'1;esting.-It has aircildy been pointed out that it 
costs slightly less per pound to harvcst a ('rop when the acro y-i.cld is 
large than when it is small. Thus, it should eost slightly less per pound 
to harvest a tobacc.o (~rop yielding 1,200 pounds per acre than one 
yielding 1,000 pounds. 
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In the case of tobacco, the one item that may vary in this manner 
is that of cutting and hauling the crop to the barn. In the preceding 
computations this variation was ignored. 

To find what effect such variation may have on the results of the 
computations, note that, in the case of tobacco, the total cost of this 
item is ordinarily about 1.2 cents per pound. Suppose the item de
creases to 1 cent because of the larger yield from adequate applica
tions of fertilizer. This would change the value of v used in the com
putations from $0.14 to $0.142. Since Q=m/vA (-log R), tIllS change 
in v Teduces the value of Q from 0.02263 to 0.02195. The correspond
ing value of T, arrived at by the procedure of Table 8, is obtained 
when a, b, and c have the values shown below. The values of a, b, 
and c when v=$0.14 are shown for comparison, as are also the yields 
corresponding to these fertilizer combinations. 

v= $0.14 $0.142. 
a= 71.6 74.4 poullds of NH~. 
b= 101.3 102.0 poullds of P.05• 

c= 86.2 86.8 poullds of 1(.0. 
Optimulll y= 1,353.86 1,354.08 pounds of tobacco pcr acrc. 

It is obvious that an in('reas(>. in yield amounting to 1,354.08
1,353.86 = 0.22 pound eould not measurably affect the eost per vound 
of han-esting. Hence the inaecuI"acy due to ("hanging eost per pOlmd. 
of harycsting is negligible, and the results arrived at are dependable 
when the experiTYlental data are adequate and there are no eomplica
tions due to effect of the fertilizer on quality of product or date of 
maturity of the crop. 

E.tT(:ct oj market p7'ice.-In the formulas, v is the value per pound 
of crop product less cost of harvesting and marketing. It has been 
nssumed in the computations that v=14 cents in the ease under con
sideration. The magnitude of v ::1ffects the resuLts because of the 
presence of vas a factor in the denonlinator of Q, to which T should 

o00316b
he equnl. The values of Q= . ,~ , for several values of v are: 

" Q(=T) 
$0.10 o. 03168 
$0. 12 .02640 
$0.14 .02263 
$0.16 , 01!)80 

The eorrcsponding values of b, read f!"Om the eUl"ve of Figure 8, 
and of (L nnd c read from Figure 7, arc: 

Whcn v is $0.10, b is 94.0 pOllnds, a is 63.5 pounds, and c is 79.0 pounds. 
Whcn v is $0.l2, b is 99.5 pounds, a is 69.5 pounds, IIlId c is 84.5 pounds. 
WhclI v is $0.14, b is 101.0 poullds, a is 71.5 pounds, llllel c is 86.0 pounds. 
Whcn v is $0.16, b is 102.5 pounds, (L is 73.0 pounds, and c is 87.5 pounds. 

Conwl'ting these into fertilizer containing 10 per een t of P 205: 
"=$0.10 	 !)4.0 pounds P~05= 10 pcr ccut of !)40 poullds. 

63.5 pouuds NH a=6.8 pcr cent of U40 poulld;;.
7!).0 ])oullds 1(~0=8.4. pcr cent uf !)40 pounds. 

1'=$0.12 	 !)!).5 pounds P 20s=10 pcr ccnt of !)!)5 pOllnds. 

(i9.5 pounds NHa==7 pcr ccnt of !)U5 pOllnds. 

8-1.5 pounds 1(~0=8.5 l)cr cClli of U!)5 poullds. 


£-=80.1-1 101.0 pounds P 20.=10 pcr CCllt of 1,010 pounds. 
71.5 pounds NHa=7.1 pcr ccnt of 1,010 pounds. 
86.0 pouuds J(20=8.5 pcr ccnt of 1,010 pounds. 

v=SO.16 102.5 pounds P20 5 = 10 per cent uf 1,025 pounds. 
73.0 poullds NHa=7.1 per cellt uf 1,025 poullds. 
87.5 pouuds K20=8.5 per cent of 1,025 poullds. 

http:1'=$0.12
http:1,353.86
http:1,354.08
http:1,354.08
http:1,353.86
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These results may be summarized thus: 
Most profitable rertilizer nppJicntion 


so. 10 940 pounds of 6.S-10-S.4 goods. 

$0.12 995 pounds of 7.0-10-S.5 goods. 

$0.14 1,010 pounds of 7.1-10-8.5 goods. 


From this the conclusion appears to be justified that, with fi range 
in pricc of tobacco from 10 to 16 ('ents a pOlmd (mark(,t pli('e less 
cost of harvesting and marketing), the standard applit"ation of ferti
lizer to tobacco at Tifton, Ga., should be from 900 to 1,000 pounds
of about i-lO-S ..5 fertilizer. 

As before stated, this does not take into account the c{feet of henvy 
u,pplieations of 1'20" in bnstening thc matmity of the crop, find ('on
sequentl:y inereasing the qunlit.y of the product. 

In spite of til(' Jimitn,tions j usl JlIen (ioned, these I'esul ts should be 
of vn.lue in arriving iLt ('ol'reet fcrtilizPl' pl'llC'ticc for the IO('11li ty
concerned. 

OPTIl\IUM ACRK4.GE 1'0 WHICH 1'0 APPI.Y FEItTILIZER COSTING A nX.:D .BIO l'ST 

Oc('asions not infrequPJltly iLl'ise in which fnr111('1's for one renson 
or 1mother 111'(' tillable to procure ns mu('h fertiliz('I' as they would 
like to use. It is therefore desirn.ble to have fonnulus thllt 1I111ke it 
possible to determine the optimulIl ncreage to which a given :11l10tmt 
(value) of fertilizer shoulcllJ(' applied. In working out these formulas 
the following symhols ilre employed: 

n=ullits of IL\":tilable XHa ill fertilizer. 

IJ=units of available 1>20, in fertilizer. 

c=lIl1its of :l\'llilllhlc 1\:20 in fertilizer. 


a.'=n+q'.

b'=b+(/'.

c'=c+q"'. 

g=Optillllllll llC'reage. 

C=Slllll of costs proporti(ln:tl to area other than fertilizer. 

H = total cost of fertilizer. 

k.=tlllits of ll\'ailable 1\:2.0 in lln ncre of soil. 


Log, R=llatllr:t1 logarithm of R= -0.223144. 
111= IIpper liJlliting \'lLllle of y. 

'Il=units of avail:Lble Nf-la ill un 11cre of soil. 

1)= ullits of a\'ailablc PzOr. ill an acre of soil. 


p'=profit frolll 11Il acre of the crop. 

P=gp' = profit frolll the entire crop. 

q'=ullits of NH3 absorbed by an aere of soil. 


q" = units of P205 absorbed by :Ln :lcre of soil. 

g'" = units of 1(20 absorbed by lUI acre of soil. 


r'=cost of a unit of NH 3• 


,.11 =cost of a 1I11it uf P20r.. 

r'''=cost of a unit of 1\20. 


R=0.8. 

R'=R"+". 


R" = R,,+b. 

R"'=Rk+c. 


s=r'a.'+r"b'+r'''c', cost of fertilizer per ll.cre. 

.~'=r' R' +r" tl-If.").


s'" =r'" I~" +1''' (L -Il").

S'=l-R'. 


S"= l-Il". 

S'" = I-Il"'. 


V= valtle of a unit of crop product less cos(, of harvesting alld marketing. 
y=yield pcr acre. 


yo=yield PCI' acre when 110 fertilizer is applied. 


http:ACRK4.GE
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Three cases are to be considered. 
CASE 1. Only the acreage to be planted that will give a maximum 

profit from the crop. 
The profit per acre is expressed by the formula 

P'=V!l-~-O 
The profit on the entire crop is 

P=gp';=gvy-K-gO (A) 

rhe Rcreage to be planted, g, equals the totul cost of the fertilizer 
divided by the amount applied per acre; that is, g =KI (I" a' + '1'" b' + 
r"'c')=K/s. The yield per acre is y=MS'S"S'". 

Substituting these values of y and g in equation (A), 

KvA1S'S"S"'-KO ~ P= Ii. (B)
s 

To obtain the values of a, b, and c that render P a, maximum 
differentiate equation (B) with respect to a, then with respect to b, 
and then with respect to c, and place each of the resulting derivatives 
equal to zero. When this is done the three resulting equations are: 

Log RsR'S"S'" +-r'S'8"8'" =7"0 (C)
• 1)1\1 

'1'''0
LorreR8S'R"S'" +1'''S'S"8'" = ;t.r (D) 

'" l.'J.l'L 

1,'"0
LOgeRSS'S"R'" +,,,."'S'S"S'" =-\{ (E) 

~, 1)1 t 

Eliminatinrr S'" from eqUtltions (0) and CD), the value of R' is 
found to be '" 

R' ='1" R"Is' (F) 

In a similar manner from equations (D) and (E) it is found that 

R"' =1""R"/s'" (G) 

Note tha.t the results in equations (F) and (G) Rre identical with 
those obtained previously. 

To find the va.lue of R" substitute in <'fluation (E) the values of R' 
and R"' from equations (F) and (G), ,,\Then the resulting equation is 
reduced to its sin1plest form it is 

vwllog.Rsr" R" 8'/2+ vj\1/,"28'/3- OS'S'" =0 CH) 

The solution of equation (H) is demonstrated in Table 9, using the 
data of Doctor Garner's experimental results with tobacco. The 
reader should now be able to follow the computations according to the 
indicated directions in the explanatory column of the table. 

1;,;,;43°--33----4 
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TABLE 9.~Co7npu.tation of the optimmn acreage to which to apply fertilizer costing 
a fixed amount 

[$100 to be spent for fertilizer. =$0.14. Data nre those of the tobacco experimentnI results! 

Step in computation First trilil Second trial Third trial Fourth trilll Firth trial Shth trilll' 

b, in units________________1 10.0 11.0 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.24p+b, in units_____________2 12.43 13.43 13.5.1 13.63 J:l.73 13.671-Rpi-'______ ____________~

3 .93757 .95005 .95110 .9522:1 .95329 .9fi296Rpi-·______________________
4 .0624:1 . ()'!995 .().!s&! • ()'1777 .04671 .().!i:14r'Rpi-· ____________________
5 .067924 ••054346 .01i.11:l8 .051974 .050820 .051506r" (l-Rpi-,) _______________6 .368465 .373:170 .3i:lSOf. .374226 .:mrrl3 .374395 
7 Add steps 5 and 0_________ . 436:l89 .42i716 .42994·1 .426200 • 42.'i463 .425001 
S Divide step 5 by step 7.

giving R,.+Q... _. ___ ... _____ .1[15650 .127061 .124461 .121947 .119446 .1209.14l-Rn+o_______________ .... , ..9 .8443,,0 .8729~9 .8755:19 .87805:1 .880554 . 8711Of16
"-ta,ln.units______....___]0 8.34 0.25 9.34 IU3 O.5:l 9.47 a. In unlts__________ .. _____ 

12 a' (=a+q'), in units__ ..__ 3 • .10 4.27 4.36 4.45 4.55 4.·19 
11 3.36 4.27 4.36 4.45 4.55 4.49 

r'f Rp+b_________________ ".]3 .024D.16 .019Z15 .0188().1 .018.'101 .017983 .018226
Add steps 6 and 13 _______14 .392501 .392605 . 3926O'J .392617 .392620 .392621. 

]5 Divide step 13 by step 14,giving R"+'_____________ .0612:18 . ()'!SOD3 . ()'!7892 • ()'!1l842 .045802 . ()'!64211-R"+'_______.. __________16 .938762 .951007 .952108 .953158 • 954WS .1153579I;-tc, In .units_________._.•17 12.52 13.52 13.62 13.72 13.82 13.70 
IS 8.44 0.44 0.54 9.04 0.74 9.68c, In UDlts________.... __ .. _.. _ 

19 c' (=c+q'''), in units. ____ 8.44 0.4-1 9.54 0.64 0.74 9.68
b' (=b+q"), in units______llO 10.00 11.00 11.10 11. 29 Jl.30 11.24 

21 rar" b' ' ________________________ 3.60 4.645700 4.744 4.841600 4.95().!00 4. 885 I llO 
22 3.93 4.323 4.302 4.401600 4. 440!JOO 4.4173llOr"'e'______________________23 3.25 3.634 3.673 3. ilJ.100 3.74Il900 3.726800 
24 Add steps 21, 22, nnd ZI___ 10.84 12. 60 12.7S 12.954600 13.141200 13.029240 
25 Multiply step 24 by (,"'Ilog.R) ____________.______ -479.021 -556.795 -564.749 -572.46505 -580.710929 -595. 763405 
26 r" (step 4) (step 3>'_______ .021567 .01771S .01736.1 .0I70Z1 .016082 .016885 
27 Multiply step 25 by slep26 ______________________ 

-.10.33104(1 -9.86;294 -9.806860 -0.74.;073 -9.087429 -9~ 721in.=i
(Step 3)3 'J[r"'___________28 25. llO7748 20.227821 26.320 20.40'J022 20.497543 20.444600 

29 (Step 7) (step 14) (-0)--- -17.1283 -10.792:144 -10.702206 - 16. 73:13:171- HI. 7(H784 -10.721768 
:10 Add step 27 and step 2!L__ -27,·159340 -26.057638 -29.5.3:1 -20.4784 10 -20. 39!!2()'! - 26. 443,.'13 
31 Add step 28 and step 3o____ -2.2515\18 -.430 -.213 -. 069388 . lO53:lU .001100 

, The number of unils of b (=11.24) is npproximated by grnphin" the vlllues of step 31 at 11.2 and 11.3. 
When tbe correct vulue of b is rCllcbed, sLep 31 Is zero. Hunning the computntion shows tbnt 11.2·1 is close 
enougb. 

Optimlllll avernge=q=K+step 24-1:1.~u=7.025. 
Using n 10 per cent P,O. fertilizer, 613 pounds will he nceded (=1 1.2·1 units of 5,452 pounds). 
Associated ammonia =a'=a+q',=4.49 units of 6.203 pounds='27.85 pounds whirh is 4.55 ]Jer cent of 013 

pounds. 
Associated potnsh=c'=c+q'''=n.OS units of 5.064 l1ounds=I9.02 pounds, or 8 per cent of 013 pounds. 

The problem has been worked out for a case in which the fLx:cd 
amount spent for fertilizer is $100, and on the assumption thftt there 
is no plant-food absol'ption; that is, that all three values of q are zero. 
Other than v, taken as $0.14, and .i\1= 1,414.53, the values of the 
quantities are those previously reached. The answer in tIns case is: 
613 pounds per acre of a 4.5-10-8 fertilizer applied to 7.675 acres will 
give the maximum profit when only $100 is to be spent for fertilizer. 

Note that several trials more than those shown in Table 9 may be 
needed, but the trials may best begin with a value of b about that 
giving the best resuJts in the previous work. Whole units may be 
used in establishing the approximate value of b, then tenths. ·The 
second decimal place may be determined by graphing. Two deciIlll11 
places in the value of b will give suffiicently close results. 

CASE 2. Maximum profit per dollar's 'worth of fertilizer. 

http:1,414.53
http:l1ounds=I9.02
http:c+q'''=n.OS
http:pounds='27.85
http:a'=a+q',=4.49
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. The equation e~"pressing the profit on the entire amount of fertilizer 
IS 

(A) 

in which the values of g and of yare those used in case 1. 'When these 
values are substituted in equation (A) and the resulting equation is 
diffHrentiated with respect to a, to b, and to c, the derivatives placed 
equal to zero give values of R' and of Rill the same as fotmd in case l. 
When these values are substituted in the equation formed by placing 
the derivative with respect to c equal to zero, the equation reduced 
to its simplest form becomes 

The solution of this equation for the tobacco expel'imentall'esults is 
given in Table 10. 
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TABLE lO.-Computat-ion of the application that will yield the maximum projil1)er dollar's worth of fertilizer 
~ [DntnnrethoseofthetobnL'Coe~perimelltBlrcsuJts. Jnnddition totheevaluULionsrenchcd In cnse I tho lollowing nre needed: ~[Jog, R=-315.&14; ;\Ir"'=218.4727H; and ::o=237.373J 

No 1111\nt lood IIbsorpLion. (q=O) 1.32 units of P, 06 absorbed. (,,""=1.32) ;3Step In computation o 
:Fjrst trial Second trial Third trinl I Fourth trlnl I Fifth trial I I First trial Second trial I Third trial 1 ~ .... 

oI Ib, in units 1••••••:.__ ._._._•••••••••__ • __ ••••__ •• _. 10. 5. 4_2 p+h, in units.__ •_____ . ____.•______ ._. _____ ••• _••• 3.9 3.87 3.87 4.4 4.47 ~ 
3 I-R"._ •. __________________________________ ._. __ . 12.43 7.43 6.43 0.33 0.39 6.30 0.83 6.90 t"

.93757 .80947 .76184 .75647 .75483 .75483 .78218 .78556.06243 .19053 .23810 .24353 .24517 .24517 .21782 t:rl.21444.879038 .655242 .580,100 .572247 .569775 .569775 .61I806 .617105 c:l

.82415U .530398 .4-12172 .432888 .430083 .4300S3 .478542 .484773 ~ ~h~~}~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~g r" (I-R") _____________ • ___ . _____________ • _______ . .067924 .207297 .250118 .264961 .266745 .266745 • 23fi988 .233311 ~ 
9 (Step 7)+(Step S) __ • ________________ • _______ "_,, .368465 .318122 .299403 .297293 .296648 .296648 .307397 .308725 l"J 

.4:16389 . 5254iO .558521 .562'254 .563303)0 (Step 7)+(Step 9) = R'___ •_______________ •• _____ .. .563393 • 544R85 .54203611 I-R' ___ ••___________ ._.________________________ __ .155600 .3945:17 .463\136 .471248 •4734ij2 .473462 _435332 .430435 ~ 12 n+o, in units___________________________________ __ .844350 .605·16.1 .536004 .528752 .526538 .526538 .564668 • 569r>65
13 Q, in units _______________________________________ _ 8.34 4.17 ------------.- ------------- .. -------------- 3.35 3.ia 3.78 c.o3.36 -.81 .. - -- --- ... --- .... -1- __ --. -- - .. ___ .. 1__ .. ___________ 1 _________ .... __ .. 1____ ........ ____ .. ___ 1 __ .. __ .. _ .. __ .. __ .. __ 


3.36 -.81 00"'" ~g ~:l' r;,~_~:'!:::=====::=:===:==:::=::::::::::::::::: .024036 •0i33.14 ------:Oiiiiiiii- ------:0037.~ii- ------:004300- ·-----:004300- --------:083861- ------"-:08255916 (step 15)+(step 8} ______________________________ ._ 
.392501 .39147617 (Step 15)+(step 16)=R"'________________________ • .3010'J5 • a9W52 .391038 • 39lV3S .3912f>8 .391284 c:l.0612.'18 .18737818 l-Ru , __ .. ___ "" _______ .. _______ .. ____________ ... ____ ~ .. __ .234<149 .239761 .241383 .24138.1 .214337 .210995 

19 k+c, in units ___________________________ •______ ... .765551 .760239 .758617 . 75S617 .785663 .780005 Ul.938762 .812622 

20 C, in units _______________________________________ . 12.52 7.505 6. 50 6. 40 6. 37 6. 37 6. 90 6_ 97


8.H 3.425 2.42 2.32 2. 28 2.28 2.82 2.89 I::f8. 44 3.425 2. 42 2. 32 2. 28 2. 28 2. 82 2. 89
10.0 5.0 4.0 3.9 3.87 5. 19 5.72 5. iO "d3.66 

3.1)3 
~ ~:j~~~r~~~~=::=:====::====:===::::===:::::=:::: l"J 

24 Til b' ... __________________ .. _____ ... ___ ... __ .... _... _... ______ ~ .. 1-3 
25 r'" c' ____________ ... _______ .. _______ .. ___ .... _..... ____ ._ ..... -------n?f-- -----i]~r--I..---i]~~r- ---"i]~r-- -----2:~f-- -------H~~~~- -------T~m~g3.25
26 (S:ep .23) + (slop 24}+(stel1 2.;) _________ ...._____ __ o10.84 

28 (Step 5) r" R"_______________ • ________ •____ •• ___ __ -1036.57" -700.278 -765.721 -757.J;>.5 -921.049192 -1052.249777 -106\1.439749 

27 (Step 26) M log, R ______ •_______•______ •_______ __ 3.284 2.504 2.4259 2.3119 2. ~18 3.333660 3.388120 "'.1-3421. 581 
2!J (Step 27) (step 28) __________ • ____________________ _ .049063 .054324 • .054768 .054899 .05481)9 .052373 . 052000 ~.021567 

30 (Step 6) ;\Jr"'_______________________.._. _______ ._ -50.8,;7 -42.931 -41. 937 -41• .566 -50.564680 -55.109478 -55.617284
-73.793 


31 (SteI19) (step 16) (-1Iol--____________ •___________ _ llf>.878 96.603 94.574 93.961 93.961 104.5483'18 105.9OIJ6S8
180.056 

32 (Step 29}+(step 31} _____ ••___________ ..._____ ••___ -48.825 -51. 851 -.12.191 -52.295 -52.295 -50.559259 -50.344443
-40.6,';8 
33 (Step 30)+(step 32) ______________________________ _ -114.451 -99.682 -94.782 -94.128 -93.861 -102.859680 -105. 66Sia7 -105.961727 ~ 

65.605 c:lHi. 106 L S90 .446 . 100 -S.898680 -1. 120353 -.05203U 

I When the correct value 01 b is reached, step 33 is zero. The values 01 b,=3.87, lind =4..17 were approximations reached by graphing and prove to be close enough. Tbe computa.
tions are carried out in full, as steps 14, 21, and 22 show tbe quantities of plant foods to be used in malting up the fertilizer and steps 23, 24, and 25 show the cost per acre. I 
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When plant-food absorption is not involved, the application that 

will give most profit per dollar's worth of fertilizer is one made up -with 
3.87 units, or 21.1 pounds, of phosphoric acid, and 2.28 units, or 11.55 
pounds, of potash, worth together $2.40 per acre. No nitrogen is to 
be used in this fertilizer. Using 10 per cent of phosphoric acid, the 
analysis works out as 0-10-5.5, worth $22.75 per ton. 

One mi~ht fertjlize 41.67 acres with $100 worth of fertilizer at this 
rate. This does not mean that it would be profitable to spread the 
fertilizer so thinly; there might, in fact, be a heavy loss on the entire 
acreage. Still the increase in yield attributable to the fertilizer would 
be greater from such an application than that from any other. 

When plant food is absorbed the computations are the same except 
for the values of some of the items. The three columns on the right 
side of Table 10 illustrate the work when it is known that phosphoric 
acid is absorbed by the soil, assuming a rate amounting to 1.32 units. 
The application which gave most profit per dollar's worth of fertilizer 
when there was no absorption proves to be too small (first trial). 
The second trial shows that 4.4 units is also too small, but the two 
trials provide means of approximating the figure to use in the third 
trial-graphing on a large scale indicates a value slightly larger than 
4.47 units of b, (actually 4.4736), but computation proves that 4.47 
is close enough. The results in this case call for an application of 
about 316 pounds of 0-10-4.65 fertilizer on 29.5 acres. The $100 
available would buy 4.656 tons of this fertilizer, and the cost would be 
$21.48 per ton. 

CASE 3. Fi.xed acreage, H; fixed expenditure for fertilizer, K; 
optimum acreage, g, to which to apply the fertilizer. 

In this case the profit from the H acres is 
P=gvy+ (H-g)vYo-IIO-K 

=gv(y-yo)+Hvy-IIO-K (A) 

Note that the variable term of equation (A) is identical with the 
variable term of the corresponding equation in case 2. This means 
that the three derivatives of the equation are identical with those of 
the preceding case. The solution of the problem is also identical, so 
that this case is in reality merely a matter of finding the fertilizer 
formula, the application per acre, and the number of acres required to 
yield the greatest profit per dollar invested in fertilizer. 

But in this case the actual acres planted may be larger than the 
number required to give maximum profit per dollar's worth of fer
tilizer, so that the profit or loss from the entire crop may not be the 
same as in case 2. 

In general the solution of the problem of greatest profit per dollar 
invested in fertilizer is of limited importance. The more important 
problem in cases where the value of fertilizer available is fixed is to 
find the optimum acreage to grow (and fertilize) in order to obtain 
maximum profit from the entire crop. 

ABSORPTION, OR OCCLUSION, OF PLANT FOOD 

As stated in the introduction, on some soils applications of a 
growth factor up to a certain (usually small) quantity appear to 
have no effect on yields. A number of such cases tl,re citeci below. 
For some reason not yet definitely understood, these small applica
tions are not available to the growing crop. Soil chemists who have 

http:0-10-4.65
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I'· 
recognized the phenomenon refer to it as "absorption." In the 
absence of a better term based on more complete understanding, it 
will here be referred to as plant-food absorption by the soil. As 
suggested in the introduction, perhaps a better term would be plant
food occlusion by the soil. 

When the amount of the growth factor applied exceeds the qllfLll
tity thus held unavailable in the soil, the yield begins to iuc1"ease, 
and appears to follow quite accmately the eJ.:ponentiu,l yield curve. 

According to O. W. Willcox, in a letter to the author, there are 
soils in Hawaii which absorb some 60 per cent of all the potash 
applied to them, irrespective of the quantity applied. Such cases 
would require different treatment from that. outlined below, but 
may be brought within the scope of the yield curve when more 
knowledge is available of the" effect factors" discussed by Willcox (11); 

When plant-food absorption of the first type above described 
occurs, the yield of a plot receiving none of the variable growth 
factor, that is, the yield of an unfertilized check plot, does not lie 
on the yield emve; it therefore can not be properly used in deter
mining the constants of the yield equation. That this difficulty may 
be obviated by disregarding the yield on plots receiving none of the 
variable factor is shown by the data presented below. 

Figure 9 shows the YIelds of corn on four plots fertilized with 
different quantities of phosphoric acid and a check plot receiving 
no phosphoric acid at the Snowshoe branch of the Pennsylvania 
State station (9). In this figure it is seen that the yield on the plot 
receiving no phosphoric acid is not in line with the remaining yields. 
The constants in the yield equation in this case were calculated from 
the yields of plots receiving, respectively, 1, 2, 3, and 4 units of 
phosphoric acid, a unit being 24 pounds. 

The yield curve appears to offer a means of calculating the amount 
of the plant-food element absorbed by the soil. The method of 
:findin~ this amount is to find the abscissa of the curve at the point 
at which the yield as indicated by the curve is equal to the yield 
without fertilizer. In Figure 9 this point is seen to lie at 0.3 unit, 
or 7.2 pounds of phosphoric acid, to the right of the origin. 

H this interpretation is correct, then the yield should have been 
.the same for any quantity of phosphoric acid from 0 up to 7.2 pounds 
per acre. 

The corn for which the curve of Figure 9 was constructed was grown 
in rotation with oats, wheat, and hay. The oats and wheat exhibit 
"the same absorption phenomenon, the amount of absorption for 
oats being approximately the same as for corn, while for wheat it was 
considerably larger (6). This is consistent with the known fact that 
corn can extract frc:n the soil considerably larger quantities of 
phosphoric acid than can wheat. 

On the hay plot receiving no phosphoric acid there was a large 
growth of weeds, which vitiated the yield for that plot, so that it can 
not be included here. 

The .constants in the yield curve for the corn, oats, and wheat in 
this Pennsylvania experiment were first calculated from the yields of 

I~ 	 all five of the ])lots, including the check plot which received no phos :1phoric .acid. They were then recalculated omitting the yield on the 
check plot. A comparison of the departures of the curve from the 
observed ~elds for the twr' cases is shown in Table 11. 
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TABLE 11.-1mprovement in fit of yield curve when phosphoric acid absorption is 
taken into account 

Errors in calculated yields of-

Corn Oats "\\-'beat 

Yo in Yo out Yo in Yo out Yo in Yo out 

0__________________________________________ 
-0.28 -0.13 ---------- -0.13L ________________________________________ _ ---------- ---------

.67 -0.12 .45 -0.07 .44 -0.012_________________________________________ _ 

.02 .47 -.30 .28 -.30 .103 _______________________________________ _ 
-1.02 -.64 -.35 -.38 -.36 -.194 ________________________________________ _ 

.60 .28 .34 .17 .34 .11 

Average of squares __________________ .38 . ]8 .11 .00 .11 .01 

The first column for each crop shows·the residuals when the yield 
on the check plot is included, the second, when the check plot is 

YIELD 

(eUSHELS) 


/~ 
,30 I----I---/-ol---v/~-+------I 

20 ~-------~~~~--,r--------~------------+-----------~ 

"r- /l-l-------+-------i
~ 

o ~O------------~I------------~2~----------~3~----------~4 
PHOSPHORIC ACID APPLIED fUN ITS I 

FIGURE g_-MEASURING ABSORPTION OF PHOSPHORIC ACID 

The observed yields (bushels of eorn per acre) on the plots reechoing phosphoric acid lie close to 
tbe exponential yield curve. 'I'lle yield on the check plot, which reL'tlived no phosphoric acid, 
8.8busbels does not lie on tbe curve. '1'he amount of absorption is shown· by the abscissa 
of the break in the curve, which occurs at the point x=0.3, in tillS case 7.2 pounds of phospboric 
acid per ncre. (The data were obtained from Bulletiu lfi6 of tbe Pennsylvania Agricultural
Bxperiment Station (9),) 

omitted. In the case of corn, omitting the check plot more than 
doubled the accuracy of the fit, the measure in the one 'case being 
0.38 and in the other 0.18; that is, the fit of the curve in the second 
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column is more than twice as good as in the :first. A nearly similarincrease in closeness of fit is seen in the case of oats. In the case ofwheat, improvement in fit by omittin~ the check plot is still moremarked. These results are consistent wIth the fact that the amount ofabsorption, when measured by the method of Figure g, in the case ofoats is slightly less, in the case of wheat markedly greater, than in thecase of corn. The check-plot yield in the oats series is thereforeslightly less distant, that in the wheat series considerably more distant,from the yield curve than that in the corn series.
Part of the improvement in fit observed in these cases may be dueto the fact that the yield curve can be made to fit foUl' observations 

CROP 
C""'MS) 

y 

/'~
L---. 

200 

~ 
150 ;pV-L""--,..,,.,..,; 

100 

I 

/0 
50

Li~, 

2 3 5
4 6

X UNITS (0.5 GRAMS) OF NITROGEN PER POT 

FIGURE IO.-MEASURING THE ABSORPTION OF NITROGEN
In this series, also, the observed yields lie close to the e:tponential yield curve computed fromthem. "\gnin, the pot rct'Cl\·ing no nitrogen prodnt'Cd 9.1 grams of crop, \\·hich would Jie ontbe yield curve at the point wbere x=O.343 unit of nitrogen per pot, tbe measure of nitrogenabsorption of the soils used in tbe experiment. Datu from Niklas and 1I1iller (8). 

more accurately than it can five, assuming the errors of experimentto b0 of similar magnitude in the two cases. That it is not all dueto this cause can easily be shown by omitting the plot receiving fourunits of phosphoric acid and calculating the constants from theremaining four (including the check plot). When this is done, itwill be found that the fit is even poorer than when the five plots areincluded.
Figure 10 shows a similar situation in the case of nitrogen. Nildasand IVIiller (3) have assembled nine series of experiments in whichnitro~en was the variable fertilizer element, each of which clearlyexhibIts the phenomenon of nitrogen absorption. FigUl'e 10 is agraphicll'esentation of one of these nine series. The constants inthe yiel equation were calculated first with the check plot receiving 
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no nitrogen included, and second with this plot omitted. Both the 
exponential curve of Mitscherlich and the parabolic curve advocated 
by Niklas and Miller were applied to each of the nine series. 

Table 12 gives a comparison of the average squared residuals for 
both cur,'es, with and without the check plot. In the case of the 
parabolic curve the fit is improved in si.-x: of the nine cases by omitting 
the unfertilized plot. In the case of the exponential curve the fit is 
improved in each of the nine cases. This indicates stron&,~y that the 
check plot does not belong in the series. Figure 10 indicates that 
0.343 unit of nitrogen, each unit being 0.5 gram, was absorbed, and 
had no effect on the yield. 

TABLE 12.-Improvement l:n fit of curves when nitrogen absoTz:tion is taken in 
acco'U,nt 

A verage squared residuals from the-

Series i' Parabolic curve Exponential curvo 

Vo included Vo omitted Vo included 1/0 omitted 

4______• ___• _____________ .._____ • _. __ • _••• _••• __ ••_._ ••• 13.93 8.20 Ii. 78 la.fl65. ________________ . __ • _. __________ ..•_. ___ .• '"._._ ••.•.. 8.52 1.00 :la.61 13.25 
~.-----...--.-.---.---. '--' ---"-' --.. __ . _. __ ..._...... . 20.69 14.22 24.74 5.i7 
I ___________ .. ___ .. _"' .. _~_.,. .. _. .. ~_ - - .. _ ... ,0_. ___ " _.... __ 12.78 ]3.51_~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ 5.46 6.00 
8_. ___ • __•••• _. ___ • ____ ........___ ••••••••. __ .. _•. _•••.. 5.47 5.1:1 5.20 3.20 

9_____ ..._.___ •__ ••_._. __ .... __ • __ •• _.................. . 10.87 12.73 8.67 3.00
10_________________ •• _•• __ .• ______ •• __ •• ___• ______ ._. ". :1.88 4.02 0.20 2.J7] 1 ________ •• _________...______________ ._ ._. _. _••______•. 13.50 8.45 15.97 7.18
12_______ • ______• __• ___ • __•• ____ •• ____ •...•. _•••• _. __ ._._ .80 1.48 5.82 2.18 

I Nine experiments assembled b~' Niklns and Miller (.'I), in which nitrogen was the variable fertilizer 
element. 

The data for Figure 10 and Table 12 were obtained from pot 
eA-periments. 

The presence of this absorption phenomenon is indicated by the large 
positive residuals for the plot receivin~ one unit of fertilizer when the 
check plot is included, as Been in Table 11. In the case of corn, this 
residual is 0.67, the largest positIve residual in the series. In the 
case of oats, it is 0.45, and in the case of wheat, 0.44, in each case being 
the largest positive l"esidual in the series. Similar remarks are 
applicable to the nitrogen series dealt with by Niklas and Miller (3). 

It is readily seen that the }rields of check plots recei ,ring no fertilizer 
should not be used in calculating the constants of the YIeld equation 
in eases where plant-food absorption by the soil o('('urs. In conduct
ing fertilizer e.xperiments on such soils the standard check plots should 
receive at least as much of each growth factor as the soil is capable 
of rendering unavailable. 

But plots recehring no fertilizer have certain economi(' importance, 
as pointed out in the introduction. The knowledge they give is of 
value in cases in which it seemS necessary to spread a limited qUll11tity 
of fertilizer over a large acreage. 'Where it is feasible to do so, there
fore, plots receiving no fertilizer may be included along with the 
standard check plots recehring fixed amounts of each factor (p. 58). 
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FORM OF THE YIELD CURVE 

Amongst European soil scientists there has been much disCUSSIOn 
of the form of the.yield curve. Mitscherlich and those who support 
his contentions claim that an e}.-ponential curve represents the rela
tion between yield and amount of a growth factor made available to 
the growing plant. A considerable number of other scientists, includ
ing Niklas and Miller, (3) contend that a parabolic curve is the true 
:yield curve. In the article referred to, Niklas and Miller bring 
together 12 series of e}.-periments by various soil scientists, and make 
a comparison of the fit of the two curves in each of the 12 series. 
They had not recognized the presence of the phenomenon of nitrogen 
absorption wllich appears to be present in nine of their series, so in 
their calculations they included the yield of plots receiving no ferti
lizer. They determined the constants of the parabolic equation for 
each series by the method of least sq uares, and calculated the resulting 
residuals. They compared these residuals with those arrived at by 
Mitscherlich) who used some method of approximation, and not the 
method of least squares, in arriving at the constants in his equation. 
In general, the fit of the parabolic curve was better than that of the 
e}.-ponential curve when the comparison was made on this basis. 

The present writer has recalculated by the method of least squares, 
the constants of both curves for each of the 12 series, omitting the 
check plot in the cflse of the nitrogen series, and finds that in 6 of the 
12 cases the exponential curve, and in the remaining 6 the parabolic 
curve) gives the best fit. These results therefore offer no basis for 
determining which of the curves comes neurest to expressing the true 
relation between yield and fertilizer applied. 

The e}.-ponential equation, however, contains only two constants, 
whereas the parabolic equation contflins three constnnts. It is well 
known that the larger the number of constants in an equation the 
wider the range of observations it can be made to fit. If the number 
of constants equals the number of observations, the fit can be made 
exact. The fact, t.herefore, thn,t a 2-constant curve fits the observea 
results in 12 series (of 4 to 8 observntions each) as well as :1 3-constant 
curve is an indication that the 2-constant curve may more nearly 
e}.-press t.he existing relation than. does the 3-constant curve. 

A comparison of much greater significance is made in Tables 13 
alid 14. The assumption appears to be justified that a curve which 
really expresses the relation between yield and fertilizer application 
should gIve accumte results when it is used to extrnpolate yields 
beyond the range of yields used in determining the constunts ill the 
equation, provided the yields used nre n.ccurate. A comr.arison of 
axtrapolation with the two curves is given in Table 13 for the phos
phoric acid series, and in Table 14 for seyen of the nitrogen series 
used by Nilclas and Miller in their article (3). The two remuining 
nitrogen series were short, 'with their terms equally spaced, and did 
not lend themselves well to a comparison of this kind. 

In the case of the phosphoric acid series (Table 13) there was no 
indication of phosphoric acid absorption. It also happened that the 
last plot received four times as much fertilizer as the preceding plot. 
The constants in euch equlLtion were therefore calculn,ted from the 
yields on the first three plots, the residuals in elLch CllSe all heing zero. 
The equations thus obtained were then used for extmpolating the 
yield of the fourth plot. The actual yield of the fourth plot in the 
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first series was 50.6. The yield calculated by the e~-ponential curve 
was 51.7, the residual, that is, the difference between the observed 
and the calculated yield, being 1.1. This must be considered highly 
accurate extrapolation. In the case of the parabolic curve the cal
culated yield of the fourth plot was 5.0, the residual being -45.6, a 
very poor result. In the case of series 2 neither CUIve gave very good 
results, presumably because of inaccuracy in the yields of one or more 
of the three preceding plots. It will be observed, however, that 
while the observed yield was 52.5 on the fourth plot, the }>ield cal
culated by the parabolic curve was -129.8, a result extraordinarily 
poor. 

In the case of series 3 the comparison gives little advantage to either 
curve, both results being poor. 

It is obvious that a comparison of this kind, to be decisive, must be 
based on yields ascertained with a very high degree of accuracy. .A. 
small eJl.-perimental error in the case of anyone plot, where the con
stants are calculated from only three plots, makes a marked differ
ence in the results of extrapolation. Though the result of this com
parison is distinctly more favorable to the exponential curve than to 
the parabolic, the data on which the comparison is based are too 
limited to be definitely conclusive. 

In Table 14 the comparison is more nearly conclusive. It shows 
the residuals for seven eJl.-perinlental series in which nitrogen was the 
variable growth factor. In each selies the constants of both yield 
equations were calculated (by the method of least squares) from the 
~yields of the first five plots, and the yields of the remaining three 
.plots were then calculated by the equation thus obtained. 

TABLE 13.-Re.mlts of extrapolation by means of the parabolic curve (P) and the 
exponential curve (E),lhe constanls of each being computed from three ob,~cTtJa
tions 

[Cur\'cs fittcd to x=O, x=O. 10, nnd x=O. 25; errors at these points are 0.] 

Yleld atx=l.OO 

Errors, using-
Series I Extrupolnted, usillg

]' E P E 

L ________________ ..........____ . ________ .. 
 50. G 5.0 51.7 -45.0 1.1 
2 ____________ ••,_........_•••• _. ",,,,_, .• 
 52..5 -1211.8 38. 2 -182.3 -14.3
3_________.. ___ • __ .. __ .................... . 
 44. \I 87.2 !12. 3 42. :1 47.4 

Phosphoric acid series of Niklus nnd Miller (,~). 

It will be observed that in series 7, 9, 10, and 11, the fit of the 
parabolic curvc within the range used in detel1nining the constants 
IS better than that of the ex])onen tinl curve. This may be ill tel1)reted 
as resulting from the larger number of constnnts in the parabolic 
curve. Yet in these series the extrapolation by the e:\.-ponential 
CUl've is vcry much better in three and considerably better in the 
fourth than by the parf1bolic ('Ul"Ve. In series 6 the e:o.-ponential 
curve gives a better fit ill the case of the first five plots thaJl the 
parabolic, nnd the lit of the extrnpolated yields is 1110re than eight 
times as accurate with this eurye as with the pn,rnbo]ic. In series S 

http:atx=l.OO
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the fit of the two curves to the first five yields is approximately the 
same, but the extrapolation is slightly in favor of the e).:ponential 
curve. In series 12 the fit of the m ...-ponential curve is better than that 
of the pambolic although the fit of the extrapolated yields is not so 
good. 

Of the entire seven series the results with the exponential curve 
are best in six', and with the parabolic curve in one. Here, again, it 
must be noted tlH1t great accmacy in the experimental yields is 
necessary in a comparison of this kfud. 



....~--- < ....41,( I::';~".~"''': .,.......~ +-~ -. 'Z~ .::...,....."'. "'"I;:'~'-' ,....~;- l!i¥, "(...., _.f.o., '~.li.i-:~k,:"~ -=-~,~.~," 

TABLE 14.·-Flt of Ihe 7Jarabo/iG Guru/? (Pl compared with that of the e:c7iOnenti(l1 curve (E) 'in seven series,1 1llillnn Ihe range of Ihe first fiue 
observationsl/sed in computing the constmlls of the curves, and extrapolations 

ERROllS Wl'l'IlIN TUE llANOE USED IN COMPU'l'lNO 'l'II1~ CONS'rANTS 

Series 6 Series 7 Soril!S 8 Series \) Series 10 Hories 11 Series 12 

Ollson'olion point. , I I I I ) I F I i' I B I l' I E I r I E' 

i ________ I' EP .i~ I l' . I, _1 ,_, 1 _ _______ ,____ I__ __ ____________ ~ 

'j
, t=.1 

%=.0.25 .••• ••••••••••••••••••.••.1 2.11 1.07 0,0'1 -O.·li 0.08 -0.03 0.00 -0.2,) -0.28 -0.511 -1.00 -1.03 0.27 0.01 
%=O.50......................... -·1.30 -a. 02 .2;1 . liS .21 .28 -.·17 .0\7 1.10 1.05 2.32 a.oo -.28 .21 o 
%=0.i5.......................... .88 1.2(1 -.!J.1 1.:15 -1. I}! -.811 .85 .flS -1.88 -2.00 -.110 -1.50 -.84 -.80 "'J 
%=1.00.... ,..................... 3.33 2.45 1.03 -2.llil 1.01 1.07 -.67 -1.71 1.31 .·17 -1.(}! -2.11 1.30 .04 
%=1.25..................____ •••• -1.i5 -1.70 -.3U 1.;10 -.32 -.45 .10 .50 -.:14 .22 .08 I.{~l -.55 -.37 ~ ------------------------------------------ t;1AnrogcorsrttJorcs.... __ .,\ '.3!! 4.26 .·13 2.tH .45 .43 .2\1 .Si 1.37 1.75 1.77 :1.00 .fiO .:J·t 

l':! 
~ KURoas O~' Tlll~ gX'l'RAPOLA'('gD \'fEtJns 
o ~ 
2! 

-1l.3H 00 1l5 73 58 t,.j%:].52· ••••·•••••••· ...•• .... ··1X-I .70__ •___ ._. ____ ............. -4.i.11 .1. 1-i. 1 4. 1 ..·2<JI-2. 1 3.851-0.241-3.061 3.20110.101 -.051 2.58
-2;1.40 -0.02 14.20 -11.58 14.40 1:l.50 -W.:lS .88 -15.48 -1.2.) -0.15 8.81 -.93 0.02 Zx=2.00•• ____••••••••••••"'" ••• -45.57 -15.30 22.84 -8.:12 23.20 21.S·1 -:m.:ll -2.:18 -29.50 -1.4; -25.(\0 0.05 -4.30 11.16 

Avt!rnge. or sqnares ... ~ ~ ....... 903.03 113.56 24S.15 88. sa 257. ·10 220.60 [.:11.12 7. OIl 31l1l.60 O.4i 1115.45 87. Ii 0.45 68. a" ~ 

I or the nitrogen series or Nlklns ond ~Iiller (3) us recompnted. ~ 

l':! 

~ 
o 
§ 
~ 

).j::o. 
~ 
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In Tables 15 and 16, relating to series 10 of the Nildas and Miller 
paper, the comparison is made in a different manner. Table 15 gives 
the residuals for all values of x obtained from each curve when values 
of x from 1 to 8 were used in determining the constants in both 
equations. 

TABLE 	15.-Residual.~ in series 10 when Y l 10 Ys are used in calculati1lg the 
constants in the parabolic curve (P) and lhe exponential curve (E) 

Residunls He~idunls 

Value ofx Yalueofx 
p 	 pE 

-_59 5__ • ____________.. ________ ...1 .••_••••••••••.•••••••• ____.• , 1.61 	 2. fJO 1.162______ •_________________••••.. I. 85 6___ •_••• _____•• ___ ...•••._..•-.15 	 -.36 -2.003.______ • ____• __.•••_•• __ • __••. -4.14 -1.95 I. .. _ .•.• _.......___ ... _._ .. .. 1.75 .52
4. __ •• _•• __ .••• ___________ • _. _. .44 .us I. 8_•• __ ................... -- , -1.66 • !iii 


TABLE 16.-Rdalive fit and correctness of extmpolations of Ihe parabolic curve (P) 
and the exponential cu.rve (E) when the values of Y 7lserl 1:n calculating the con
stants are as shown in first column • 

[Dntn or series 10] 

A "erage of squnred residuuls-

Within range of Y For extrapolated yalues Values or Y used in cnlculnting the cons/nnts Ynlues used of Y 

]' E E 

y, to Y._._ ..._____ .......__ ._.__ •_______ . ____ ._.... . 
 J. 4(; 0.51 668.33 2.25 
y, to Y, ______ ..______ . _____........................... 
 1.38 1.75 390.60 6.47 
y, to Y •• ____ ..•.____ . _____ .................... ___ ., .. . 
 3.69 2.23 31. 58 13.00 
y, to Y, ___________ . __ ._ ... _..... __ ....... __ ._ ..•...... 
 4.76 4.10 9'J.40 .50 

In Table 16 the average of the squared residunls is given for each 
curve when the constants are calculated (1) from yields Y1 to Y 4, 

(2) from yields Y1 to Ys, (3) from yields Yl to Yo, and (4) from yields 
Y1 to Y7• 'With the constants thus determjned, the yields are then 
calculated (1) within the range of the Y values used in cnlculnting 
the constants, and (2) beyond this range. 

Within the range of Y values used in cnlculating the constants, both 
curves give fair ngreement with observed yields, the exponential curve 
giving the best fit in three cases, the pl1mbolie curve in one. 

vYhen the two curves nre used in calculating the extrapolated 
yields, the exponential curve gives fair results in all cases, but the 
parabolic curve falls do\'I'1l badly. 

It will be observed thu.t the case in which the parabolic curve gives 
moderately good results is the one ill which the lust yield used in 
calcul11ting the constants is very high. This condition tends to bend 
the curve upwnrd, and thus to incrense its mdius of curvature. 

The question which of these curves more nearly e:q)resses the 
relation between yield and fertilizer application must be settled on the 
basis of compnrisons similar to those above. 

Note that in series 12 the fifth residual is negative in the case of 
both curves, also the third residual, whereas the fourth residual is 
positive. This distribution of experimental errors tends to increase 
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the radius of curvature of both curves. A little study of the two 
curves will show that this effect in the case of the parabolic curve is 
greater than in the case of the exponential curve. In general, the 
parabolic curve appears to give good extrapolations only in cases in 
which the e:~:perimental errors are such as to increase considerably its 
radius of curvnture. 

Though a decision of the question between these two curves CM not 
be made definitely on the basis of the preceding results, the fact 
remains that the data at hand are strongly in favor of the e:lI:ponential 
curve and against the parabolic curve. Because of the greater nwu
ber of constants in the pfirabolic curve, it can be mnde to fit a wider 
range of experimental results than can the exponential curve, but the 
real test comes when the two curves are used for extrapolation. In 
the comparisons it has been possible to make here the evidence is 
strongly in favor of the eXllonential curve. 

It will probably be conceded that the exponential curve gives at 
least as good a fit to eXllerimental data as the pambolic curve within 
the range of the yields used in computing the constants of the two 
curves. 

Assuming, then, that within the usual range of fertilizer applications 
in practical fanning the eXllonential curve gives as good results as the 
parabolic, there is another important reason for preferring the expo
nential curve. It is the fact that the exponential equation may be 
so written as to apply to cases in which two or more growth factors 
vary. At present, at leflst, this is not the case with the parabolic curve. 

Some of the advantages of this more general type of equation are: 
(1) "\Vhen the constants have been evaluated, the equation may be 

used in calculating the yield from any quantity of fertilizer of any 
composition, within the toxic limit of the fertilizer. 

(2) It ma:r be used in determining the most profitable amOlmts of 
nitrogen and potash to use with any desired quantity of phosphoric acid. 

(3) It may be used in determining the most profitable quantity of 
fertilizer having the optimum analysis to use in flny case. 

For these reasons, it would appear to be justifiable to use the 
exponential curve until something better presents itself. 

DERIVATION OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 
ONE-VARIABLE FORM 

The eXllonentill1 yield curve for a single variable growth fnctor is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

In the figure, horizon till distances along the X axis represent umounts 
of a causal factor, vertical distances the amount of the resulting effect. 
Thus, if 50 pounds of potnsh per acre be taken ns a unit of the causal 
factor, then the figure shows the effect of four such units on yield of 
a crop. The iirst twit produces an increase in yield represented by 
a; the second tmit produces a further increase, b; the third unit pro
duces increase c, and so on. 

An important property of the curve of Figure 1 is that the quantities 
a, h, c, d, etc., are the terms of a decreasing geometric series, having It 
constant ratio. Thus, if h is 60 per cent of a, then c< tends to be 60 
per cent of h; d, 60 pel· cent of c; and so on. ""Vhen the quantity of 
the growth fuctor becomes lurge enough to become injurious to the 
crop, the curve no longer applies. 
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In the figure, the ratio of the series is 0.6, each term of the series 
(after the first term) being 0.6 of the preceding term. 

The curve of Figure 1 is seen to approach a horizontal line at 
distance A above the X a.-us. A is thus the limit toward which the 
value of the ordinate of the curve approaches as the quantity of the 
growth factor, potash, increases. 

Observe that in Figure 1, if we let Yl, Y2, Y3, etc., represent, respec
tively, the increase in yield due to 1,2,3, etc.. units of the growth 
factor then 

Yl=a 
Y2=a+b 
Y3=a+b+c 
Y4=a+b+c+d 
Yx=a+b+c+ . .. +x 

If, now, R represent the ratio of the decreasing geometric series, 
a, b, c) d, etc., then 

b=aR 
c= bR=aR2 
d=cR=aR~ 

The equation for Y:r: may therefore be written: 
Yx=a+aR+aR2+ aR3+ . .. +aHt-l 

}.[uJtiplying through by R, 
RYx=(LR+ aR2 +aR3 +... +aRx-LraRx 

Subtracting this last from the preceding equation, 
y..,(l- R) =n-aRx=a(l-RX) 

whence 

7/X=1 ~R (l-RX), 

which shows the increase in yield for :r: units of the growth factor. 
SinceRis less than 1, as x increases, Rx decreases; and as.r:. approaches 

infinity, R" approaches zero. Hence, if A. represent the value of Yx 
when x is infinite, we have 

A=_a_
l-R 

Substituting A for 1 ~R' and dropping the x subscript, the yield 

equation mlLy be written 
?/=ilO-RX) (13) 

This equation expresses the relation between increasc in yield and 
increase in a growth factor when 1111 other growth factors arc held 
constant. 

The '''Titer discovered this equation in 1920 (4) and later learned 
that it had also been discovered in 1912 by the German m ..-perimcnter 
Mitscherlich (2). Mitscherlich has shown that the formula has 
wide applicability to the soils of eastern Germany, while the present 
writer has shown its applicability to many soils in the United States, 
especially in eastern humid regions, as far west as Indiana and 
Michigan (7). 

In the writer's earlier work, equation (13), or 1'IltheI', 11 modified 
form of it seen in the equation Y=}.J.-AR.r:, the derivation of which 

i. , 
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is given later, was applied to experiments in which the unit of x was 
a given quantity of a mi.xed fertilizer, so that all three constituents 
varied together (in the same ratio). That this procedure is ordinarily 
justified is seen in the curve of Figure 11., in which the yield for 
different quantities of fertilizer is shown, the unit being 100 pounds 
of 10-10-10 fertilizer. 

This curve shows results such as should be obtained in water or 
sand cultures, in which the total quantity of each plant-food element 
available to the plant is IUlOWll. 

The curve is at first (i. e., for small values of x) convex downward; 
for higher values ofx it is concave. It therefore has a point of 
inflection. 

In ordinary fertilizer practice, especially on fairly- good soils, the 
lower part of this curve represents growth due to plant food in the 
soil. Where the supply of such material in the soil is equivalent to 

y I_______IL--C-+'
400 

V 
300 /'

V200 

V
100 

Yo 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 2 o 

FIGURE It.-YIELD CURVE. FOR THREE VARIABLE GROWTH FACTORS 

Abscissas represent units of fertilizer, n unit being 100 pounds of HHG-IO fertillzer. Ordloates 
represent yields. 'I'be curve is n so-called S curve. 

foul' of the units of fertilizer applied, then the part of the curve 
obtained by e:"."periment would be that part to the right of the vertical 
line at x=4. This part is seen to have about the same form as the 
curve of Figure 1, which applies to a single plant-food element, and 
the e~""perimental :results with the mixed fertilizer could be fitted to 
observtttions based on equation (1) very satisfactorily. In any case 
in practice, it is the upper part of the curve that is important, and this 
part always has a form similar to that of Figure 1. 

The curve of Figure 1 represents increases in yields as the quantity 
of a growth factor made available to the crop increases. If Yo repre
sent vield when the quantity applied is zel'O, and if this yield be 
added to each member of equntion (13), then 

y+ Yo=.t1+Yo-AR" (A) 
Since Yo is the yield for );=0 and y the increase in yield for x units 

of the fnctor, then y +Yo is the actual yield, Y, for x units. Also, 
since A is the maximum increase in yield from x=o to x= co, then 
A + Yo is the theoretical maximum obtainable yield, M, with any 

155743"-33----5 
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quantity of the factor. Equll.tion (A) above may therefore be written 
. Y=M-AR'" 
whilllh is equation (1) of the preceding discussions. 

GENERAL FORM 

The German mathematician Baule (1) was the first to point out 
that when two or more growth factors are varied at the same time, 
the eJ..-ponential yield equation has the form 

(14) 

in which Xl, X2, X3, etc., are the respective total quantities of the first, 
second, third, etc., growth factors available to the piant, while 
Rh R2, R3 , etc., are the ratios of the respective series of increments 
in yield due to successive equal increases in the respective growth 
factors. Mitscherlich's experiments conform to equation (14). The 
author has applied equation (14) to the results of some American field 
e:\."periments, with very satisfactory results. 

Formula (14) is adapted to water or sand cultures, in which the total 
quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash available to the 
growing crop is accurately known. It may be adapted to field 
experiments by writing it in the form 

(15) 

in which n, p, and k are the respective quantities of available nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid, and potash in the unfertilized soil, while a, b, care 
the respective quantities in the fertilizer applied. 

This equation is easily converted into equation (7), already given, 
by suitable changes in the size of units in which n, a, p, b, k, and care 
measured. 

By means of a simple series of experimental plots, suitabl)T arranged 
and fertilized, the constants A, n, p, and k, RI , R2, and ~';3 can be 
determined for any crop on any soil which responds to fertilizers in 
accordance with equation (1) when a single plant-food element is 
varied. The yields of the plots will also reveal whether there is such 
response in any pltTticular case. 

Since equatIOn (5) makes it possible to determine the available 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in a given soil, it is capable of 
measuring the effect on available plant-food elements of such soil 
amendments as lime, manure, a green-manure crop, etc.; also the 
effect on available plant food of different methods of tillage. This .may be done by running one series of experimental plots on land receiv
ing lime, manure, a green-manure crop turned under, a given tyPe of 
tillage, etc., and another similar selies on similar land not receIving 
the treatment. Such selies, if planned as suggested later herein, 
would give the values of n, p, and Ie for the soil on which each series 
is conducted. Comparison of these values for the two series would 
then show the effect of the treatment in rendering plant food available. 

Again, plants do not use all the fertilizer elements applied to .the 
soil, especially in the case of large applications. There may, there
fore, be accumulations of fertilizer residues in heavily fertilized soils 
that become injurious to the sueeeeding erops. Such cases have 
occurred in practice, particularly amongst growers of truck crops in 
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certain localities. Equation (5) makes it possible to measure these 
residue accumulations by running a series of plots year after year, 
che.nging the plots to a new location each year. Each year the 
available nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the soil is measured. 
The .rate of accumulation is thus made known, and the rate at which 
fertilizers are applied may be so adjusted as to take account of the 
changing quantities of plant food in the soil. 

The above-mentioned advantages of a usable yield equation may 
be summarized as follows: When the constants of equatIOn (7) have 
been determined then this equation and equation (5) may be used to 
determine-

1) The yield from any quantity of the three ingredients. 
(2) The most profitable fertilizer analysis. 
(3) The most profitable quantity of this optimum analysis. 

Equation (7) does not apply to the average results over a series of 
years on permanent or semipermanent experimental plots. The 
reason is that the more heavily fertilized plots change from year to 
year in content of available plant-food elements; hence the difference 
ill yield between a lightly and a heavily fertilized plot, especially after 
the test has run several years, is due partly to difference in current 
applications and partly to unequal accumulations of plant-food 
elements in the soil. 

(4) The effect of lime on the availability of plant food in the soil. 
(5) The effect of a legume crop on the amount of available nitrogen in the soil. 
(6) The change in amount of available plant food in the soil as a result of any 

system of tillage or of fertilizer application. 

It is therefore essential to move the test plots frequently; that is, 
as soon as cumulative effects appear, to a new location. Replication 
of the plots will, of course, add to the reliability of the experimental 
results, and hence to the deductions to be made from them. The 
use of several different quantities of each growth factor is equivalent 
to replication of the fundamental series, and requires fewer plots, as 
will be pointed out later. 

Fertilizers also affect the quality of certain crops, especially tobacco, 
of which effect the equation gives no hint; it deals with yields, not 
with quality of the product. 

Many other conditions, such, fOl' instance, as the length of day, 
the acidity of the soil, temperature, character of seed, all affect the 
yield of crops. Some of these may ultimately be brought in line with 
equation (7), but this is work for the future. 

It may be remarked here that if other growth factors are found 
that conform to equation (1) above, they may be brou~ht into the 
picture by adding a factor of the form (1- RX) to equatIOn (7), and 
an additional series of plots in which the new factor is varied. Amount 
of irrigation water and intensity of sunlight have been shown to 
follow equation (1). 

PLAN FHR OBTAINING DATA 

Since the most general form of the yield equation contains seven 
constants, A, n, p, k, R I , R2 and Ra, the yields from at least seven 
plots, suitably fertilized, are necessary to determine the value of these 
constants. A larger number of plots, with suitable check plot!':. will 
add materially to the accuracy of the determinations. 
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SERIES OF PLOTS 

In Table 17 of alternative series several series are outlined. The 
amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash to use as a unit 
in each case is more or less an empirical matter. The units should 
,be such that the largest application of each fertilizer constituent will 
produce 80 to 90 per cent of the total possible effect of that constituent. 
In any given case, unless something is already known of the crop 
response to fertilizers, it may be necessnry to run a preliminary test 
the :first year before deciding how many pounds per acre shall be 
taken as the unit of nitrogen, how many as the unit of phosphoric 
acid, and how many as the unit of potash. It is not at all essential 
that the unit of each constituent should be the same. 

The number of units of each fertilizer constituent to use on the 
various plots in the series is also mo::'e or less an arbitrary matter. 
The numbers suggested in the table greatly simplify the matheme,tical 
work in computing the value of the constants. 

TABLE 17.-AUernative series of fertilizer plots 

[a=nitrogeo (N); b=pbospboric acid (P20~); c=potasb (K~O)l 

Units 0[- Units of- Units of-

Plot No. Plot No. Plot No. 

SERIES 1 "ERIES 3-0aotinued SERIES 5 3 

L__________________ ] 1 1 14_________________ I 2 L__________________ 1
2___________________ 2 1 1 15__________________ 1 3 2___________________ 2 

1 
1 

1 
1 

3______________ .___ 3 1 1 16__________________ 1 1 3___________________ 3 1 14___________________ 1 4 4___________________ 1 
1 12 1 17__________________ 15___________________ 1 3 1 18__________________ 1 5 5.__________________ 4 1 10___________________ ] 1 2 19__________________ 1 1 0___________________ 5 1 17___________________ 1 '-__________________ 11 3 1 18___________________ 60___________________ 7 1 
1 

1 
1SERIES 4' 10__________________ 1

SERIES 2 11__________________ 8 1 1 
12__________________ 9 1 1 

L__________________ I 1 I I L _________________ _ 
1 
1 1 

1 1 1 13__________________ 1 12___________________ :;:: 1 I 2__________________ _ 1 14__________________ " 2 1 2 13__________ .________ 3 ] 1 :1 _________________ _ 3 1 1 15__________________ 1 134.______________ .___ 1 1 1 4__________________ _ 1 1 1 16__________________ 1 1 15___________________ 1 2 1 5__________________ _ 4 1 1 17__________________ 1 16________________ ___ ] 3 1 fL ________________ _ 5 1 1 18__________________ 1 •5 17___________________ 1 1 1 7__________________ _ 1 1 1 19__________________ l 1 18_________________ ._ 1 1 2 8_________________ _ 
tI 1 1 20__________________ 1 6 10___________________ 1 7 1 1 21._________________ 1 7 11 I 13 11-------------------10_________________ _ 1 1~__________________10___________ _______ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2.~__________________1 2 8 125__________________------'---'---'-- ~~:::::::::::::::::: I 3 11 24__________________ 11 9 113__________________ 1 1 1 1SERIES3 1 14__________________ 1 26__________________ 11 4 1 215_________________ _ 
1 5 1 27,,________________ 1 1 3L ________________ ._ 1 
1 1 1 28__________________ 1 1 12___________________ 2 i ~ ~~:::::::::::::::::: 1 6 1 29__________________ 1 1 41 18_________________ _3___________________ 3 I 1 1 7 1 30__________________ 1 1 54___________________ 1 1 1 19_________________ _ 1 3L_________________ 15________________ 4 1 1 20 _________________ _ 1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 32__________________ 16__________________ 5 1 1 ________________ _ 1 6 

~L 

1 1 3 33__________________ 1 I 7 
~7_________ __________ 1 1 1 __________________ 1 1 1 34,_________________ 1 1 18___________________ 1 2 1 2:1 __________________ 1 1 4 35__________________ 111___________________ 1 3 1 24 _________________ _ 1 8 

1 1 5 31i__________________ 1 1 \I
10________________ 1 1 1 125_________________ _ 1 37 __________________ 11 1 1 1lL_________________ 4 1 26_________________ _1 1 1 .1 612__________________ 1 5 1 27 __________________ 1 1 713__________________ 1 1 1 28_________________ _ .;., 1 1 

I 
I Eqnivelent to 3 sots of 3eries 2. I Eqnivalent to 5 sets of serles 2. 8 Eqnivalent to 7 sets of series 2. 
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Series 1 of Table 17 may be called the fundamental series. It 
represents the absolute minimum of data required. In a preliminary 
note by the writer (5) a smaller number of plots was given as the 
minimum number required. At the time that note was written it was 
supposed that the values of Rt, R2, and Ra, published by 1\1itscherlich, 
as indicated by Willcox (10), were generally applicable. It develops 
that they are not always applicable to the results of field experiments 
in the United States, so that it is necessary to determine the three 
R's of the equation for each case, along with the four other constants. 
But this series is devoid of check ylots, and would have to be repli
cated many times to make the yields reliable. 

Series 2 is similar to sen.:;;> 1, but in it every third plot is a check 
plot. These two series provide for the use of three different quanti
ties of each growth factor. In use, it would require several replica
tions of series 2 to give results sufficiently accm"ate. 

Series 3, in which five different quantities of each variable element 
are used, is, from the standpoint of reliability of results, equivalent 
to three replications of series 2. Series 4 and 5 are, respectively, 
equivalent to five and seven replications of series 2. In careful 
eJ"perimental work series 4 (28 plots) would be about the minimum 
limit, and series 5 (37 plots) would give results considerably more 
reliable p.nd is to be recommended. The discussion that follows is 
based on series 3 (H) plots) merely on grounds of economy of space. 
This series illustrates the principles involved as well as any other. 

The plots in series 2 to 5 that receive 1 unit each of a, b, and c are 
the standard check plots, and constitute every third plot in each 
series. A check plot begins and ends each series. Experimenters 

... often make every fourth plot a check plot. This reduces materially 
the usefulness of check plots. The added accuracy obtained by mak
ing every third plot a check is well worth while in most cases. In 
cases in which the soil is quite vh;riable, and thus not well adapted 
to eA"J>erimental-plot work, every second plot might well be a check. 

The check plots in the series outlined are all fertilized, ane the 
application is the same on all of them. The reason for this is that 
if the phenomenon of absorption of plant food by the soil is present, 
irregularities due to this phenomenon are thus avoided. 

In cases in which it is desirable to measure the amount of this 
absorption, a separate group of plots for this purpose may be used. 
An outline of procedure in such cases is given later (p. 58). 

USE OF CHECK PLOTS 

Check plots are used in eliminating from the computat.ions so far 
as possible, the effect of unevenness in the yielding power of the soil 
in dIfferent parts of the experimental field. These differences 8l'e 
adjusted in the following manner. 

"Check yields" are computed for each plot. The check yield of a 
plot is the yield it would presumably have produced if it had had the 
same application of fertilizel"s as the check plots. The check yield of 
each check plot is, of course, the yield of the plot as recorded. The 
check yield of the series is the average of the check yields of the 
check plots. The check yield of the plots betwee:p. check plots is the 
yield of the plot plus part of the difference between the adjacent 
check plots. In the 19-plot series, where every third plot is a check 
plot, the fractions are one-third for the plot next to the lower num
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bered check plot and two-thirds for the plot next to the higher num
bered check plot. If three plots intervene between check plots, the 
fractions are one-fourth, one-half, and three-fourths. 

This procedure assumes that the soil changes uniformly from one 
plot to the next. This is not strictly true, so that there is some error 
ill the check yields. The error is greater the greater the number of 
plots between checks. ""\'ithout check plots the mqJerimental errors 
are often so great as to vitiate the results for any careful study. 

In the 19-plot series the check yields are of the following descrip
tion, plots 1 and 4 being check plots: 

On plot 1, check yield CCl) is the actual yield (Yl); 
on plot 2, C2=Y~+ Ya (Y4-Yl); 
on plot 3, Ca=Y3+% (Y4 -Yl); 
011 plot 4, C4=Y4; 
on plot 5, C5=y,+Va (Y7-Yl); and so on through the series. 

The check yields having been found, the relative yields of the plots 
are computed by dividing the actual yield of cnch plot by its check 
yield. For the check plots the relative yields are of course 1. Thus 
the relative yield ([-2) of plot 2 is ['2/C2; of plot 3 it is V3/03, and 
so on. 

The" adjusted yields" of the severnl plots are computed by mul
tiplying the check yield of the series (average of the yields on $e 
check plots) by the relntive yield of the plot. Thee adjusted yield of 
each check plot is the average of all of them taken together. These 
adjusted yields are the yields used in all subsequent cnlculations. 

"'hen some of the plant food applied is occluded by the soil, and it 
is desired to menSUl'e the amount of this occlusion, the data necessary 
to do this may be obtnined by inserting plots in the series listed on •page 56, as shown below. 

If part of each of the three elements is occluded, insert in the series 
at the places indicated below, groups of 4 plots each, fertilized thus: 

abc 
1 1 1 check plot. 
o 1 1 zero plot for N. 

1 0 1 zero ploUoT P 205. 

1 1 0 zero plot for 1\:20. 
 • 

This group is to be inserted as follows: In series 2, (1) preceding 
plot 1, (2) between plots 3 and 4, (3) between plots 6 and 7. In 
series 3, (1) preceding plot 1; (2) between plots 6 and 7; and (3) be
tween plots 12 and 13. In series 4, (1) preceding plot 1, (2) between 
plots 9 and 10, find (3) between plots 18 and 19; and so on. 

H the occlusion does not affect anyone of the plant-food elements, 
the zero plots for that element may be omitted. 

These insertions will, of course, change the plot numbers through
out the series. 

The average adjusted yields of the three zero plots for ellch element 
are taken us the yield when that element is omitted from the fertilizer. 
Insertion of the group of plots at three points in the series gives three 
replications for each zero plot. 

OTHER FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED 

This bulletin deals only with the relation between plant gro",th and 
the quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash available to 
the gro'wing crop. Many other factors affect the growth of plants, 
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such as soil acidity, magnesium, sulphur, the organic matter of the 
soil, tilth, date of planting, amount of sunlight, length of day, avail
ability of soil moisture, texture of the soil, and temperature. 

Some of these factors have been shown to produce yield curves 
similar to those discussed herein. This is the case with sunlight and 
soil moisture. Whether others behave in a similar manner remains 
for further reselWch to reveal. 

Additional factors that do produce yield curves similar to those 
dealt with here may be taken into account by adding to the generalized 
yield equation a factor of the form (I-RZ) for each additional growth 
factor, and by adding to the list of experimental plots for each new 
growth factor a series of plots in which the new growth factor is 
varied in the same way as nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash are 
varied in the series listed. 

SUMMARY 

Three methods are given for determining the constants of the expo
nential yield equation for fl, single variable growth factor. One of 
these methods makes post~ible the determination of the most probable 
value of the constants by the method of least squares. 

A method of determining the amount of available plant food in the 
soil is outlined. 

The application of the eA-ponential yield curve to a specific case in 
which each of the three common plant-food elements is varied is given, 
including the method of passing from the I-variable form to the 
general form of the equation. 

A method is presented for determining the amount, if any, of each 
of the three COllunon plant-food elements absorbed by the soil and 
held in a condition unavailable to the growing crop. 

The form of the yield curve is discussed, and reasons given for pre
ferring the exponential to the parabolic f01111. 

The derivation of all the commonly employed forms of the expo
nential yield curve is presented. 

Formulas are worked out for determining for specific cases the 
optimum fertilizer formula to use, the optimum quantity of fertilizer 
to apply for greatest profit per acre, and for determini.ng the optimum 
formulu. to use and the optimwn acreage to which to apply a £i.\:ed 
amount (value) of fertilizer for greatest profit per dollar invested in 
fertilizer, in both presence and absence of the phenomenon of plant
food occlusion by the soil. . 

Plans are outlined for obtaining, from a relatively small number of 
experimental plots, the data necessary for determining the constants 
in the exponential yield equation, and the manner of utilizing check 
plots as a means of eliminating, in so far as this can be done, uneven
ness in the yielding power of the soil of the experimental field is dis
cussed. 

APPENDIX 

TABLES OF VALUES OF Rz AND OF l-Rz 

Tables 18 and 19 are appended because of their great usefulness in computations 
of the character required in work of the type outlined in this bulletiu. 

Table 18 gives the values of Rz for all values of R from 0.01 to 0.99 and of x 
from zero to 20. A given power of a given value of R stands 011 line with the 
value of R ill the left-hand column of the page, in the column headed by the 
index of the power. 

i 

http:determini.ng
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This table was computed by Y. Kutsunai, of the Hawaiian Sugar Experiment 
Station. 

For convenience in computation a table of values of 1-Rr. has been prepared 
on the basis of R=O.S, between x=O and x=29.99. (Table 19.) Higher values 
of x rarely occur in connection with the yield equation. 

As explained in the text, conversion of the actual ratio of the problem in hand 
to the ratio 0.8 is readily made. 

To find l-Rr. when x=3.27, for example, run down the left-hand column of 
page 63 to the line showing the integral and first decimal place of x (3.2) and read 
the value ill the column headed by the .figure in the second decimal place (7). 
This is stated as 51794 and is a decimal fraction, all decimal points having been 
omitted in the printing. 

To find x when 1-Rr. is obtained in the computations, find the 1-Rxin the table 
nearest to the figu~'e obtained and read the value of x. Thusx ncarest correspoud
ing to 1-Rr.=0.57266 is found in the column headed 1 on Jiuc 3.8, so that x in 
this case is 3.81. Ordinarily it is not necessary to carry the value of x beyond the 
second decimal place. Additional decimal places are found by interpolation; 
the further decimal places are the quotient of the excess above the lower tabular 
number divided bv the tabular difference. 

Rr. (when R=O.S) may be found by subtracting the table figure for 1-Rr. 
from 1.00000. 

TABLE IS.-Values of Rz 

[Value oC X.-O is I in all cases; oCx=l, same as RJ 

_R__T_=_2___X_=_3__X_=_4__X_'-_5_+_X_=_6_. __X_=_i_i x'-S I~ x.-lO ~ 
I 

0.01 	 0.0001 0.000001 

.02 .0004 
 •ooooos 
.03 .0009 0.000001
• 00002i 
.04 .0016 .000064 .000003 

.05 .0025 .000125 .000006 

.06 .00:16 .000216 .000013 0.000001 

.07 .0049 .000:143 .000024 .000002 

.08 .0064 .000.<;12 .000041 .00000:1 

.09 .0081 .00072<J .000066 .000006 0.000001 

.10 .0100 .001000 .000100 .000010 .OOO()OI 

.11 .0121 .001331 .000146 .000010 .00()(l0·2 

.12 .0144 .001728 .000207 .000025 .000003 

.13 .0169 .002197 .000286 .OOOOli .000005 0.000001 

.14 .0196 .002i44 .000384 .000054 .OOOOOS .000001 

.. Hi .0225 .000375 .000506 .ooooi6 .000011 .000002 

.16 .0250 .0040'J6 .000655 .000105 .000017 .000003 

• Ii .0"..89 .004913 .000835 .OOOH2 .000024 .000004 0.000001 

.18 • 0324 .00.'i832 .001050 .000189 .0000.14 .(){)()()()(i .000001 

.19 .0068'<;9 .001303 .000248 .00000i .000009 .000002
• 0361 
.20 .0400 .001600 .000.120 .000064 .000013 .00000:1 0.000001
• OOSOOO 
.21 .0441 .009261 .001945 .000408 • 0000S6 .000018 .000004 .000001 

.22 • 0484 .010648 .002343 .000515 .0001l3 .00002.1 .000005 .000001 

.23 • 05211 .0I216i • 002i98 .000644 .000148 .000034 • OOOOOS .000002 

.24 • 0.<;70 .013824 .003318 .000796 .000191 .000040 .00001l .00000:1 0.000001 

.25 .0625 .015025 .003006 ~ 000977 .000244 .()(J()()(il .000015 .000004 .000001 

.26 .0676 .. 017576 .004570 .001188 .000309 • OOOOSO .000021 .000005 .000001 

.2i .0729 .019683 .005:114 .001435 .00000i .000105 .000028 • OOOOOS .000002 0.000001 

.28 .0784 .021952 .OO(il4i .0017 21 .000482 .000131j .000038 .000011 .000003 .000001 

.29 .0841 .024389 .0070i3 .002051 .000595 .000172 .000050 .000015 .000004 .000001 

.30 .0900 .02i000 .008100 .002430 .000729 .000219 .000066 .000020 .000006 .000002 

.31 .0001 .02l1i91 .000235 .00281'13 .000388 .0002i5 .0000&, .000026 • OOOOOS .000003 

.32 .1024 .032i68 .010486 • !J0335.'i .001074 .000:144 .000110 .000035 .000011 .000004 

.33 .. 1089 .035937 .011859 • (l().1914 .001291 .000426 .000141 .000046 .000015 .000005 

.34 .1150 .039:104 .013363 .004544 .001545 .000525 .000179 .000061 .0000'21 • 00000i 

.35 .1225 .042875 .015006 .005252 .0018:18 .0001143 .0002"..5 • 0000i9 .000028 .000010 

.36 .1296 .046656 .016i96 .OOO!Jo17 .002177 .000784 .000282 .000102 .00000i .000013 

.37 · 1:~19 .050053 .0I8i42 .006934 .002[JliO .000'J49 .000351 .000130 .000048 .000018 

.38 .1444 .054872 .020851 .007924 .003011 .001144 .000435 .0001115 .()(J()()(i3 .000024 

.39 .1521 .059319 .023134 .009022 ,003519 .0013i2 .()(J05:35 .000209 • OOOOSI .000032 

.40 .1600 .064000 .0251)(,'0 .010240 .004000 .0011138 .00005.'i 00026? .000105 00004" 

.41 .If>81 .068921 .028258 .011586 .0047[)() .001948 .000798 .000327 .000134 .000055 

.42 .li64 .074088 .031117 .013069 .00;>489 .002305 .000fJ68 .000407 .000171 .000072 

.4:1 .18411 .Oi950i .034188 .014701 .006321 • 002i18 .00IHl!J .000503 .000216 • 0000!l3 

.44 • 1I~16 .0S.'i184 .037481 .016492 .0072[>6 .003193 .001405 .000618 .{J()()2;:2 .000120 

.45 .20'.!5 .00Jll25 .04loofl .018453 .008304 .0007:li .001682 .000757 .000341 .000153 

.46 .2116 .097336 . D14i75 .020596 .009474 .004358 ,002005 .000922 .000424 .000195 

.47 ,2209 .103823 .048797 .022935 • OlOnO .005066 .002381 .001119 .000526 .00024i 

.48 .2304 .110592 ,0.'i3084 .025480 .012'231 .005871 .002818 .0013,,:1 .000649 ,000312 

.49 .2401 .J17649) .057648 .028248 .01:1841 .000782 .003:123 .001628 .000798 .000391 

.50 .2500 .125OG!J l .062500 .031250 .015625 ,007813 .003006 .00195:1 .000488
• 0009i7
.51 .2001 	 .132651 1. 007U52 .034503 .0)7500 .0089i4 .004.'ji7 .002334 .001100 .00000i 


.14000s I
.52 .2i04 .073116 .03-'«120 ~W171 .010'.l8! .OO'n8O .001446 .000752 

.53 .2809 .141l8i7 .078005 .1141820 .0'22164 .011i47 :~~I ,003300 .001749 .000927 
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61 USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 

TABLE IS.-Values of R"--Continued 

R :r=2 %=3 %=~ :r=5 %=6 %=i %=8 %=9 %=10 %=11 

0.54 	 0.2916 0.157464 0.C85031 0.045017 0.024795 0.013389 0.007230 0.003904 0.002108 0.001138 

.5S .3025 .If.r.a75 .091500 .050328 .020'681 .015224 • tJOO.173 .004600 • OQ2.'j33 .001393 

.56 .3136 .175616 .09!!:145 .055073 .030811 .017271 •fIO!I672 .001·416 .00303.1 .0016P9 

.57 .324P .185193 .10.';560 .000169 .034200 .019549 .011143 .006351 .003620 .00000A 

.58 .3364 .195112 .113165 • ()(;56.16 .0.'IS069 •0220S'0 .0I2S00 .007428 .004308 .002499 

.59 .3481 .205.179 .121174 .071492 .042181 .0241\87 .014683 .0Il/l6(l.3 .00,,111 .00:;016

.1iO .3600 .216000 .1291iOO .omoo .046656 .027994 .016796 .00OO78 .00fJ047 .oo.162!1 

• III •.3721 .226981 .138458 .OS4400 .051520 .031427 .0I01il .01l694 .00il33 .oc;.:aSl

.62 .3R44 .238328 .14776.1 .091613 • Q5f>800 .035216 .021834 .01a.~7 .00&193 .00.';201 

.63 • :milO .251J047 .157530 .099244 .002.,24 .039390 .024816 .015634 .009849 .000205 

.64 .4O!l6 .262144 .107772 .1073i4 .008719 .043980 · 02!<147 .OIMI4 .011529 .007379 

.65 .422.' .274625 .178500 .116029 .07fit10 .00\lO22 .0:\I8!t4 .020712 .013463 . 00Il751 

.66 .4356 .287400 .189747 .125233 .082654 .0.;4.,52 .03f,oo.t .02376.1 .0I51l83 .010351 

.67 .4489 .3OOir.1 .201511 • 13.'i013 • 0!104';8 .000fJ07 .040007 .027207 .018228 .012213 

.68 .4624 .314432 .213814 .145393 .098807 .007230 .045710 .031087 .021139 .01437'i 

.69 .4761 .328509 .220071 .156403 .107918 .071464 .(151380 .(131""52 .024462 .016870 

.70 .4900 .343000 .240100 • 161lO70 • Jl7649 .082354 • ().';7648 .0403.';4 .028248 .019773 

.71 .5041 • 357011 .254117 .18042:l .128100 • O!109S1 .004575 .00584P .032.,52 .023112 

.72 .5184 .373248 .268739 .1934112 .1:19314 .1!lO306 .072220 .00,19P9 .037439 .026956 

.73 .5329 .389017 .2839R2 .207307 .151334 .]]0474 .080&!6 .058872 .042976 .031373 

.74 .5476 .405224 .299800 .221901 .164200 .121513 .089919 .OfJi54Q .049240 .03643.~ 

.75 .6625 .421875 .316400 .237305 .177979 .133484 .100113 .075085 .056314 .042235 

.76 .5776 .438976 •.333622 .253553 • 192i00 .146452 .111303 .084591 • Of..!2S9 .048860 

.77 .5!l29 .456533 .351530 • 27007il .208422 .lfJ0485 .123574. .005152 .073267 .o.if..!15 

.78 .6084 .4745.,2 .370151 .2'l8717 .225200 .175656 .137011 .100sf>9 
 • 0S3.158 .005019 
.79 .6241 .493039 .:189.')(JI .307700 .243087 .192039 .151711 .1198.,2 .094&3.1 .074799 

.80 .6400 .512000 .409fJOO .327680 .~2144 .200715 .167772 .134218 .107374 .085899 

.81 .6561 • [,11441 .430407 .348678 .282430 .2287fiS .185302 .150095 .J21577 .098477 

.82 .6724 • 55136~ .452122 .370740 .304007 .2·19235 .204H4 .167520 • 13744S .1l2707 

.83 .6889 .571787 .474';"'\3 .303001 .326940 .2i1361 .22.'\229 .186940 .155160 .128783 

.1'4 .7056 • 592i04 .497871 .-118212 .351298 .29.'iO!lO .247876 .208216 .174901 .14f>017
.8., .722., .614125 .522000 .443705 .. 377150 .320577 .272491 .231617 .1!l6874 .167343 

.86 .7300 .61fiQ.511 .547008 • 47042i .404567 .347928 .299218 .257327 .221302 .190319 

.87 .7569 .6';8503 .572898 .4P8421 . 43362f> .3772.;5 .:128212 .285544 .241'423 .216128 

.88 .7744 • rJ81472 .590095 .5271&2 .4f,4404 .408676 .3:;9635 .216478 .278501 • 2451!81 

.89 .7921 .7049119 .027422 .51;8406 .496981 .442213 .393659 .350350 .31lS17 .2i7517 

.90 .8100 .729000 .656100 .500190 .5:11441 .478297 .430467 .387420 .313811
• 34~6iS 
.91 .8281 .7.i3571 .r>~750 .624032 • S0786ll .515;<51 .. 470?.5.1 . 427930 • 389410 • 354369 

.92 .8464 •7i8f>R8 .716393 .. f~Ii9082 • r.or.':155 .557817 .513219 .472161 .434388 .399637 

.93 .8649 .804357 • 74~52 • 69.'i68S .646!l!1O .60liOl .559582 .520411 .4!'3982 .4.')(JI04

.94 .8836 .830584 .. 780749 • i33!JO.! .08Q~70 .648478 •OO\lf>6g .572995 .538615 .500298 

.95 .9025 .857375 .814506 • 7737S1 • 73f,002 .698."1.17 .663420 • tl30249 .598737 .568S00 

.96 .9216 .884736 .8·W347 .815-373 .. 'iS2i[~ .. 751447 .721390 .11925:14 • fi64S33 .r.3S239 

.97 .9409 .912673 .88.,293 •!!5R734 •S:12<Ji2 .807983 .78:1743 .7(10231 .737424 .715301 

.98 .'.l6Q4 .941192 •92ZIf>S .\){M21 8S5S42 .868126 .8.',()763 .1\:13718 .817073 .800731 

.99 .9801 .9i02Il9 .960596 .95O'J!lO .941480 .932005 .922745 .913517 .1.'04382 .8\153.18 


R %=12 %=13 %=14 %=15 x=16 z=17 %=18 x=J9 %=20 

(l.3O 0.000001 

.31 .000001 

.32 .(l(!()()()1 

.3.1 .000002 0.000001 

.34 .000002 .000001 

.as .00000.1 .000001 

.36 .000005 .000002 0.000001 

.37 .000007 .000002 .llOOOO1 

<38 .000009 .000003 .000001 

.39 .000012 .00000., .000002 0.000001 

.40 .000017 .000007 .000003 .000001 

.41 .000023 .000009 .000004 .000002 0.OOCOO1 

.42 .000030 .000013 • OOO!JQ.' .000002 .000001 

.43 .000040 .000017 .000007 .000003 .000001 0.000001 

.44 .000053 .000023 .000010 .000004 .000002 .000001 

.45 .000009 .0000:11 .000014 .(100000 .000003 .000001 0.000001 

.46 .COOOOO .000041 .000019 .000009 .OOCOO,I .000002 .000001 

.47 .OOOllO .0000.';.; .000026 .000012 .(]O()()(]Il .00000., .000001 0.000001 

.48 .000150 .000072 .OOOO:{4 .000017 .000008 .000004 .000002 .0011001 

.49 .000192 .00(01).1 .OOI)(HO • 0IJ()()23 .000011 .000()05 .000003 .000001 0.000001 

.50 .000244 .000122 .000001 .oooml .OOOOIS .000008 .000004 .000002 .000001 

.51 .000310 .000158 .000081 .000041 .000021 .000011 .000005 .00000.1 .1lOOOO1 

.52 .000391 .0002\13 .000100 .000055 ,000029 .000015 •00000il .000004 .000002 

.53 .000491 .0002r>o .000138 .000073 .()()()();19 .000021 .000011 .000000 .000003 

.54 • 000Il15 .000332 .000170 .0000!17 .000052 .000028 .000015 •00000il .000004 

.55 .000766 .OC0421 .0002:12 .000127 .OO()O70 .000039 .000021 .000012 .000000 

.50 .0009';1 • t'OO5:l3 .0002118 .000167 .0000'J4 .000052 .000029 .000016 .000009 

.57 .001176 .000070 • (01)382 .000218 .000124 .000071 .000040 .00002:1 .000013 

.58 .0014.49 .000811 .000488 .000283 .000164 • 0000Il5 .000055 .0000.12 .000019 

.59 .001779 .00J05O .0000\0 •0003Il5 •!lOO2l6 .000127 .000075 .000044 .000026 

.60 .002177 .001306 .000784 .000470 .090282 .000169 .000102 .000061 .000037 
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i 

TABLE IS.-Values of Rz-Continued . 
i 

R %=12 %=13 %=14 %=15 %=16 %=li %=18 %=19 %=20I 	 -- 
0.61 	 0.0026.'">4 0.001610 O. 00IJIl8!I . 0.000002 O.OOO3C>8 0.000224. 0.000137 0.0000S3 0.000051 

.62 .003226 .002000 .001240 .000769 .000177 .000200 .000183 .OOOtt4 .000070 

.63 .003909 .00246.l .001552 .0000ii .000616 • (J00388 .00024.4 .000154 .{)()(J()OO 

.64 .0000i22 .003022 .OOIIl34 .001238 .000i92 • !JOO.'iOi • !JOO.l25 .000208 .000133 

.65 .005688 .003697 .002403 .001562 .001015 .000129 .0002i9 .000181
•0006f.o 
• GIl .oor..~"'2 • 004.509 .002976 •001964 • 0012116 .00081i6 .00056.'> .00037:1 .000246 

.67 .008183 .005452 . 003fti3 .002461 .001649 .00110.'} .000740 .000496 .0003.12 

.68 .009775 .006647 .001.'>20 .003074 .002090 .001421 .000966 .(J()()Ilb7 .000147 

.69 .011646 .0080.16 .00.'i545 .003826 .0021">40 .001822 .001257 .000867 •!JOO.i9l! 

.70 .013841 • ()(J96S9 .006782 .004748 .003323 .002326 .001628 .001140 .ooom 

.il .016410 .011651 .008272 .00587:1 .004170 .OO'.!OOI .002102 .001492 .001or.o 

.72 .019408 .013974 .010001 .007244 .005216 • (1().1755 .002704 .00t!Hi .001402 

.73 .022902 .01Oil8 .012205 .008909 .(1()/"J1i04 .004748 .003466 .0021;30 .001847 

.74 .026004 .0199.';3 .014765 .010\126 .008080 .005983 .004428 .003276 .002425 

.75 .031676 .0237[,7 .017818 .013303 .010023 .007517 .0056:18 .004228 .003171 

.76 .o:lit33 .028221 .021448 .016.'101 .012388 .000415 .007156 .00M38 .004133 

.iI .043440 .03:1449 .025756 .0198:12 .015270 .011758 .0069i1 .oo.'i.l68 

.78 .05(J7J5 .039558 .030S51i .024O(l7 .018772 .014642 .011421 .OO8IlO!! .oorf.l49 

.79 .0'l!O'J2 • 0400.~2 •03f>ll79 .029134 .OZ',oIO .018183 .014364 .011348 .008965 

.80 • or>8719 .054976 .043980 .035184 .028147 .022518 .018014 .014412 .0I152'J 

.81 .079766 .064611 .05233.'; .042391 .034337 .027813 .022528 .018248 .014781 

.82 .0\12420 .075784 .002143 .050957 .041785 .0342(:.4 .028O\lr, .023039 .0I!'892 

.83 .lor>'390 .088719 .073637 .OOJl18 .050728 .042104 .0341147 .029006 .024075 

.84 .123110 .1031.'65 .087078 .073146 .001442 .0.'}1612 .043.154 .036417 .030590 

.~ .142242 .]20905 .1027i0 .087354 .074251 .063tt3 .053r>46 .045599 •03Il700 

.86 .W367.'> • 1407f.o .121054 .104100 .089531 .076997 .orO()217 .0S6947 .048074 

.87 .1880:12 .163588 .142321 .123819 .107723 .0\137H1 .081535 .070936 .001714 

.88 ,215fl71 .1811791 .167016 .H697oj .129337 .11:1817 .100159 .088140 .O7756.l 

.89 • 216\l9O .219821 .195611 .174121 .154967 .137921 .122750 .IO'J247 .097230 

.90 .282130 .254187 • 22S768 • 205~91 .]85302 .1fJ67i2 .150095 .1350811 .121577 

.91 .322475 .293453 .267042 .243OOR • 221137 .201235 • I i!.l I24 .lr0()643 .151645 

.92 .3676f>6 • :l:18253 •311193 .286297 .21"';1394 .242322 .222930 .205101 .1~93 

.93 .418596 .389295 .3f>2044 .336701 .313132 .291213 • 27OS28 .251870 .234239 

.94 .475920 .447365 .420523 .39,2112 .371574 .3·19280 .328323 .308024 .290100 

.95 . M03r,o .513342 .487675 .463291 .440127 .418120 .39721-1 .377354 .3.';8485 

.96 .612710 .588201 .5n4673 .542086 .520403 .499.';87 .479003 .4'i0419 .442(1()2 

.97 .093842 • (i73027 .6.'i2836 • r,:13251 • fl142.'i4 .59~21j · fii70S1 . &>0613 .5-13704 

.98 • 784717 .769922 • 763M2 .738569 .723798 .709322 .rf.l5135 •6812'J3 .66700:1 

.99 . 886.185 .877521 .868746 .860058 .8111458 .8429·13 .83-1514 .826169 .81i907 


• 0090.'i4 

I 

TABLE 19.-Yalucs of l-Rz when R=O.8 

[All values are decimal fmctions; that is, decimal points to be added] 

-

x 0 I I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


0.0 	 00000 0022.1 UOH5 00667 00889 Oil 10 01330 OIS5O 01769 01988 

.1 02207 0242.'; 02642 02859 03070 0:1292 03507 03722 03937 04151 

.2 0436.'; 04578 04791 0.'i003 05215 05420 OrKiJi 0.';847 06057 00266 

.3 06175 00681 06892 Oi099 07300 07513 07719 07925 ORI30 08335 

.4 0/\,';39 08743 08940 09149 00352 09554 09755 09956 10157 10357 

.5 105.57 10757 10956 11154 11352 11550 11747 11944 12140 12336 

.0 125.l1 12726 12920 13114 13308 135()1 13694 13887 14079 14270 

.7 14461 141}G2 14812 15032 15221 15410 ]5599 15787 15975 16162 

.8 16349 16535 ]6721 16907 17092 li277 17461 17645 17829 18012 

.9 18Hllj 18377 18559 18741 ]8922 1910'l 19283 1946.l 19642 19821 


1.0 20000 20178 20:156 20534 20711 20888 21064 21240 21415 21590 

].1 21765 21940 22IH 22287 22461 22634 22806 22978 23150 23.l21 

1.2 Z1492 23662 23832 24002 24172 24341 24509 2467i 24815 25013 oj 


1.3 2.';180 25347 2551:1 25679 2.';815 20010 26176 26340 20501 26668 

].4 26831 26994 27157 27310 27481 27643 27804 2796.'; 28126 28286 

1.5 28446 28005 28764 28923 29082 29240 29397 29555 20712 29869 
1.6 30025 30181 30336 30-192 30647 30801 30955 31109 31263 31416 
1.7 31569 31722 31874 32026 32177 323'l8 32479 326.'10 32780 32930 
1.8 33079 33228 33377 33520 33674 33822 33969 34116 34263 34410 
1.9 34.5.';6 34702 34817 34992 35137 35282 35426 35570 35714 35857 
2.0 30000 30143 30285 30427 30710 368.';1 36992 37132 37272 
2.1 37412 37552 37691 37830 38100 38244 38:182 38520 386573=
2.2 38793 38930 30066 39202 30337 39472 39007 39742 39870 40010 

2.3 40144 40277 40410 40543 40076 40808 40940 41072 41203 41334 

2.4 41465 41595 41725 41855 41985 42114 42243 4Z172 42501 42629 

2.5 42757 42881 43012 4:1139 43265 43392 43518 43644 43769 43895 

2.6 44020 44145 442611 44393 44517 44641 44704 448S7 45010 45133 

2.7 452M 45377 45499 45620 45742 451!63 45983 46104 40224 46344 

2.8 46463 46583 46702 46S20 46939 47057 47175 4729:l 47410 47528 

2.11 47645 47761 47878 47994 48110 48226 4S:141 4845(1 48571 48686 

3.0 48800 48914 49028 49141 49255 49:168 49481 49594 49700 49818 

3.1 49930 IlOOt2 50163 50264 50375 50485 50500 50700 50816 50925 




63 USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 

zTABLE 19.-Vulues of l-R whcn R=O.S-Continued 

% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

---- ------I--- 
3.2 51035 51144 51253 51361 51470 51578 .~1686 51704 51901 52008

3.3 52Jl5 52222 52329 52435 52541 52\l-17 52752 52857 52902 53067

3.4 53172 5.1276 53380 53484 53588 53692 537>1.5 53898 54000 54103

3.5 54205 54307 54400 54511 54612 54i13 54814 54915 55016 55IJ6

3.6 55216 55316 55415 55515 55614 55713 55811 55910 50008 56106

3.7 56204 56302 56399 56400 56593 56690 56787 W883 56979 57075

3.8 571il 57266 57361 57456 57551 57646 57740 57834 57928 580'.!2

3.9 58116 5S209 58302 58395 58488 58580 5867a 58765 5SS57 58048

4.0 59040 59131 59222 59.113 50404 50404 59585 59075 5976.5 59854

4.1 59944 60033 60122 60211 60300 60388 60477 60565 606m 60740

4.2 60828 60915 61002 610SD 61176 61262 61349 61435 61521 61607

4.3 61692 61778 61863 6104S 620:13 62117 62202 62286 62370 62454

4.4 62538 62621 62704 62788 62870 62953 6:10:16 63IlS 63200 63282

4.5 63364 6:J446 63527 63609 6.1690 63771 63851 6:1932 64012 f>4003

4.6 6417a 64253 64332 64412 64491 64570 64649 64728 64S07 64885

4... 64963 65041 65119 65197 65275 65352 65429 65506 65.183 65660

4.8 65736 65813 65889 65965 fJ6O.l1 06117 00192 00268 66343 66418

4.9 66493 66567 66642 06i16 06790 06864 069:J8 67012 67085 67159

5.0 67232 67a05 67a78 67451 675~ 67500 67668 67740 67812 67883

5.1 67955 68027 68098 68169 68240 ilS3Il 68381 68451 68522 68592
5.2 68662 68732 68802 688il 68941 69010 69079 69148 69217 69285
5.3 69354 69422 69490 69558 69626 69694 69761 09829 69896 6!l<J63
5.4 
 70030 70007 70164 70230 70296 70363 70429 70495 7or>60 706265.5 70691 70757 7OS22 70887 70052 71016 71OS1 71146 il210 71274

5.6 71338 il402 71406 il529 il592 il656 71719 71782 71845 71908

5.7 71971 72003 72095 72158 72220 72282 72344 72406 72467 72528

5.8 72589 72650 72711 7Zii2 72833 72893 72954 7a0l4 7a074 7a134

5.9 7a194 73254 73313 73373 73432 ,M91 73551 73610 73068 73727

6.0 73786 73844 73902 73960 74018 74076 74131 74192 74249 74307

6 .. 1 74364 74421 74478 74535 74592 74649 74705 74761 74818 74874
6.2 74930 74986 75641 i5097 75153 75208 75263 75318 75373 75428

6.3 75483 75538 75592 75647 75701 75755 75809 75863 75917 7597o
6.4 76024 70077 76131 76184 76237 76290 76343 76396 76448 7fJ501

6.5 76553 76605 76658 76710 76761 76813 76805 76917 76968 
 770196.6 770il 77122 77173 77224 'ii2i4 77325 7i375 77426 ii476 77526
6.7 77578 77626 i7676 77726 77776 77825 itS75 77924 i79i3 7SO22
6.8 7S071 78120 78169 78218 78206 78315 iS363 784Jl 78459 78507

6.9 78556 78603 78651 78698 78746 7879:1 78840 78888 78935 78982
7.0 79028 79075 79122 79168 79215 79261 79307 79354 70400 79445
7.1 70491 79537 79583 79628 79674 79719 79764 79800 i9854 79899
7.2 79944 711989 80003 80078 SOI2'2 SOI66 80211 802.~5 802<.19 80343
7.3 80386 86430 86474 80517 80561 80604 8IJ647 80690 S0733 SOii6
i.4 SOSl9 80862 80905 8O\l-I7 8O<J90 81032 81074 81117 81159 81201

7.5 81242 81284 81326 81367 8140'J 81451 81492 8153:1 81.174 81615
7.6 81656 81697 817:18 81779 81S19 S1860 81900 819H 81981 82021
7.7 82061 82101 82141 82181 82221 82260 82300 8Z139 82379 82418
7.8 824.17 82·196 825.15 82574 82613 82652 82690 82729 82768 82806
7.9 82844 82882 82920 82959 82697 8.10.15 8.1072 8:lIIO 8.1148 8:11 85
8.0 8322:1 83260 8.1297 83:1:15 8:1:172 83400 8:1446 8.148.1 8.1520 8:155,

8.1 835<J3 8.1630 83fJ66 8.1702 8:1739 83775 8:JSn S384i 8.18s:1 8:191 9
8.2 839;", 83!l<JI 84027 84062 8400S 84133 84168 84204 84239 84274

8.3 84300 84344 84379 84414 84449 8448:1 84518 84552 84587 84621

8.4 84855 84690 84724 84758 84792 84826 848.59 84893 84927 84960

8.5 849\l-1 85027 85061 Sfl.l\l-l 8.5127 8.0;161 85194 85227 85259 85292

8.6 85:125 8.1.'\.18 8.')391 854Z1 85456 85488 85520 85552 8.'i585 SfJ(lJ ,

8.7 8.'i6411 8.'i081 8.1713 85745 85776 8.1808 85840 sr,s72 85903 
 85934
8.8 8.0;900 
 8,'i997 86028 86059 80090 86121 86152 86183 86214 86245S.9 86274 86306 86:136 86367 86397 86428 86458 Sf>488 86518 Sf,,>48
9.0 86578 86008 86638 SfJ668 861)97 86727 86757 86786 81J8IO 8684.
9.1 86875 86904 80933 86962 86091 87018 87049 87078 8710i 8i13!j

9.2 87164 87193 87221 87250 87278 87:l06 873.15 87363 87391 8741 9
9.3 87447 87475 871i03 87531 87559 87587 87614 87642 87069 87697

9.4 87724 87752 87779 87806 8783.1 87860 87887 87915 87942 87968
9.5 87995 8802'2 88049 88075 88102 88128 88155 88181 88208 88234

9.6 88260 88286 88312 8833S 88364 88390 88416 88442 884f>S 88404
9.7 88519 88545 88570 88596 88621 88647 88672 88697 88722 88747
9.8 88773 88798 88823 88847 888i2 88897 88922 88947 88971 88900
9.9 89020 89045 89069 890U4 89118 89142 89160 89190 89215 89Z19
10,0 89203 89287 89310 89334 89358 8K182 89405 811429 811453 89476
10.1 89500 89523 89546 89570 811593 80016 811039 811002 89685 897OS
10.2 89731 89754 89777 89800 89822 89845 89868 89890 89913 811936
10.3 89958 899SO 90003 9!Xl2S 90047 L'OOO9 9OOU1 90113 90135 110157
10.4 90179 90201 90223 90245 90267 90288 90310 90332 903.')3 9037.5
10.5 90396 90418 90439 90460 90482 901i03 00524 00545 OOW6 90587


10.6 9060S 90629 90650 00671 90692 90712 90733 00754 00774 9079.5

10.7 90815 90836 oos.16 90877 90897 90917 90937 90958 90978 00998

10.8 91018 910:J8 91058 91078 91008 9lJ1S 01138 91157 91177 01197

10.9 01216 91236 91255 91275 912!l4 91314 913.13 111352 91372 91391

11.0 01410 91429 01448 01467 91486 91505 01524 91543 <JI.'i62 91581

11.1 91600 01618 91637 91656 91674 91693 U1711 91730 91748 11176 7

11.2 11178.0; 111803 91822 UJ840 91858 91S76 91804 111012 910:10 9104S

11.3 91966 91984 92002 92020 920:J8 92055 92073 92091 921 OS 92126

11.4 92144 92161 9'2179 02196 92213 92231 1l'.!248 92265 922S3 92300 
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64 TECHNICAL BULLETIN 348, U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 

TABLE 19.-TTalues of l-R'" when R=O.S-Continued 

x 0 1 2 3 I 4 .; 6 7 S 9 

11.5 92317 92334 92351 ll2368 9238S 92402 92419 92436 92453 92470 

11.6 92~87 92503 92520 92537 9255.1 92570 92586 92603 92619 92636 

lL 7 92652 92669 92685 9270I 92718 92734 92750 92766 92782 92798 

lLS 92814 928.30 92846 92862 9287S 92894 92910 92926 92942 92957 

11.9 92973 9ZJ89 93004 93020 93035 93051 93066 93082 93097 93113 

12.0 93128 93143 93159 93174 93189 93204 93219 93235 93250 93265 

12.1 93280 93295 93310 93324 93339 93~54 93369 93384 93399 93413 

12.2 93428 93443 93457 93472 93486 9:uJ1 93515 93530 93544 93559 

12.3 93573 93587 93602 93616 93630 93644 9.3658 93673 93687 93701 

12.4 93715 93729 93743 93757 93771 93785 93798 93812 93826 93840 

12. 5 93853 93867 93881 93895 93908 9'J922 939:i5 93949 93002 93976 
12.6 93989 94003 94016 94029 94043 94056 94069 94082 94095 94109 

12. 7 94122 94135 9414S 94161 94174 94187 94200 94213 942211 94239 
12.S 94252 94264 942ii 942<J0 9430.1 94315 94328 94341 943';3 94366 
12. 9 9437S 94391 94403 94416 94428 94441 94453 94465 94478 94400 
13.0 94502 94515 94527 94539 94551 94563 94575 9,1588 04600 94612 

13.1 94624 94636 9464S 94660 946i1 94683 94695 94707 94719 94731 

13.2 94742 94754 94766 94i77 94789 94801 94812 94824 0483.; 94847 

13. 3 g4858 94S70 94881 94893 94!104 94915 94927 94938 94949 94001 
13.4 94972 94983 94994 95005 95017 950"..8 95039 95050 9[JOfJl 95072 

13.5 95083 950\,14 95105 95116 95126 95137 95148 95159 95170 95181 

13.6 95191 95202 115213 95223 9,5234 952·15 95255 95200 95276 95287 

13.7 95297 95308 9531S 95.129 953:\(1 95349 95360 95370 05381 95391 

13.S 95401 95411 95422 95432 95442 95452 95462 95472 95483 95493 
13.9 95503 95513 05523 95533 95543 95553 95563 95572 95582 95592 

14.0 95602 95612 95621 956:11 95641 95651 95660 95670 95680 95689 

14.1 95699 95709 95718 95728 95i37 95747 95756 95766 95775 95784 

14. 2 95794 95803 95813 95822 958.11 95841 \15850 9.'i859 95868 9587S 
14. 3 95887 95800 95905 95914 95923 95932 115941 95951 95960 95009 
14.4 9597S 95987 95995 00004 96013 !J()022 00031 !l6040 00049 96058 

14. 5 96006 96075 00084 1l6092 00101 00110 00119 00127 00136 00IH 
14.6 00153 96162 00170 G6179 00187 00100 00204 96213 00221 00230 

14. 7 00238 00246 00255 00263 !l62it 96280 96288 00296 00304 00313 
14.S 96321 00329 0033. 00346 96354 96362 00370 00378 96386 00393 
14. 9 00402 00410 . 00418 00426 00434 00442 00450 00458 1J64f.o 96474 
15.0 00482 9648' • 00497 00505 96513 96521 96528 965.36 96544 00551 

15.1 96559 96567 96574 00582 96590 96597 flf.o05 96612 96620 96628 

15. 2 96635 96643 flf0650 00658 flf>665 96072 96U80 96687 96695 00702 
15. 3 96709 96717 96724 00731 96739 96746 9675.1 00760 96768 96775 
15.4 96782 96789 96796 flf.803 96811 9681S 90825 flf>8.12 96839 96846 

15. 5 96853 96860 flf>867 96874 96881 90888 96895 96902 96909 96916 
15.6 00923 96929 96930 00943 96950 00957 96flf>3 96970 96977 96984 

15.7 00991 96998 97004 97010 97017 97024 97030 97037 97014 97050 

15.S 97057 97063 97070 97076 9708.1 97089 97096 OilO2 97109 97115 
15.9 97122 97128 97135 97141 97147 9il&l 97100 97166 117173 97179 

16.0 97185 9il92 97198 97204 97210 97216 97223 97229 97235 9724 1 

16.1 117247 97253 97260 97266 97272 9727S 97284 97200 07296 97302 

10.2 973U8 97314 97320 97326 97332 973:1S 97344 \17350 973..'i6 97362 

16.3 !!7368 97373 97:179 97385 97391 97:197 97403 97~08 97414 974 

16.4 97426 974:n 97437 9744:1 97448 974&1 97460 97465 97~71 9747,

16. :; 974S2 97488 9749-1 97499 97,;05 97510 97516 97521 97527 97532 
16.6 975:l8 97544 97549 97554 97560 97565 07571 !!7576 97581 07587 

16.7 97592 97598 97603 97608 97614 97019 97624 97CI3O 97635 9764o 

16.S 97645 97651 97656 97661 97666 97671 07077 97682 97687 07692 
16.9 97697 97702 97708 97713 97718 97723 97728 97733 977:l8 97i43 

17.0 97748 97753 97758 9770:1 977f>8 977i3 07778 9li81 97788 97793 

17.1 9li98 97803 97&08 97813 97S17 97822 97827 97832 97837 97842 

17.2 97846 97851 97S56 97861 97866 97870 97875 97880 07885 97889 

17.3 97S94 97899 97903 97908 97913 97917 97022 97927 97931 97936 

17.4 97940 97945 97950 979&1 97959 97963 971l6S 97972 97977 97981 

17.5 97980 97900 97995 9799!I 98004 98008 98013 98017 98022 98026 

17.0 98030 98035 98039 U804:J OSOl8 98052 98Of>O 08001 98065 98069 

17.7 98074. 9897S 98082 9&087 98091 98095 98099 98194 98108 98Il2 

17.S 98Il6 98120 98125 98129 98133 98137 9S141 98146 98150 981<54 
17.9 08158 98102 081f06 98170 98174 98178 98182 98186 98190 98194 

18. 0 98109 98203 98207 98211 98215 98219 98223 98226 98230 98234 
18.1 98238 98242 98246 98250 982.'>1 982[.8 98262 98200 98269 9827.3 

18.2 98277 98281 98285 98289 98292 08296 98.100 98304 98.108 9831 1 

IS. 3 98315 98319 98323 98326 98330 983:14 98.138 98341 98345 98349 

18.4 983.52 98.356 98.360 9830:\ 98367 98371 98:174 9837S 98382 98385 

18. 5 98389 98392 98300 \18399 98-103 98400 98410 98414 98417 9842 1 
18.0 98-124 98428 98431 98435 08-1:l8 08442 984-:5 98449 98452 98456 

lS.7 98459 98462 98466 98469 08-172 118470 98480 98483 98480 98400 

lS.S 98494 98497 98500 98503 98500 08510 98513 98516 98521) 98523 

18.9 98526 98530 98533 !J8536 08539 98543 98546 9854\1 98552 98556 

19.0 98559 98562 98565 9851\8 08572 98575 98578 98581 98584 98587 

19.1 98591 98594 98597 98600 98603 \J86OO 986O\l 98012 98016 98619 

19.2 981122 98625 98628 98631 !J86:H 98637 98640 98643 98646 9864II 

19.3 98652 98655 98658 98661 98664 08667 98070 98673 98076 9867\I 

19.4 98682 98685 98688 98691 98694 \18697 98099 98702 98705 98708 

19.5 08711 98714 98717 118720 1l872'~ 9S725 98728 98i31 98734 9873 7 

19.6 98739 98742 98745 98748 98751 118753 98756 98750 98762 98765 

19. 7 98767 98nO 98773 118775 98778 98781 98784 98786 98789 9879:i 
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65 USE OF THE EXPONENTIAL YIELD CURVE 

TABLE 19.-lTalucs of l-R'" when R=O.S-Colltinucd 

:z; 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 

19.8 98794 98797 98800 98802 98805 98808 P8>l1O 98813 98816 98819 

19.9 98821 98824 98826 98829 98832 98S34 98837 98839 98842 98845 

20.0 98847 98850 98852 98855 98857 98860 98862 98865 98867 9887o 

20.1 988i3 98876 98878 98880 98883 98SS5 988S8 98800 9SS92 98895 

20.2 98S9i 98900 98902 98005 98007 98910 98912 98914 98917 !If'919 

20.3 98922 98924 98927 98929 98931 98934 98936 98938 98941 98943 

20.4 98945 98948 98950 9895:1 98955 98957 98960 98962 989M 9896f> 

20.5 98969 98971 98973 !!S0i6 98978 98980 98982 98985 98988 98900 

20.6 98992 98994 98996 9S998 99001 99003 99005 99007 9000'J 9001 2 

20.7 90014 90016 90018 90020 90023 99025 99027 90020 90031 9!9034 

20.8 99036 9903S 99040 99042 99044 99046 99048 9'J051 !JOO53 99055 

20.9 99057 99059 90061 99Ofl:1 99065 90067 90069 90071 90073 9907< 

21.0 990ii 99080 99OS2 99OS4 90086 lIOO!l8 !10090 99092 99094 99096. 

2Ll 9909S 99100 99102 99104 99106 99198 9'JIIO 99112 99114 99116 

21.2 99118 99120 99122 99124 99126 99128 99130 99132 99134 99136 

21.3 99137 99139 99141 99143 99145 99147 99149 99151 9915.1 99155 

21.4 99157 99158 99 60 99162 9'JI64 99166 99168 99170 99171 9917.3


' 21.5 99175 99177 99179 99181 99182 99184 9918G 99ISS 99100 99192 

21.6 99193 99195 99197 99199 99201 99202 99204 99206 99298 119.209 

21.7 99211 99213 99215 99216 99218 99220 99222 99223 99225 99227 

21.8 99229 99230 99232 99234 992:15 99237 99239 99241 99242 99244 

21.9 99246 99247 99249 99251 99252 99254 99256 99257 99259 99261 

22.0 99262 9921:..1 99266 !19267 99269 99270 99272 99274 99275 99277 

22.1 99279 99280 99282 9'J283 99285 9928G 99288 99290 99291 992\93 

22.2 99294 992\16 99298 99299 99300 99302 99304 99305 99307 9930S 

22.3 9P31O 99312 99313 99315 99310 99318 W319 99321 99322 99324 

22.4 99325 99327 99328 993:10 99331 993.13 9!l334 99336 993.18 99339 

22.5 99340 99341 99343 99344 99"&46 99347 99349 99350 99352 Il'J353 

22.6 993.55 99350 99358 99359 99360 99362 99.163 99365 99366 9936S 

22.7 99369 99370 99372 99373 99374 9'J376 99377 99379 9P38O 99381 

22.8 99383 99384 9938G 99387 99388 99300 99391 9'J392 9939-1 9939,5 

22.9 99396 99398 9939<J 99401 99402 99403 99405 99406 99407 99498 

23.0 99410 99411 99412 99414 99415 99416 99418 99419 99420 99-121 

23. I 9942:1 99424 99425 99427 99428 99429 99431 99432 99433 994'34 
23.2 9943fl 99437 99438 99439 99440 99442 99443 99445 !J9.I46 99447 

23.3 99448 99449 99450 99452 99453 99454 99455 99456 99458 99459 

23.4 9!l46O 99461 99463 994f..l 99405 99466 9'J4fi7 !J9.I68 99470 W471 

23.5 00472 99473 99374 9'J4711 99477 99478 99479 99480 99481 99483 

23.6 99484 99485 9948G 99487 994SS 99400 99491 99492 99493 99494 

23.7 99495 99400 99497 9949g 99500 99501 99502 99503 99504 99505 

23.8 9'J506 99507 9950'! 99500 99511 99512 99513 99514 W515 9951f> 

23.9 99517 99518 99519 99520 99521 99522 99524 99525 W52fi 99527 

24.0 991;28 99529 99530 995.11 99532 W5.'J.J 995:14 99535 99536 995.1, 

24.1 99538 99539 99540 99541 99542 99543 99544 119545 99546 

24. 2 99548 99549 99550 995.51 9'J552 99553 9USfri 911555 99556 995.5, 

9'J54! 
24. 3 99558 99559 99,5f.o 99561 99562 995f.l 99564 995f15 99566 99567 
214 995f>8 99569 99,570 99571 99572 09573 99574 99575 99576 99577 
24. 5 99578 119579 99580 1l'J581 99581 99582 99583 9'J584 99585 Il'J58G 
24.0 1l'J587 99588 1l'J589 99500 995!11 99592 9'J593 9'J593 99594 99595 

24.7 911596 9'J5!17 99598 1l'J599 9'JOOO 99f.ol 991i02 9'J602 9!l603 \l9604 

24. 8 llIlf.05 9'J606 !I96Oi 9!Jf>98 99609 99609 99610 1l!1611 99612 9961"3 
24. 9 99614 11'.1615 99615 99616 119617 99618 991i19 99620 99621 119621 
25.0 99622 9!J623 9'.Hl24 9'J025 9'.1626 ll'J026 9<.Hl27 LI{l628 119628 9962!9 

25.1 996.10 9!l6.11 996:12 99f':13 9'.Hl34 996:15 996.16 996.16 9!J637 99f.38 

25.2 llIlfJ39 99640 99640 99f..l1 99642 99643 IJ!I6.I4 99644 9'J645 99646 

25.3 9'J647 llIlfJ-!8 9'J648 99649 !l9fl5O II'J651 99651 1l!J652 !JOO53 996.54 

25.4 99655 99655 99656 99657 99658 9965<J 1l\J659 99660 9!J6fil 9!J6fi1 

2.5.5 'J9662 !l966.1 !J!1664 Il!J664 Il'J665 99666 !J!J667 Il!J668 9!J6f>8 99669 

2.';.6 9'.1670 99670 991\71 99672 00672 99673 'J9674 'J9675 99675 99676 

25.7 'J9677 99678 99678 99679 1l'J680 119681 'J9681 119682 99683 9968:3 

25.8 99684 Il9685 99685 99086 99687 99087 9968S 99689 99600 119690 

25.0 99691 99002 99692 9969'& 9'J6!14 99694 99695 99696 99096 99697 

26.0 99698 99699 99699 99700 99700 99701 99702 99703 99703 1l'J704 

26.1 99704 1l'J705 99700 1l'J706 119707 99707 !J!1708 119708 99709 9971o 

26.2 9'J711 99712 99712 99713 !J!1714 99714 99715 99716 00716 0071 7 

26.3 99717 1l'J718 99719 99719 99720 II9i2O 'J9i21 00722 99722 W72:1 

20.4 9<J724 1l'J724 1l'J725 99726 9'J726 9972i 1I<J727 1l'J728 99728 1l'J720 

26.5 00730 1l'J730 !J!1731 Il!Ji31 O'J732 0073.1 99733 99734 00734 00735 

26.6 99736 00736 99737 997:18 9'J738 99739 00739 99740 99740 1l'J741 

26.7 !l'J74 I 99742 1l'J743 00743 1l'J744 !J!1744 99745 9<Ji46 9'Ji46 99i4 7 

26. 8 9'J747 1l'J748 1l'J749 I~J749 II'J750 11\)750 99701 119751 1l'J752 119752 
26.9 00753 00753 II'J754 0075.'; 1l!1755 9<J756 1111756 99757 1l'J757 99758


997 .27.0 0075'J 'J975!1 1111759 99i60 99760 119761 99761 00762 99762 63 

27.1 99764 00764 IXli65 99705 9!1766 99766 99767 00767 99768 99i68 

2i.2 1l'J769 99769 (19770 99770 wm wm 9'J772 00772 00773 1l'J773 

27.3 119774 !J!1774. 119775 00775 1l'J776 00776 1l'J777 9'J777 99778 1l'J778 

27.4 99779 99771l 9'J78O 'J9i8O W7S1 9!1781 1l'J782 1l'J782 9'J783 00783 

27.5 99784 1l'J784 9'J785 9978.0; 99786 99786 119787 1l'J787 997SS 997SS 

27.6 00789 99789 I~J789 Il'J700 1l'J700 99791 W791 99792 !19792 W793 

27.7 1l'J793 00794 1l'J7U4 W7UfJ 1l'J71l5 1l'J700 1l'J700 1l'J796 00797 00797 

27.8 W798 00798 1l!171l'J 9971111 1111800 Il'J8OO 9!J800 !J!1801 1l'J801 Il\ 

27.9 00802 'J9803 99803 W804 W804 99805 98805 9S805 9Il806 
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TABLE 19.-Valucs oj I-R z when R=O.S-Continucd 

x 0 	 3 4 5 6 7 8 9_11_2 
1

28.0 99807 9980i 9980i 00808 0080$ 99SO!l 99SO!l 99810 99810 9'J81o28.1 99811 99811 99812 99812 99813 1IlI813 99813 99814 99814 99815
28.2 09815 9'J816 99816 998J6 	 99817 99817 99817 99818 99818 9981928.3 99819 99820 99820 99820 99821 99821 09821 99822 99822 998ZI
28.4 99S23 99823 99824 99824 9<JS25 99825 99825 99826 99826 098_2i28.5 9982i 9982i 99828 	 00828 99829 99829 99829 99830 9'J83O 998:30
28.6 99831 99831 99832 00832 998:12 99S33 99S33 998.1.1 99&'14 9'J834
28.7 99835 99835 00835 00836 99&16 99836 008.16 9'J837 99837 998:as28.S 998:18 99839 99839 99839 99840 00840 99840 99841 00841 L9984
28.9 99842 99842 99842 99843 99843 99844 99844 99844 \J9845 00845
2'J.O 99845 99846 9Il846 99846 99847 OOSI7 00847 99848 9'J848 00848
29.1 99849 	 99SI9 9'J819 99S5O 00&'iO 99S5O 99851 99851 99851 09852
29.2 09SS2 99852 09&;:1 9!lS5:1 998.;:1 Il9S54 99S51 09854 !l9S55 99"sss
29.3 998.'i5 Il9S56 09856 9!l8rXl 99857 99S5i 99857 99858 998.18 99S5S
29.4 Il9S58 	 098W 99&<;9 !YJ859 99860 9'JSOO 99860 99861 09861 99861
29.5 99802 09862 9IlS62 1lIk'<62 9'JS6.1 9\lS6.J Il9863 09S64 99864 09864
29.6 9'J865 9'J865 99865 99866 09866 09806 9'J866 9!lS67 09867 0986,
29.7 Il9868 !~J868 \i9868 1!!lS69 99869 9'J869 09869 09870 99870 9987o
29,S 9'J871 99871 99871 99871 99872 99872 008;2 9'JS73 99873 998T3
29;9 99873 9'J874 99874 99874 09Si5 99875 99875 99875 99876 9\1876 
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